
Issue Program Guest (including title)

911 Reponse Times Tommy Tucker

Ken Barnhart, Witnessed dangerous ATV 

activity in Audubon Park

Abortion Tommy Tucker

Dorinda Bordlee (Vice President, Senior 

Counsel at the Bioethics Defense fund)

Abortion Tommy Tucker

Marjorie Esman (Director of ACLU of 

Louisiana)

Affirmative Action Tommy Tucker

David Law, Professor of Law & Political 

Science at Washington University in St. 

Louis

Affirmative Action Tommy Tucker

Stella Flores, Associate Professor of Public 

Policy and Higher Education

Al Qaeda Tommy Tucker Jeff McCausland, CBS military expert

Al Qaeda Tommy Tucker

Bruce Jentleson, Middle East expert, Duke 

University Professor, at the State 

Department from 2009-11 & worked on the 

Middle East peace process in the 1990s in the 

Clinton Adminstration

Alcohol Tommy Tucker

Chris Orr, Senior Editor and Principal Film 

Critic for The Atlantic

Allergies Open Mind Dr. Greg Pippin, ENT Specialist

American Dream Tommy Tucker

Erin Currier (Director of Financial Security 

& Mobility Research at The Pew Charitable 

Trusts)

Anger Tommy Tucker

David Reiss (Psychiatrist David M. Reiss, 

private practice, San Diego; currently 

consulting at The Brattleboro Retreat in 

Vermont)

Animal Cruelty Open Mind

Jeff Dorson, Executive Director of the 

Louisiana Humane Society

Animal Cruelty Open Mind

Meagan McCarthy, Owner of the abused cat, 

Cinderella 

Animal Cruelty Open Mind Lynn Chiche, President of Spaymart



Animal Cruelty Open Mind

Dr. Theresa Gernon, Magazine Street 

Animal Clinic

Animal Cruelty Open Mind

Dr. Greg Rich, West Esplanade Veterinary 

Clinic: caring for birds, reptiles, ferrets, 

rabbits and other small exotics

Animal Cruelty Open Mind

June Booth, with House Rabbit Society 

Educator/Fosterer

Animals Tommy Tucker

Jeff Dorson (Executive Director of the 

Louisiana Humane Society)

Autism Open Mind

Julie Riley, Coordinator of the Louisiana 

Autism Specturm and Related Disabilities 

Project at LSU Health Sciences Center 

Human Development Center

Autism Open Mind

Doug Mouton, WWL-TV's Sports Director 

and parent of an autistic child

Autism Open Mind Kelly Fisher, parent of autistic child

Autism Open Mind Dave Falgoust, parent of autistic child

Beauty pagaents Tommy Tucker

Martina Cartwright (PhD, registered 

dietitian, Professor of Nutrional Sciences at 

the University of Arizona, & author of 

Princess by "Proxy: When Child Beauty 

Pageants Aren't About the Kids")

Belmont Stakes Tommy Tucker Pat Morrow (Bovada Head Oddsmaker)

Bergdahl prisoner swap Tommy Tucker

Bill Smullen (Director of National Security 

Studies at the Maxwell School of Citizenship 

& Public Affairs at Syracuse)

Bergdahl prisoner swap Tommy Tucker Mike Lyons, CBS military analyst

Betting Tommy Tucker

Vegas Runner (Pro sports bettor, betting 

expert)

Betting Tommy Tucker

Will Brinson (NFL writer for 

CBSSports.com)



Bibles Tommy Tucker

Geoff Morin (Executive Vice President of the 

American Bible Society)

Biking Tommy Tucker

Naomi Doerner (Executive Director of 

BikeEasy)

Birth order Tommy Tucker

Frank Farley (Professor at Temple 

University, Philadelphia, & former President 

of the American Psychological Association)

BP Open Mind

Doug Sunseri, WWL legal analyst and host 

of All Things Legal

BP Open Mind Steve Herman, Lead Plaintiff Attorney 

BP Oil Spill Think Tank

Sara Gonzalez-Rothi Kronenthal, Senior 

Policy Specialist, Protecting & Restoring 

Coasts and Floodplains

BP Oil Spill Think Tank Dr. Doug Inkley, Senior Wildlife Biologist

BP Oil Spill Open Mind

Dr. Mike Robichaux, Ear, Nose & Throat 

doctor seeing oil spill victims in Raceland

BP Oil Spill Open Mind

Bonny Schumaker, President & Founder of 

On Wings of Care- non-profit dedicated to 

the protection and preservation of wildlife, 

wild habitat, and natureal ecosystems…

BP Oil Spill Open Mind

Drew Landry, Songwriter & Filmmaker of 

"The Restoration" about the BP oil spill and 

the oil workers and families who worked 

cleaning up the spill.  



BP Settlement Think Tank

Stephen Bradberry, Executive Director, The 

Alliance Institute

BP Settlement Think Tank

Cyndi Nguyen, Executive Director, 

Vietnamese Initiatives in Economic Training 

(VIET)

Bucket list Tommy Tucker

Caroline Miller (Certified Career Coach, 

author of "Creating Your Best Life," and 

expert on goal accomplishment)

Bullying

Scoot in for 

Tommy Tucker

Dave Newman (Concealed Carry NOLA -

NRA certified pistol instructor registered 

with the Louisiana State Police)

Bullying Think Tank

Brian Cox, Public Affairs Officer Depart. Of 

Homeland Security , U.S. Immigration  and 

Customs Enforcement (ICE) Alabama, 

Arkansas Louisiana, Mississippi, New 

Jersey, Tennessee

Bullying Think Tank

Sara Jane Brady, Executive Director, Forum 

for Equality

Bullying Think Tank

Parry Aftab, US lawyer, child advocate and 

expert in all aspects of cyberlaw, best 

practices, cyberbullying and 

cyberharassment, cybercrime and privacy. 

She is also a risk-management and best 

practices consultant and advisor to the 

leaders of the Internet and digital technology 

industries.She's the creator of 

StopCyberbullying.org the most popular 

cyberbullying prevention website online.

Bullying Think Tank

Dr. Monica Marsee, Psychology Professor @ 

UNO

CBD Open Mind

Shaun Talbot, Talbot Realty Group-lives 

Downtown with wife and 3 small children. 

He works and owns property Downtown but 

I also live there with my wife and three small 

children.  

CBD Open Mind Dotan Bonen, Developer

CBD Open Mind Marcel Wisznia, Developer



CBD Open Mind MiMi Montagnet Bankston, M2Brokerage

CCC Lights Open Mind J.P. Morrell, Louisiana Senator

CCC Lights Open Mind

Matthew Treuting, Board President YLC 

(Young Leadership Council) 

CCC Lights Open Mind

Scott Sternberg, Secretary & General 

Counsel, YLC

Charity Open Mind

Kendall Taggart, Reporter with the Center 

for Investigative Reporting

Charity Open Mind

Michael Williamson, President & CEO, 

United Way SE La

Charity Open Mind

Cynthia Albert, Vice President of 

Operations/ media relations/ Better Business 

Bureau

Charity Open Mind

Lisa Plunkett, Susan G. Komen New Orleans 

Affiliate Director



Charity Open Mind Nick Felton, Fire Fighters Union President

Cheerleading Tommy Tucker

David Geier, Director of Sports Medicine at 

the Medical University of South Carolina

Cheerleading Tommy Tucker

Jim Lord, Executive Director of the 

American Association of Cheerleading 

Coaches & Administrators

Childless by Choice Open Mind Eve Verteeg, Childless by choice

Childless by Choice Open Mind Aryanna Gamble, Childless by choice

Childless by Choice Open Mind Meg Ferris, WWL-TV medical reporter

Childless by Choice Open Mind

Dr. Amy Dickson, Clinical 

Psychologist/Assistant Professor at the 

LSUHSC School of Medicine, Dept. of 

Psychiatry

China Think Tank

Eric Smith, Professor @ Tulane's Institute of 

Energy

China Think Tank

Dan Kish, Senior Vice President for Policy @ 

IER (the Institute for Energy Research)

Civil Service Open Mind

Andy Kopplin, First Deputy Mayor and 

Chief Administrative Officer

Civil Service Open Mind

Donovan Livaccari, Attorney with the 

Fraternal Order of Police

Civil Service Open Mind

Greg Rusovich, Forward New Orleans 

spokesperson and past Chair of the Business 

Council

Civil Service Open Mind Nick Felton, NOFD 



Climate Change Tommy Tucker

James Taylor (Senior Fellow for Energy & 

Environment Policy for The Heartland 

Institute)

Climate Change Tommy Tucker

Dan Cayan (Research Meteorologist at the 

Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO), 

University of California, San Diego)

Cliven Bundy Tommy Tucker

Andra Gillespie, Associate Professor of 

Political Science at Emory University

Coastal erosion Tommy Tucker

Chris John (President of the Louisiana Mid-

Continent Oil and Gas Association)

Coastal erosion Tommy Tucker

John Carmouche (Lawyer at Talbot, 

Carmouche, and Marcello (represents some 

plaintiffs in the coastal erosion lawsuits))

Coastline Think Tank

Capt. George Ricks, President, The Save 

Louisiana Coalition

Coastline Think Tank

Denise Reed, Chief scientist for The Water 

Institute of the Gulf

Cocktail Open Mind Ann Tuennrman, Tales of the Cocktails

Cocktail Open Mind

Neal Bodenheimer, Bar owner (CURE, 

Bellocq and Cane & Table) & mixologist

Common Core Tommy Tucker

Dan Juneau (Policy Advisor to Lane Grigsby 

(he underwrote the poll), former President of 

the Louisiana Association of Business & 

Industry)

Common Core Tommy Tucker

Neal McCluskey (Associate Director of 

Cato's Center for Educational Freedom)

Common Core Tommy Tucker

Michael Brickman (National Policy Director 

at the Fordham Institute)

Common Core Tommy Tucker

John MaGinnis, Political Analyst with 

LaPolitics

Common Core Tommy Tucker

Alice Thomas, CEO of the Louisiana 

Children's Research Center for Delopment 

and Learning



Common Core Tommy Tucker

Neal McCluskey, Associate Director of the 

Cato Institute's Center for Educational 

Freedom

Common Core Think Tank Walt Leger, State Rep District 91

Common Core Open Mind

Jeremy Alford, Publisher-Editor, LaPolitics 

Weekly

Common Core Open Mind Leslie Jacobs, Founder of Educate Now!

Common Core Open Mind

Dr. James Meza, Superintendent Jefferson 

Parish Schools 

Common Core Open Mind Stan Smith, Orleans Parish School Board

Consent Decree Tommy Tucker

George Capowich, Former cop & 

Criminologist, Dept of Sociology @ Loyola 

University

Conspiracy theories Tommy Tucker

Timothy Melley (Professor of English at 

Miami University, author of "Empire of 

Conspiracy: The Culture of Paranoia in 

Postwar America")

Conspiracy theories Tommy Tucker

Brendan Nyhan (Assistant Professor of 

Government at Dartmouth College)

Corp Think Tank

Charlotte Randolph, Lafourche Parish 

President

Corp Think Tank Craig Zeringue, Raceland property owner



Corp Think Tank

Garret Graves, formerly Chair of the 

Coastal Protection & Restoration Authority 

AND Executive Assistant to the Governor 

for Coastal Activities and is now a 

consultant. 

Corporate Welfare Think Tank

Cameron Seward, Program manager, 

Heritage Foundation

Crawfish Tommy Tucker Tim Acosta, Rouses

Crawfish Think Tank

Mark Shirley, Crawfish specialist  for the 

LSU Ag Center & La. Sea Grant

Crime Open Mind Ginny Lee, co-director-Vera Institute

Crime Open Mind

Susan Guidry, City Council member & 

Chair of the Council's Criminal Justice 

Committee



Crime Open Mind

Pres Kabacoff, Developer, vocal supporter of 

New Orleans Pretrial services also part of 

the coalition called  Smart on Crime 

Crime Open Mind

Antoine Barriere, Pastor, Household of Faith 

Family Worship Church International

Crime Open Mind Mike Anderson, Special Agent in charge-FBI

Crime Think Tank

Dr. Kristopher Kaliebe, He's a forensice 

Psychiatrist at LSU Health Sciences Center 

Crime Think Tank

Dr. George Capowich, Former cop & 

Criminologist, Dept of Sociology @ Loyola 

University

Crime Think Tank

Antoine Barriere, Pastor, Household of Faith 

Family Worship Church 

Crime Think Tank

Dana Kaplan, Executive Director, Juvenile 

Justice Project of Louisiana



Crime Think Tank

Michael Cowan, Chair of the Crime 

Coalition

Crime Think Tank

Greg Rusovich, Business leader & former 

Chair of the Crime Coalition

Crime Tommy Tucker

Dr. George Capowich, Criminologist & 

former police officer  Dept of Sociology at 

Loyola

Crime Tommy Tucker

Inez Glapion, Had bench stolen from her 

porch

Crime Tommy Tucker

Ilya Shapiro, Senior Fellow in Constitutional 

Studies at the Cato Institute & Editor-in-

Chief of the Cato Supreme Court Review

Crime Think Tank Nicole Flatow, Think Progress Justice

Crime Think Tank

Hanni Sakhoury, Staff Attorney, Electonic 

Frontier Foundation

Crime Open Mind

Nicole Sheppard, Attorney with Sheppard 

Law

Crime Open Mind Judge Sean Early, Municipal Court Judge

Crime Tommy Tucker

Robert Jenkins (Attorney/Former State 

Public Defender/Criminal Defense 

Attorney/Defense Lawyer and Public 

Defender/Former AD HOC Judge)

Crime Tommy Tucker

Chuck Drago, Police Procedures & Practices 

expert, former police chief, & President of 

Drago Consultants

Crime Open Mind Dr. John Penny, Criminologist at SUNO



Crime Open Mind

Dr. Peter DeBlieux, Emergency Room 

Physician for the Medical Center of 

Louisiana at New Orleans

Crime Open Mind

Robert Jenkins, Attorney, former State 

Public Defender/Criminal Defense Attorney 

& Public Defender

Crime Tommy Tucker

Carlton Dufrechou, General Manager of the 

Causeway Commission

Crime Tommy Tucker

Alvin Pike, Good Samaritan who jumped 

into Lake Pontchartrain to save a driver

Crime Tommy Tucker

Executive Director of the Vieux Carre 

Property Owners, Residents, and Associates 

(VCPORA)

Crime Tommy Tucker NOPD Chief

Crime Tommy Tucker Executive Director of Crimestoppers

Crime Tommy Tucker

President of the Police Association of New 

Orleans (PANO)

Crime Garland Chair of the Crime Coaliation



Crime Garland City Council At Large

Crime Garland

Business leader & former Chair of the Crime 

Coalition



Crime Garland Criminologist at Southern University

Crime Garland Attorney with the Fraternal Order of Police



Crime Garland

Lt. Governor

Crime Open Mind

Anti-crime activist with Brothers Against 

Crime



Crime Open Mind Community anti-crime activist

Crime Open Mind

Former cop & Criminologist, Dept of 

Sociology @ Loyola University



Crime Open Mind

Attorney for the Police Association of New 

Orleans (PANO)

Criminal System Think Tank

Sidney Powell, Author,  Licenced to Lie:   

Esposing Corruption in the Department of 

Justice

D-Day Tommy Tucker

Eric Rivet (Curator at the World War II 

Museum)

Dealth Penalty Tommy Tucker

Deborah Denno, Professor at Fordham Law 

School who has been writing about execution 

methods for over 20 years

Death Open Mind

Dr. Marilyn Mendoza, Counseling 

Psychologist & author, We Do Not Die 

Alone: Jesus is coming to get me in a white 

pickup truck"  

Death penalty Tommy Tucker

Samuel Gross (Professor of Law at the 

University of Michigan)

Death penalty Tommy Tucker

Samuel Gross (Professor of Law at the 

University of Michigan)

Death row Tommy Tucker Ed Cohn (Rabbi at Temple Sinai)



Deathbed Visions Open Mind

Dr. Marilyn Mendoza, Counseling 

Psychologist & author, We Do Not Die 

Alone: Jesus is coming to get me in a white 

pickup truck"  

Demography Open Mind

Allison Plyer, Executive Director & Chief 

Demographer,   Data Center

Demography Open Mind Arthur Sterbcow, Local Real Estate Analyst

Discrimination Think Tank

Dr. Rochelle Head-Dunham, Interim 

Assistant Secretary for the Office Of 

Behavioral Health and the Louisiana 

Department of Health & Hospitals 

District Attourney Open Mind

Leon Cannizzaro, Orleans Parish District 

Attorney

Divorce Tommy Tucker

Michelle Demarest (Attorney at law (her 

practice is primarily focused on family law))

Divorce Tommy Tucker Richard O'Malley, Special Events Producer



Dog Fighting Open Mind

Jeff Dorson, Executive Director of the 

Louisiana Humane Society

Dog Fighting Open Mind

Anna Zorilla, Louisiana SPCA- Executive 

Director

Dog Fighting Open Mind

John "JP" Goodwin, Humane Society of the 

United States 

Dogs Tommy Tucker

Maggie Wood, Animal behaviorist & dog 

trainer

Dogs Tommy Tucker

Jeff Dorson (Executive Director of the 

Louisiana Humane Society)

Domestic Abuse Open Mind

Public Policy Committee Chair for the 

United Way of Southeast Louisiana

Domestic Abuse Open Mind

President & CEO, United Way of Southeast 

Louisiana



Domestic Abuse Open Mind

Executive Director of New Orleans Family 

Justice Center.

Domestic Abuse Open Mind Survivor (might want to be anonymous)

Donald Sterling Tommy Tucker

Dr. Jane Greer (Psychotherapist, 

relationship expert, author of ―What About 

Me? Stop Selfishness From Ruining Your 

Relationship‖ & creator ―Shrink Wrap with 

Dr. Jane Greer‖)

Dress code Tommy Tucker

Lizzie Post, Co-author of Emily Post's 

Etiquette, 18th Edition

Drinking Age Think Tank

Jacob Sullum, Reason, Senior Editor.  He's a 

nationally syndicated columnist, 'Creator 

Syndicate' is an author of multiple books, 

"Saying Yes: In Defense of Drug Use"

"For Your Own Good: The Anti-Smoking 

Crusade and the Tyranny of Public Health" 

Driving Tommy Tucker Dan Claitor, State Senator

Driving Tommy Tucker

Tarran Vaillancourt (Adventure Travel 

Expert with Expedia.com)

Drones Think Tank

Steve Bucci, Director, Douglas and Sarah 

Allison Center for Foreign and National 

Security Policy@ Heritage Foundation

Drones Think Tank

Amy Gajda, Tulane Law Professor 

(Constitutional law or invasions of privacy 

issues)



Drought Think Tank

Mark Davis, Senior Research Fellow & 

Director of the Institute of Water Resources 

Law and Policy at Tulane University

Drugs Think Tank Terry Landry, State Representative 

Drugs Think Tank

Mike Edmundson, Col. w/ La. State 

Troopers

Drugs Think Tank

Will Harrell, ACLU-Southern Regional 

Policy Counsel

Drugs Think Tank

Howard Rahtz, Retired police captain & 

member of LEAP (Law Enforcement 

Against Prohibition) 

Drugs Think Tank

Stephen Downing, retired LAPD deputy 

chief of police ALSO MEMBER OF LEAP 

(Law enforcement against prohibition) 

Drugs Open Mind

Kevin Kane, President, Pelican Institute for 

Public Policy

Drugs Open Mind

Gregory Thompson, Attorney, Thompson 

Law Group

Drugs Open Mind

Vikrant Redd,  Texas Public Policy 

Foundaton

Drugs Think Tank

Dr. George Capowich, Former cop & 

Criminologist, Dept of Sociology @ Loyola 

University.

Drugs Tommy Tucker

Dr. Mark Alain Dery, Assistant Professor of 

Clinical Medicine at the Tulane University 

School of Medicine

Drugs Think Tank

Dr. Sanjay Gupta, Emmy Award winning 

chief medical correspondent for the Health, 

Medical & Wellness  unit at CNN

Drugs Think Tank

Dr. George Capowich, Former cop & 

Criminologist, Dept of Sociology @ Loyola 

University



Drugs Think Tank

James Gierach, Former Prosecuter & Board 

member of LEAP (Law Enforcement 

Against Prohibition) 

Drugs Tommy Tucker Sgt. Pat Long (Thornton Police Department)

Drugs Tommy Tucker

Kevin Sabet (Director of Smart Approaches 

to Marijuana (SAM))

Earthquakes Think Tank

Rick Franzo, President, Concerned Citizens 

of St. Tammany

Earthquakes Think Tank

Wilma Subra, Provides Technical Assistance 

to LEAN (Louisiana Enviornmental Action 

Network)..  She is also a Mac Arthur Award 

winner (which means you are recognized as 

a genius in your field).  She's been studying 

this since the 70's 

Earthquakes Think Tank

Bob Williams, a research geophysicist with 

the USGS Earthquake Hazards Program in 

Golden, CO

Easter Open Mind David Haydel, Owner, Haydel's Bakery

Easter Open Mind Tariq Hanna, Chef/partner- Sucre' 

Easter Open Mind

Chef Duke Lociero, Chef and Owner of Café 

Giavonie's



Easter Open Mind Scott Craig, Chef & Owner of Katie's 

Eclipse Tommy Tucker

Carl Arredondo (Chief Meteorologist for 

WWL-TV)

Economy Think Tank C.B. Forgotston, Attorney

Economy Think Tank

Stephen Moret, Secretary, Louisiana 

Economic Development

Economy Think Tank John Kennedy, State Treasurer

Education Think Tank

Steve Monaghan, President of the Louisiana 

Federation of Teachers

Education Think Tank

Dr. Paul Peterson, Harvard Professor & 

author of "Teachers versus the Public"

Education Think Tank

Steve Monaghan, President of the Louisiana 

Federation of Teachers

Education Think Tank

Dr. Paul Peterson, Harvard Professor & 

author of "Teachers versus the Public"

Education Open Mind Jill Garner, Founder/CEO, Manners Heart

Education Open Mind

Erica Aguillard, Assistant Principal of 

laBelleaire Elementary School



Education Open Mind

John White, Superintendent of the Louisiana 

Department of Education

Education Tommy Tucker

Michael Brickman, National Policy Director 

at the Thomas B. Fordham Institute

Education Tommy Tucker

Debbie Meaux, President of the Louisiana 

Association of Educators

Education Tommy Tucker

Mark Kantrowitz, Senior VP and Publisher 

of Edvisors.com

Education Tommy Tucker

Joyce Serido, Assistant Director of the Take 

Charge America Institute of the University 

of Arizona

Edward Snowden Think Tank Julian Sanchez, Cato Research fellow

Edward Snowden Think Tank

Ken Gude, Senior Fellow with the National 

Security Team at the Center for American 

Progress

Elections Open Mind

Clancy Dubos, WWL-TV's Political Analyst 

& editor and publisher of Gambit Weekly

Elliot Rodger Open Mind

Mike Anderson, Special Agent in Charge, 

FBI



Elliot Rodger Open Mind

Maureen McDonough, Social Worker in a 

middle school who works with teens in 

difficult family and living situations.

Elliot Rodger Open Mind

Jeff Methvin, Special Agent out of Baton 

Rouge Office of the New Orleans Division 

FBI

Entertainment Open Mind Ian Hoch, WWL's resident happening guy

Entertainment Open Mind

John Desplas, Artistic Director, New Orleans 

Film Society

Entertainment Open Mind

Harry Mayronne,  performer: marionette 

maker, puppeteer, and pianist

Entertainment Think Tank

Ross Melnick, Assistant Professor of Film & 

Media Studies At UC -Santa Barbara

Entertainment Think Tank

Victoria E. Johnson, Associate Professor , 

Film & Media Studies-UC-Irvine

Entertainment Open Mind Ian Hoch, WWL's resident happening guy

Entertainment Open Mind Anne Rolfes, La. Bucket Brigade

Entertainment Open Mind Jude Bourque, Movie lover

Entertainment Open Mind

Eric McVey, Managing Member of Crawl 

NOLA

Entertainment Open Mind Chris Owens, Entertainer, Night club owner

Entertainment Open Mind

Fitness Foundation, Crescent City Fitness 

Foundation President

Entertainment Open Mind Ian Hoch, WWL's resident happening guy

Entertainment Open Mind Jude Bourque, Movie lover

Entertainment Open Mind Lesslee Fitzmorris, Saintsations 

Entertainment Open Mind Ian Hoch, WWL's resident happening guy

Entertainment Open Mind Jude Bourque, Movie lover

Entertainment Open Mind

Spud McConnell, Talk show host on 3WL & 

performer

Entertainment Open Mind Ian Hoch, WWL's resident happening guy



Entertainment Open Mind Jude Bourque, Movie lover

Entertainment Open Mind

Jude Bourque, Movie lover & guest co-host 

this week

Entertainment Open Mind Jude Bourque, Movie lover

Entertainment Open Mind Ian Hoch, WWL's resident happening guy

Entertainment Open Mind Jude Bourque, Movie lover

Entertainment Open Mind Ian Hoch, WWL's resident happening guy

Entertainment Open Mind Jude Bourque, Movie lover

Entertainment Open Mind WWL's resident happening guy

Entertainment Open Mind Movie lover

Entertainment Open Mind Art for Cats Sake

Entrepreneurship Open Mind

Earl Robinson, President of PowerMoves. 

NOLA

Entrepreneurship Open Mind Leslie Jacobs, Founder, PowerMoves, NOLA



Entrepreneurship Open Mind

Rod Miller, President & CEO, New Orleans 

Business Alliance

Entrepreneurship Open Mind Michael Hecht, President & CEO, GNO,Inc

Environment Open Mind

Sandy Rosenthal, Founder & President  of 

Levees dot org



Environment Open Mind

Anne Rolfes, Founding Director, La. Bucket 

Brigade

Environment Open Mind

Russel Honore, Lt. General, US (ret)., author 

of "Leadership In The New Normal" & 

founder of the Green Army 

Environment Open Mind

Jonathan Henderson, Gulf Restoration 

Network

Environment Think Tank

Chief Scientist For Climate and Land Use 

Change at USGS (US. Geological Survey). 

She is the author of the international climate 

assessment report by the IPCC that was 

released last month.

Execution Think Tank Joe Lopinto, Louisiana State Representative

Family Tommy Tucker

Andrea Bonior (Psychologist and author of 

"The Friendship Fix" (friends and 

friendship))

Family Tommy Tucker

Frances Goldschieber (Family demographer: 

professor Emerita of Brown University, 

Professor at the University of Maryland)



Famous Tommy Tucker

Frank McAndrew, Psychology Professor at 

Knox College

Fast food Tommy Tucker

Elaine Magee (Registered Dietician and 

author of 25 books on nutrition and healthy 

cooking)

Fathers Open Mind

Jim Henderson, WWL's Saints Play by Play 

announcer

Fathers Open Mind William Norton, of Counsel, Baker Donelson

Fathers Open Mind

Dennis Pearse, General Manager, Omni 

Royal Orleans

Fathers Open Mind

Keith LeBlanc, Sr., CEO, MHM Urgent 

Care

Fathers Tommy Tucker

Paul Raeburn, Author of "Do Fathers 

Matter: What Science Is Telling Us About 

the Parent We‘ve Overlooked"

Finances Tommy Tucker

Gail Perry-Mason (Author & financial 

coach)

Fire Tommy Tucker Antwan Harris, WWL-TV reporter

Fishing Think Tank

Randy Pausina, Louisiana Wildlife & 

Fisheries , Assistant Secretary

Fishing Think Tank David Cresson, LA.CCA

Flood Insurance Think Tank Dr. Bill Cassidy, U.S. Congressman

Flood Insurance Think Tank Michael Hecht, President & CEO, GNO, Inc



Flood Insurance Think Tank Dr. Bill Cassidy, U.S. Congressman

Flood Protection Open Mind

John Barry, formerly with  the SE Louisiana 

Flood Protection Authority and AUTHOR 

of:  Roger Williams and the Creation of the 

American Soul and Rising Tide: The Great 

Mississippi Flood of 1927 and How It 

Changed America  

Flood Protection Open Mind

Sandy Rosenthal, Founder & President  of 

Levees dot org

Flood Protection Open Mind

Glad Jones, Attorney, Founding Member, 

Jones, Swanson, Huddell & Garrison Law 

Firm

Flying Tommy Tucker

Dr. Dean Headley (Associate Professor of 

Marketing at Wichita State)

Flying Tommy Tucker

Dr. Brent Bowen (Dean of the College of 

Aviation at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical 

University)

Food Think Tank

Mark Shirley, Alligator  specialist  for the 

LSU Ag Center & La. Sea Grant

Food Open Mind Ryan Prewitt, Co-Owner & Chef at Peche



Food Open Mind Sue Zemanick, Gautreau's 

Food Open Mind

Susan Spicer, Chef/Owner Bayona, Mondo 

and Wild Flour breads 

Food Open Mind Mary Sonnier, Retired Chef

Food Open Mind

New Orleans celebrated food critic and host 

of "The Food Show" on 3WL 1350…and 

"The Saturday Edition of The Food Show" 

on WWL

Food Stamps Tommy Tucker

Marlene Schwartz, Director of the Rudd 

Center for Food Policy & Obesity

Fort Hood Shooting

Scoot in for 

Tommy Tucker Mike Lyons (CBS military analyst)

Fracking Think Tank

Tim Burns, State Representative Dist. 89 

(Mandeville)

Fracking Think Tank Jake Groby, St. Tammany City Council

Fracking Think Tank

Tim Burns, State Representative Dist. 89 

(Mandeville)

Fracking Think Tank

Rick Franzo, President, Concerned Citizens 

of St. Tammany

Fracking Think Tank Pat Brister, St. Tammany Parish President

Fracking Think Tank

Eric Smith, Professor @ Tulane's Institute of 

Energy

Fracking Think Tank

Rick Franzo, President, Concerned Citizens 

of St. Tammany



Fracking Think Tank

Ronnie Simpson, St. Tammany Parish- 

Public Information Officer

Fracking Think Tank General Russell Honore

Fracking Think Tank

Rick Franzo, President, Concerned Citizens 

of St. Tammany

Fracking Think Tank Pat Brister, President, St. Tammany Parish 

Fracking Think Tank

Maureen O'Brien, St. Tammany Parish 

Council member

Fracking Think Tank

Jake Groby, St. Tammany Parish Council 

member

Fracking Think Tank

Dr. John Lopez, Executive  Director, Lake 

Pontchartrain Basin Foundation

Fracking Think Tank Marty Gould, St.Tammany Parish Council 

Fracking Think Tank Jake Groby, St. Tammany City Council

Fracking Think Tank

Rick Franzo, President, Concerned Citizens 

of St. Tammany

Fracking Think Tank

Rick Franzo, President, Concerned Citizens 

of St. Tammany

Fracking Think Tank Callie Castevens, Environmental Attorney

Fracking Think Tank

President, Concerned Citizens of St. 

Tammany

Fracking Think Tank Environmental Attorney



French Quarter Open Mind

Brad Ott, Chair of Advocates for Louisiana 

Public Healthcare and former French 

Quarter Resident

French Quarter Open Mind Coco Garrett, Pres. French Quarter Citizens 

French Quarter Fest Open Mind Banu Gibson, traditional jazz vocalist

French Quarter Fest Open Mind Betsie Gambel, Hotel Monteleone

French Quarter Fest Open Mind

Marci Schramm, Director, French Quarter 

Fest

French Quarter Fest Open Mind Al Groos, Royal Sonesta Hotel



French Quarter Fest Open Mind

Mark Cave, Senior Curator, New Orleans 

Historic Collection

French Quarter Fest Open Mind

Amanda McFillen, Assistant Director of 

Museum Programs, New Orleans Historic 

Collection 

French Quarter Fest Open Mind Tim Laughlin, Jazz Clarinetist

French Quarter Festival Open Mind

Marci Schramm, Executive Director for the 

French Quarter Festival

French Quarter Festival Open Mind

Kelly Schulz, New Orleans Convention & 

Visitors Bureau-Vice President of 

Communications

French Quarter Festival Open Mind

Chance Bushman, NOLA Jitterbug-sNOLA 

Dance school- they teach swing classes

Front Porch Open Mind

Sarah Debacher, President of Holy Cross 

Neighborhood Association

Front Porch Open Mind

Calvin Alexander, Holy Cross Neighborhood 

Association



Front Porch Open Mind

Wanda Baily, Longtime resident-Holy Cross 

Neighborhood

Front Porch Open Mind

Sam Spencer, Friends of Lafitte Corridor-

Chair

Front Porch Open Mind

Sophie Harris, Program Director, Friends of 

Lafitte Corridor

Front Porch Open Mind

Rev. Dr. Dwight Webster, Paster of 

Christian Unity Baptist Church and a 

Friends of Lafitte Corridor Board Member

Front Porch Open Mind

Dr. David Myers, President, Lakeshore 

Property Owners Association 

Front Porch Open Mind Ray Lauga, Jr., St. Bernard Council-Dist. A

Front Porch Open Mind

Casey Hunnicutt, St. Bernard Council-Dist 

D

Front Porch Open Mind

 President, Lake Vista Property Owners 

Association

Front Porch Open Mind

Lake Vista resident and Board Member of 

Lake Vista Property Owners Association



Front Porch Open Mind

Lake Terrace Neighborhood Association -

He's also developing the shopping center 

Front Porch Open Mind

President, Lake Terrace Neighborhood 

Association

Front Porch Open Mind

Jimmy Farnholtz, Long time resident and 

member of the board of  Faubourg St. John 

Neighborhood Association

Front Porch Open Mind

Broadmoor Improvement Association-

Communications   specialist & President, 

Andrew H.Wilson Charter School

Front Porch Open Mind

President of South Broad Community Health 

Clinic Board



Front Porch Open Mind

Commissioner, Broadmoor Improvement 

Association

Front Porch Open Mind

President of Broadmoor Improvement 

Association

Gas Think Tank

Senior Vice President for Policy @ the 

Institute for Energy Research

Gas Think Tank Pete Landry, Ethanol fuel blend expert

Gas Think Tank

Patrick Trahan, Manager, Public & 

Government Affairs, Chalmette Refining



Gay rights Tommy Tucker

D'lane Compton (UNO Assistant Professor 

of Sociology (she studies social psychology & 

social demography of sexual orientation))

Global Warming Think Tank

 Val Marmillion, Spokesperson- America's 

Wetland Foundation

Global Warming Think Tank

Matt Lewis, Risky Business Project's 

Communications Director

GMO's Think Tank

Doug Gurian-Sherman, senior 

scientist for the Union of Concerned 

Scientists

Green Space Open Mind

Jeff Hebert, Executive Director of the New 

Orleans Redevelopment Authority

Gulf Coast Think Tank

Val Marmillion, Managing Director- 

America's Wetland Foundation

Gulf Coast Think Tank

Sidney Coffee, Senior Policy Advisor, 

America's WETLAND Foundation

Gun Laws Think Tank

Tania Tetlow, Felder-Fayard Early Career 

Associate Professor of Law and Director, 

Domestic Violence Clinic @ Tulane 

University Law School

Gun Laws Think Tank

Kim Sport, Public Policy Committee Chair 

for the United Way of Southeast Louisiana

Gun Laws Night Shift

Sara Cusimano, Louisiana Chapter leader of 

Moms Demand Action



Gun Laws Open Mind

Dave Newman, Concealed Carry NOLA -

NRA certified pistol instructor registered 

with the Louisiana State Police

Gun Laws Open Mind Joe Lopinto, State Rep

Gun Violence Tommy Tucker

Tim Dimoff, Security Expert & Founder and 

President of SACS Consulting & 

Investigative Services, Inc.

Gun Violence Tommy Tucker

Arthur Caplan, Bioethicist, Director of the 

Division of Medical Ethics at NYU Langone 

Medical Center

Guns Tommy Tucker Austin Badon (State Representative)

Guns Tommy Tucker

Dave Newman (Concealed Carry NOLA -

NRA certified pistol instructor registered 

with the Louisiana State Police)

Guns Tommy Tucker

Dave Newman, Concealed Carry NOLA -

NRA certified pistol instructor registered 

with the Louisiana State Police

Gutter Punks Open Mind

Edward Bonin, Nurse Practioner & Director, 

Tulane School of Medicine's Drop-In Center. 

The Tulane School of Medicine has  what's 

called a Drop-In Center. It provides medical 

and social services for runaway and 

homeless youth between 14 and 23. 

Gutter Punks Open Mind

Elizabeth Jones, Program manager , 

Tulane's School of Medicine's Drop-In 

Center.The Tulane School of Medicine has  

what's called a Drop-In Center. It provides 

medical and social services for runaway and 

homeless youth between 14 and 23. 

Gutter Punks Open Mind Dianne Honore, French Quarter Tour Guide



H.W. Bush Birthday Tommy Tucker

Avidan Milevsky, Associate Professor of 

Psychology at Kutztown University

HB 142 Think Tank John Kennedy, State Treasurer

Head injuries Tommy Tucker

Dr. Jim Harris (Retired doctor, writer, and 

activist in Marshall, Texas)

Head injuries Tommy Tucker

Dr. Robert Cantu (Clinical Professor of 

Neurology and Neurosurgery, Boston 

University School of Medicine and Author of 

―Concussions and Our Kids‖)

Health Open Mind

Dr. Kamran Khoobehi, Board Certified 

Plastic Surgeon

Health Open Mind

Dr. Kate Holcomb, Lupo Center for 

Aesthetic & General Dermatology

Health Open Mind

Dr. Melinda Sothern, Professor of Public 

Health and the Jim Finks Endowed Chair in 

Health Promotion at LSU Health Sciences 

Center-Author of Trim Kids

Health Open Mind

Dr. Ramy Khoury, Neurologist, Tulane 

Medical Center

Health Open Mind Sarah Abrusley, stroke survivor

Health Open Mind Michelle Martin, stroke survivor



Health Open Mind Michelle Sapp, stroke survivor

Health Open Mind

Molly Kimball, Registered Dietician at 

Ochsner's Elmwood Fitness Center

Health Tommy Tucker

Dr. Cathi Fontenot, Associate Dean of the 

LSUHSC School of Medicine

Health Open Mind

Dr. Kristopher Kaliebe, Assistant Professor 

of Psychiatry, LSU Health Sciences Center 

Health Open Mind

Dr. Gerald Berenson, from the Bogalusa 

Heart Study 

Health Think Tank

Dr. Fred Lopez, Infectious Diseases-LSU 

Health Sciences Center

Health Think Tank Dr. Raoult Ratard, State Epidemiologist

Health Open Mind Suzy Cohen, author, Headache Free

Health Open Mind Eve Schaub, Her family quit sugar for a year



Health Open Mind

Steve Schaub, His family quit sugar for a 

year

Health Open Mind Dr. Monica Monica, Opthalmologist

Health Think Tank

Leah Sarris, Chef, Program Director of the 

Goldring Center for Culinary Medicine at 

Tulane University

Health Open Mind

Leigh Anne Burns, MS, LDN/RD, CNSD, 

LSU Health Sciences Center Nutritionist

Health Think Tank

Clint Bravo, former ironman triathlete, 

marathoner and physical fitness nut but at 

the age of 49, developed a 90% arterial 

blockage of the widow-maker and now have 

four stents and a pacemaker. Does the paleo 

diet and it changed his life

Health Think Tank

Monica Bravo, BioChem major at LSU.  Has 

been doing the Paleo diet for 3 years. Also 

writes a blog about it.

Health Open Mind

Dr. Howard Mielke, Department of 

Pharmacology, Tulane University  School of 

Medicine (expert on toxic lead)

Health Open Mind Phyllis Campo-Giuffre, LCSW



Health Open Mind

Dr. Neil Baum, Physician and author of new 

book, "What's going on down there?  The 

complete guide to women's pelvic health"

Health Open Mind

Dr. Stacy Drury, Tulane University 

Psychiatrist (Child Psychiatrist & geneticist) 

Health Open Mind

Dr. Katherine Theall, Social Epidemiologist 

at the School of Public Health and Tropical 

Medicine

Healthcare Think Tank

Dr. Floyd Buras, Past President La. State 

Medical Society and practicing Pediatrician

Healthcare Think Tank

Dr. Daniel P. Sulmasy, professor of medicine 

and ethics at the University of Chicago.

Healthcare Tommy Tucker

Austin Badon, Louisiana State 

Representative

Healthcare Think Tank

Greg Feirn, LCMC Health President & 

CEO, 

Healthcare Think Tank

Susan Todd, Executive Director of 

504Healthnet

Healthcare Think Tank

Mike Tanner, Senior Fellow with the Cato 

Institute

Healthcare Think Tank

Dr. Floyd Buras, Past President La. State 

Medical Society and practicing Pediatrician

Healthcare Think Tank

Sally Pipes, President & CEO, Pacific 

Research Institute & contributing writer to 

Forbes cot com.

Healthcare Open Mind Dr. David Myers, Doctor



Healthcare Open Mind Dr. Margaret Pelitere, Doctor

Healthcare Open Mind Dr. Jim Robinson, Doctor

Healthcare Open Mind

Dr. Penny Walker, Senior Medical Director, 

United Healthcare-Southeast region

Healthcare Open Mind

Dr. Gerard Gianoli, La. physician (Neuro-

otologist)  and Doc Squad member

Healthcare Open Mind

Dr. Jeffrey Singer, General Surgeon in 

Phoenix. He's an adjunct scholar at Cato 

Institute and is Co-Chair of Arizona Doc 

Squads

Healthy eating Tommy Tucker

Leah Sarris (Chef, Program Director of the 

Goldring Center for Culinary Medicine at 

Tulane University)

Healthy eating Open Mind

Executive Director of the Fitness Principle @ 

East Jefferson Hospital

Heartbleed Think Tank

Robert Ellis Smith, Publisher and Editor of 

the Privacy Journal



Heartbleed Think Tank

Yan Zhu, Staff Technologist - Electronic 

Frontier Foundation-Defending your rights 

in the digital world.

Holy Cross Open Mind

Vanessa Gueringer, Holy Cross 

Neighborhood Association

Holy Cross Open Mind

Kim Ford, Vice President Holy Cross 

Neighborhood Association

Holy Cross Project Open Mind

Mary Alexander, VP of Business 

Development for the Holy Cross Project

Holy Cross Project Open Mind

LaQuanda Smith, Project Manager for the 

Holy Cross Project

Homeless Open Mind

Kermit Ruffins, Jazz Trumpeter, song writer 

& composer.  He's seeking sponsors to Adopt 

the homes Housing Project

Homeless Open Mind

Lisa Carey, Tulane graduate, ral estate 

broker and director of Veterans Housing 

Outreach Ministries

Homeless Open Mind Martha Kegel, Executive Director,  Unity

Homeless Open Mind

Laniker Hunter-Davis, street outreach 

worker 



Homeless Open Mind Ernest Davis, formerly homeless

Homeless Open Mind Betsey Foust, formerly homeless

Homeless Open Mind

Kurt Weigle, President and CEO of the 

Downtown Development District

Homeless Open Mind

Cassandra Sharpe, long time resident of the 

DDD

Homeless Open Mind

Michael Duplantier, property owner and 

businesss owner in the DDD

Homelessness Open Mind

Kathleen North, Director of UNITY's 

Supportive Housing Registry

Homelessness Open Mind Cecile Tebo, Crisis Intervention Specialist

Homelessness Open Mind Dannie Conner, Formerly homeless person

Homelessness Tommy Tucker

Martha Kegel (Executive Director of Unity 

of Greater New Orleans)

Honeymoon Tommy Tucker Odysseas Papadimitrou, CEO of WalletHub



Honeymoon Tommy Tucker

Dr. Andrea Bonior, Psychologist and author 

of "The Friendship Fix"

Horse Racing Think Tank

Bobby Asaro, Horse owner for 25years with 

20 stakes win and 1 world record

Housework Tommy Tucker

Dr. Michelle Many (Assistant Professor, 

Department of Psychiatry at the LSUHSC 

School of Medicine)

Housing Think Tank Arthur Sterbcow, Local Real Estate Analyst

Humanity Tommy Tucker

David Rand, Professor of Psychology & 

Economics at Yale University

Hurricane Prep w/Pets Open Mind

Anna Zorilla, Louisiana SPCA- Executive 

Director

Hurricane Prep w/Pets Open Mind

Heather Rigney, LA/SPCA Disaster 

Preparedness Coordinator 

Hurricane Prep w/Pets Open Mind

Dwana Fields, LA/SPCA Client Care 

Supervisor 

Hurricane Preparedness Think Tank

Director, St. Tammany Parish Homeland 

Security & EOC

Hurricane season Tommy Tucker

Carl Arredondo (WWL-TV's Chief 

Meteorologist)

Hurricane Season Tommy Tucker

Col. Jerry Sneed, Deputy Mayor of Public 

Safety  & Director, Office Homeland 

Security & Emergency Preparedness-City of 

New Orleans

Hurricane Season Tommy Tucker

Jim Donelon, Louisiana Insurance 

Commissioner

Hurricane Season Tommy Tucker John Young, President of Jefferson Parish

Hurricane Season Tommy Tucker

Natalie Rowbottom, President of St. John the 

Baptist Parish

Hurricane Season Tommy Tucker Pat Brister, St. Tammany Parish



Illegal Rentals Open Mind

Meg Lousteau, Executive Director of the 

Vieux Carre Property Owners, Residents, 

and Associates (VCPORA)

Illegal Rentals Open Mind Barry Kaiser, Resident in the Marigny

Illegal Rentals Open Mind Lisa Suarez, Resident in the Marigny

Immigration Think Tank Malvern Burnett, Immigration Attorney

Infrastructure Open Mind Robert Lupo, Tax paying citizen voter

Infrastructure Open Mind

Laura Claverie, St. Charles Avenue 

Association Board Member

Infrastructure Open Mind

Odom Heebe, St. Charles Avenue 

Association Board Member. 

Infrastructure Think Tank

Emily Goff, Policy Analyst, Transportation 

and Infrastructure @ Heritage Foundation 

(Conservative)



Infrastructure Think Tank

Kevin DeGood, Director, Infrastructure 

Policy, Center for American Progress 

(Liberal) 

Inheritance Tommy Tucker

Cathy Weatherford (President and CEO of 

the Insured Retirement Institute (IRI))

Insurance Open Mind

Jim Donelon, Louisiana Insurance 

Commissioner

Internet security Tommy Tucker

Jason Glassberg, Co-founder of Casaba 

Security

Iran Think Tank

Larry Korb, Senior Fellow with Center for 

American Progress's National Security 

Program & former Assistant Secretary of 

Defense

Iran Think Tank

Dakota Wood, Senior Research Fellow, 

Defense Programs, Heritage Foundation

Iraq Tommy Tucker Mike Lyons, CBS military analyst

Iraq Think Tank

Ben Friedman, Research Fellow in Defense 

& Homeland Seurity Studies @ Cato 

Institute

Iraq Think Tank

Peter Zuul, Policy Analyst with Center for 

American Progress's National Security and 

International Policy team

Iraq Tommy Tucker Mike Lyons, CBS military expert

Iraq Tommy Tucker

Aaron Miller, Vice President & 

Distinguished Scholar at the Woodrow 

Wilson International Center for Scholars, 

was a Middle East negotiator in Democratic 

& Republican administrations



Jared Brossett Open Mind

Jared Brossett, City Council Member 

District D

Jazz and Heritage Festival Think Tank

Terrance Osborne, This year's Jazz Fest 

poster artist

Jazz Fest Think Tank Quint Davis, Producer of Jazz Fest

Jazz Fest Think Tank

Mark Romig, President & CEO of the New 

Orelans Tourism & Marketing Corporation

Jazz Fest Tommy Tucker

Will Coviello (Arts & Entertainment Editor 

for Gambit)

Jefferson Parish Open Mind John Young, Jefferson Parish President

Jefferson Parish Tommy Tucker Chris Roberts, Jefferson Parish Councilman

Jobs Tommy Tucker

Mike Kane, Managing Director of Plan 

Sponsor Consultants

Jobs Tommy Tucker

Sara Rix, Senior Strategic Policy Advisor 

with AARP's Public Policy Institute

Jobs Tommy Tucker Sheree Kerner (Owner of Nawlins Cab)

Jobs Tommy Tucker Sheree Kerner (Owner of Nawlins Cab)

Jobs Tommy Tucker

Kate Brooks (Executive Director of the 

Office of Personal and Career Development 

at Wake Forest University & author "You 

Majored in What? Mapping Your Path from 

Chaos to Career")



Jobs Open Mind

Executive Director & Chief Demographer,   

Data Center

Jobs Open Mind

Louisiana Work force Commission, Director 

of Workforce Development

Jobs Open Mind

Director, Workforce Development for New 

Orleans

Journalism Think Tank

Jesse Holcomb, Senior Researcher, Pew 

Research 

Jury duty Tommy Tucker Tim Meche, WWL Legal Analyst

Juvenile Crime Tommy Tucker

Robert Jenkins, Attorney, former State 

Public Defender/Criminal Defense Attorney 

& Public Defender

Juvenile Crime Open Mind

Robert Jenkins, Attorney, former State 

Public Defender/Criminal Defense Attorney 

& Public Defender

Juvenile Crime Open Mind

Captain Black, Anti-crime activist with 

Brothers Against Crime

Kenner Open Mind Mike Yenni, Mayor of Kenner

Kentucky Derby Tommy Tucker Mike Diliberto (Buddy's son)

Keystone Oil Pipeline Think Tank

Eric Smith, Professor @ Tulane's Institute of 

Energy

Keystone Oil Pipeline Think Tank

Ben Zycher, Resident Scholar, American 

Enterprise Institute

Kidnapped girls Tommy Tucker

Sarah Carter (CBS Correspondent in 

Nigeria)



Kids Tommy Tucker

Jessica Somerville, Associate Professor of 

Psychology at the University of Washington 

& Director of Social, Emotional & Cognitive 

Competence at the Center for Child & 

Family Well-Being

Law Tommy Tucker Dane Ciolino (Professor of Law at Loyola)

Legislative Recap Open Mind Publisher-Editor, LaPolitics Weekly

Levee Board Lawsuit Think Tank

John Barry, formerly with  the SE Louisiana 

Flood Protection Authority and AUTHOR 

of:  Roger Williams and the Creation of the 

American Soul and Rising Tide: The Great 

Mississippi Flood of 1927 and How It 

Changed America  

Long Haul Truckers Tommy Tucker

Norita Taylor, Spokesperson for the Owner-

Operator Independent Drivers Association

Losing weight Tommy Tucker

Dr. Melinda Southern (Professor and 

Director of Behavioral and Community 

Health at the LSUHSC School of Public 

Health)

Louisiana Tommy Tucker Jay Dardenne (Lieutenant Governor )

Louisiana Coast Think Tank

John Barry, formerly with  the SE Louisiana 

Flood Protection Authority and AUTHOR 

of:  Roger Williams and the Creation of the 

American Soul and Rising Tide: The Great 

Mississippi Flood of 1927 and How It 

Changed America  

Louisiana Coast Think Tank

Kristine Delong, Assistant Professor, Dept. 

of Geography & Anthropology, LSU



Louisiana Coast Think Tank

Grant Harley, Assistant Professor, 

Department of Geography and Geology, 

University of Southern Mississippi

Louisiana Coastline Think Tank

Bob Marshall, Staff writer covering coastal 

issues for The Lens

Louisiana Coastline Think Tank

Director of the Center of Enviornmental 

Communications for Loyola University

Louisiana Coastline Think Tank Joe Harrison, State Rep

Louisiana Coastline Think Tank

Jerome "Zee" Zeringue, Executive Assistant 

to the Governor for Coastal Activities, 

Chairman of the CPRA Board

Louisiana Coastline Think Tank

Jim Swanson, Lead counsel with Fishman 

Haygood

Louisiana Coastline Think Tank

John Barry, formerly with  the SE Louisiana 

Flood Protection Authority and AUTHOR 

of:  Roger Williams and the Creation of the 

American Soul and Rising Tide: The Great 

Mississippi Flood of 1927 and How It 

Changed America  

Louisiana Coastline Think Tank Russel Honore, Retired Lt. Gen. 

Louisiana Coastline Think Tank

Jim Swanson, Lead counsel with Fishman 

Haygood

Louisiana Coastline Think Tank

John Barry, formerly with  the SE Louisiana 

Flood Protection Authority and AUTHOR 

of:  Roger Williams and the Creation of the 

American Soul and Rising Tide: The Great 

Mississippi Flood of 1927 and How It 

Changed America  

Louisiana Coastline Think Tank

David Muth, Program director for 

Mississippi River Delta Restoration Program 

w/National Wildlife Federation

Louisiana Coastline Think Tank

Jim Swanson, Lead counsel with Fishman 

Haygood



Louisiana Coastline Think Tank

John Barry, formerly with  the SE Louisiana 

Flood Protection Authority and AUTHOR 

of:  Roger Williams and the Creation of the 

American Soul and Rising Tide: The Great 

Mississippi Flood of 1927 and How It 

Changed America  

Louisiana Coastline Think Tank

Allison Plyer, Executive Director & Chief 

Demographer,  Greater New Orleans 

Community Data Center

Louisiana Coastline Think Tank

George Hobor, Regional Economist & Senior 

Research Fellow at The Data Center

Louisiana Coastline Think Tank

Caitlin Berni, Director of External Affairs, 

GNO, Inc

Louisiana Coastline Think Tank

Sidney Coffee, Senior Policy Adviser, 

America's WETLAND Foundation

Louisiana movies Tommy Tucker

Chris Stelly (Executive Director of the 

Louisiana Office of Entertainment Industry 

Development)

LSU Hospital Think Tank

Tom Aswell, Publisher of Louisiana Voice & 

retired newspaper reporter and editor.  

Author of, Louisiana Rocks! The True 

Genesis of Rock and Roll

LSU Hospital Think Tank John Kennedy, State Treasurer

Marriage Tommy Tucker

Dr. Andrea Bonior (Psychologist, professor 

at Georgetown, and author of "The 

Friendship Fix")

Media Think Tank

Ryan Holiday, author, The Obstacle Is the 

Way: The Timeless Art of Turning Trials 

into Triumph & Trust Me I'm Lying: 

Confessions of a Media Manipulator

Media Think Tank

Ben Swann, Worked as an investigative 

journalist and anchor for 14 years.



Medical Complex Open Mind Michael Hecht, President & CEO, GNO, Inc

Medical Complex Open Mind Rod Miller, N.O. Business Alliance president

Memorial Day Think Tank

Brian Fleming, Combat-wounded veteran 

from the war in Afghanistan

Mental Illness Think Tank

Dr. Ron Manderscheid, Executive Director, 

National Associaltion of County Behavioral 

Health & Developmental Disability Directors 

(NACBHDD) also, immediate Past President  

ACMHA:: The College for Behavioral 

Health Leadership

Mental Illness Think Tank

Dr. George Capowich, Former cop & 

Criminologist, Dept of Sociology @ Loyola 

University

Mentors Open Mind Lloyd Dennis, Silverback Society

Mentors Open Mind

David Durand, Silverback Society-mentor 

(newest volunteer) 



Mentors Open Mind

D'Juan Hernandez, Silverback Society-

mentor (longest term volunteer) 

Merritt Landry Tommy Tucker Chick Foret, Attorney at Law

Merritt Landry Tommy Tucker

Dane Ciolino, Professor of Law at Loyola 

Law School

Merritt Landry Think Tank Tim Meche, Attorney & WWL legal analyst

Merritt Landry Open Mind

Kevin Boshea, Attorney representing Merritt 

Landry

Merritt Landry Open Mind

Roger Jordan, Attorney representing 

Merritt Landry

Middle Class Tommy Tucker

Deana Arnett, Certified Financial Planner at 

Rosenthal Wealth Management  Group



Middle Class Open Mind

Joel Devine, Sociology Professor @ Tulane 

University

Middle Class Open Mind

Mark Menard, He and his wife are 30 

somethings, two income family, no kids and 

struggling to make ends meet

Middle Class Open Mind

Bill Habeney, Retired at 57. Is 62 now. Had 

to find an alternative income stream

Middle Class Open Mind

Cat Randon, Two income family with two 

teenagers.  

Military Tommy Tucker Jeff McCausland, CBS military expert

Military Tommy Tucker

Steve Bucci, Director of the Allison Center 

for Foreign Policy Studies at The Heritage 

Foundation

Minimum Wage Tommy Tucker Dr. Robert Newman, LSU Economist

Minimum wage Tommy Tucker Dr. Ed Chervenak (UNO Political Scientist)



Minutemen Tommy Tucker

Aaron Jordan, Founder of the French 

Quarter Minutemen

Minutemen Open Mind

Carol Allen, Pres. Of Vieux Carre Property 

Owners

Minutemen Open Mind Aaron Jordan, French Quarter Minutemen

Missing plane Tommy Tucker

Mark Rosenker, CBS News Aviation Safety 

Analyst

Money Think Tank

Jim Rickards, Economist & author of The 

Death of Money

Mother's Day Tommy Tucker Brenda Bellavia (Mother of Deke Bellavia)

Mother's Day Tommy Tucker

Judy Garic (Mother of Jordan Fiegel, step-

mother of Kristian Garic)

Mother's Day Think Tank

Joe Higgins, Medium & Author of 

Hello…Anyone Home?  A guide on how our 

deceased loved ones try to contact us through 

the use of signs 

Mother's Day Open Mind

Tom Fitzmorris, host of "The Food Show" 

weekdays on 3WL 1350 from noon till 

3…and Saturdays on WWL at noon!

Moving Tommy Tucker

Brenda Harrington (Expert on relocation, 

President of Adaptive Leadership Strategies)

Myth Busting Open Mind

Molly Kimball, Registered Dietician at 

Ochsner's Elmwood Fitness Center



National HIV Testing Day Open Mind

Dr. Lisa Moreno-Walton, LSU Emergency 

Medicine. She started a project in the ED at 

ILH for testing patients with the newest (4th 

generation) HIV rapid test

National HIV Testing Day Open Mind

Jean Redmann, Director of Prevention/ 

NO/Aids Task Force

National HIV Testing Day Open Mind

Anne Burgess, Project Impact (testing at the 

Orleans Parish Municipal Court)

National HIV Testing Day Open Mind Noel Twilbeck, Director/NO/Aids Task Force

National HIV Testing Day Open Mind

Glen Pietradoni, RPH, AAHIVP, Walgreens 

Senior Director, Virology

Net Neutrality Think Tank

Wes Withrow, Chief Information Security 

Officer @  R2 Cybersecurity

NOFD Tommy Tucker

Nick Felton,President of the New Orleans 

Firefighters Association

NOLA city budget Think Tank

Andy Kopplin, First Deputy Mayor and 

Chief Administrative Officer

NOLA Courts Open Mind

Brad Cousins, Executive Director, Court 

Watch NOLA

NOLA Courts Open Mind Stacey Smith, Court Watch NOLA volunteer

NOLA Courts Open Mind

Robert Jenkins, Attorney, former State 

Public Defender/Criminal Defense Attorney, 

member of the Federal Conflict Panel & Ad 

Hoc Law Professor and former Ad Hoc 

Juidge

NOLA Economy Open Mind Mitch Landrieu, Mayor of New Orleans



NOLA Economy Open Mind

Aimee Quirk, Advisor to the Mayor for 

Economic Development-She can talk about 

upcoming major projects in the city and how 

they will create jobs

NOLA Economy Open Mind

Nadiya Coleman, Director of the Mayor's 

Office of Workforce Development-She can 

speak to getting residents 'job ready.' 

NOLA Economy Open Mind Michael Hecht, President & CEO, GNO, Inc

NOLA Economy Open Mind

Mark Bulmash, Sr. Vice President 

Development, Howard Hughes Copr.

NOLA Riverfront Open Mind

Gary Lagrange, Executive Director-Port of 

New Orleans

NOLA Riverfront Open Mind

Melvin Rodrigue, President, Ernest Morial 

Exhibition Hall Authority, Morial 

Convention Center



NOLA Riverfront Open Mind

Ray Manning, Owner of Manning Architect 

firm

NOPD Open Mind Susan Guidry, City council Member

NOPD Open Mind New Orleans City Council Member

NOPD Open Mind

Eric Hessler, Attorney for the Police 

Association of New Orleans (PANO)

NOPD Open Mind Nick Felton, Fire Fighters Union President

NOPD Open Mind

Raymond Burkart, Attorney with Fraternal 

Order of Police

NOPD Think Tank

Raymond Burkhart, Attorney with Fraternal 

Order of Police

NOPD Think Tank Susan Guidry, City Council member



NOPD Think Tank John Salmone, OPSE Director

NOPD Think Tank Sharonda Williams, City Attorney

NOPD Open Mind Ed Quatraveaux, Inspector General

NOPD Think Tank Ronal Serpas, NOPD Chief

NOPD Tommy Tucker

Kim Williams, Commander of the NOPD 

Academy

NOPD Open Mind Ed Quartaveaux, Inspector General 

NOPD Tommy Tucker

Donovan Liviccari, Attorney with the 

Fraternal Order of Police

NOPD Open Mind

Raphael Goyaneche, President, Metropolitan 

Crime Commission

NOPD Open Mind

Eric Hessler, Attorney for the Police 

Association of New Orleans (PANO)

NOPD Open Mind

Donovan Livaccari, Attorney with the 

Fraternal Order of Police

NOPD Think Tank Ronal Serpas, NOPD Chief

NOPD Think Tank

Susan Guidry, City Council member & 

Chair of the Council's Criminal Justice 

Committee

Nursing Homes Tommy Tucker

Brian Lee, Executive Director of Families for 

Better Care

Nursing Homes Tommy Tucker

Carol Bradley Bursack, Author, columnist, 

& blogger on elder care & caregiver support. 

Carol has a website and blog at 

www.mindingourelders.com).



Nutrition Tommy Tucker

Dawn Jackson Blatner, Registered dietitian 

& nutrition expert

Obamacare Think Tank

Former president of the World Medical 

Association and former President of the 

American Medical Association. He's a 

Radiologist

Obamacare Think Tank

Dr. Donald Palmisano, MD, JD, 

FACS, The former president of the  

American Medical Association and 

Author of"On Leadership" and 

"THE LITTLE RED BOOK OF 

LEADERSHIP LESSONS " 

Obamacare Open Mind

Jane Cooper, CEO, Patient Care (national 

healthcare advocacy company)

Obamacare Think Tank

Michael Cannon, Director of Health Policy  

@ Cato Institute

Obamacare Open Mind

Patrick Taylor, President , Benefit Planning 

Group

Obamacare Open Mind

Gabe Janusa, President , Demand Insurance 

& Benefits

OCD Think Tank

Frank Granett, Author of “The American 

Epidemic: Solutions for Over-medicating Our 

Youth”, ADHD and Nutritional Physiology 

Expert Advisor.  Director of clinical pharmacy 

operations at Behavioral Center of Michigan 

Psychiatric Hospital

Oil and Gas wells Think Tank

Karen LeBlanc, Louisiana Legislative 

Auditor's office



Oil Company Lawsuit Open Mind

John Barry, formerly with  the SE Louisiana 

Flood Protection Authority and AUTHOR 

of:  Roger Williams and the Creation of the 

American Soul and Rising Tide: The Great 

Mississippi Flood of 1927 and How It 

Changed America  

Oil Company Lawsuit Open Mind

Jim Swanson, Lead counsel with Fishman 

Haygood

Oil Company Lawsuits Think Tank

Anne Rolfes, Founding Director, La. Bucket 

Brigade

Oil Company Lawsuits Think Tank

Sandy Rosenthal, Founder & President  of 

Levees dot org

Oil Company Lawsuits Think Tank

John Barry, formerly with  the SE Louisiana 

Flood Protection Authority and AUTHOR 

of:  Roger Williams and the Creation of the 

American Soul and Rising Tide: The Great 

Mississippi Flood of 1927 and How It 

Changed America  

OMG interview with Melissa 

Moore Open Mind

Melissa Moore, author of Shattered Silence:  

The Untold Story of a Serial Killer's 

Daughter

One on One Open Mind Peter Max, Artist

One on One Open Mind Angela King, Angela King Studio

One on One Open Mind Jimmy Fitzmorris, Political Insider



Online gambling Tommy Tucker

Krista Jenkins (Director of Fairleigh 

Dickinson University‘s Survey Research 

Institute & Professor of Political Science)

Open Book Open Mind Jackie Clarkson, City Council at large

Open Book Open Mind

Edwin & Trina Edwards, former Louisiana 

Governor and his wife

Open Book Open Mind Ronal Serpas, NOPD Chief

Open Book Open Mind

Judi Sheppard Missett, CEO & Founder, 

Jazzercise

Open Book Open Mind Barbara Hawkins, Dixie Cups 

Open Book Open Mind Rosa Hawkins, Dixie Cups 

Open Book Open Mind Athelgra Neville, Dixie Cups 

Open Book Open Mind Barbara Hawkins, Dixie Cups 

Open Book Open Mind Rosa Hawkins, Dixie Cups 

Open Book Open Mind Athelgra Neville, Dixie Cups 

Open Book Open Mind Germaine Bazzle, Legendary Jazz singer



Open Book Open Mind Dennis Woltering, WWLTV Anchor

Open Book Open Mind Laura Buchtel, WWL-TV meteorologist

Open Carry Tommy Tucker

Ladd Everitt, Director of Communications 

for the Coalistion to Stop Gun Violence

Open Mic Open Mind

Mike Bennett, ROH Wrestler (top ranked 

wrestler)

Open Mic Open Mind

Maria Kanellis, ROH-Ring of Honor 

wrestler-Playboy cover girl

Open Mic Open Mind Jay Lethal, ROH wrestler

Open Mic Open Mind

Brian Falgoust, The Andrew Brothers from 

WWII Museum

Open Mic Open Mind

Richard Arnold, The Andrew Brothers from 

WWII Museum

Open Mic Open Mind

Clint Johnson, The Andrew Brothers from 

WWII Museum

Open Mic Open Mind Courtney Boe, The only female in the cast

Open Mic Open Mind

Victoria Reed, Entertainment Director, 

WWII Museum

Open Mic Open Mind

K.C. O'Rorke, Local musician, Lead 

vocalist, front man and trumpet player for 

Flow Tribe

Open Mic Open Mind

John Michael Early, Local musician & 

educator, Plays harmonica, wshboard, 

keyboard and other percussion instruments 

for Flow Tribe

Open Mic Open Mind

Mario Palmisano, Local 4th generation New 

Orleanian, Guitar player for Flow Tribe

Open Mic Open Mind

Gary Rucker, Co-artistic director, & Actor.  

He plays Young Frankenstein, the inventor

Open Mic Open Mind Kelly Fouchi, Co-artistic director & Actor

Open Mic Open Mind

Cherry Adair, New York Times Best selling 

romance author



Open Mic Open Mind Tina DeSalvo, Romance author

Open Mic Open Mind Stella Barcelona, Romance author

Open Mic Open Mind

Cokie Roberts, Political commentator for 

ABC News & NPR

Open Mic Open Mind Dave Cohen, WWL's News Director

Open Mic Open Mind

Todd Menesses, Assistant Program Director, 

Co-host of  First Take 

Open Mic Open Mind Jammer, Program Director , B 97

Open Mic Open Mind Joe Gatto, Comedian, The Tenderloins

Open Mic Open Mind James Murray, Comedian, The Tenderloins

Open Mic Open Mind

Brian "Q" Quinn, Comedian, The 

Tenderloins

Open Mic Open Mind Sal Vulcano, Comedian, The Tenderloins

Open Mic Open Mind Winston Harbin, Detective with NOPD

Open Mic Open Mind Decynda Barnes, Detective with NOPD

Open Mic Open Mind

Rachel Smith, Detective with St. Tammany 

Sheriff's office

Open Mic Open Mind

Keith Canizaro, Detective with St. Tammany 

Sheriff's office



Organ Donation Tommy Tucker

Kirsten Heintz, Director of Public Affairs & 

Education at the Louisiana Organ 

Procurement Agency (LOPA)

Organ Donation Tommy Tucker

Dr. Trevor Reichman, Transplant surgeon & 

Co-Director of Living Donor Liver 

Transplantation, Ochsner Multi-Organ 

Institute

Orleans Parish Civil Service 

Reform Open Mind Nick Felton, Fire Fighters Union President

Orleans Parish Civil Service 

Reform Open Mind

Eric Hessler, Attorney for the Police 

Association of New Orleans (PANO)

Orleans Parish Civil Service 

Reform Open Mind Bob Brown, Business Council

Orleans Parish Civil Service 

Reform Open Mind

Laura Politz, Citizens for 1 Greater New 

Orleans

Orleans Parish Civil Service 

Reform Open Mind

Stephanie Haynes, Citizens for 1 Greater 

New Orleans

Panhandling Open Mind Austin Badon, State Rep District 100

Panhandling Open Mind

Marjorie Esman, Executive Director of 

ACLU Louisiana

Panhandling Open Mind Austin Badon, State Rep District 100



Panhandling Open Mind

Marjorie Esman, Executive Director of 

ACLU Louisiana

Panhandling Tommy Tucker Austin Badon (State Representative)

Parenting Tommy Tucker

Dr. Jim Taylor (Psychologist & author of 

numerous books on parenting )

Parenting Tommy Tucker

Russ Skiba, Professor of Counseling & 

Educational Psychology Director, Equity 

Project at Indiana University Center for 

Evaluation and Education Policy

Parenting Open Mind

Jennie Evans, Assistant Director, Parent 

Center @ Children's Hospital- single mom, 2 

girls, co-parenting with ex-husband

Parenting Open Mind

Terri Campesta, LPC, Does custody 

evaluation & mediation

Parenting Open Mind Trish Kaufman, Divorced Mom

Parenting Tommy Tucker

Dr. Karen Ruskin, Licensed Marriage and 

Family Therapist & author of "9 Key 

Techniques for Raising Children"

Parenting Open Mind

Terri Campesta, LPC, Does custody 

evaluation & mediation



Parenting Open Mind

Jenni Evans, Assistant Director, Parent 

Center @ Children's Hospital- single mom, 2 

girls, co-parenting with ex-husband

Parenting Open Mind

Dana Henry, Attorney. Parent of two 

elementary school children. Active in NORD 

as a volunteer coach and organizer. 

Parenting Open Mind

Richard King, Attorney. Married 21 years.  

2 boys (15 & 14). He coaches their baseball 

& soccer teams.  

Parenting Tommy Tucker

Dr. Martin Drell, Professor and Head of 

Child & Adolescent Psychiatry at the 

LSUHSC School of Medicine

Parenting Tommy Tucker

Dr. Jennifer Harstein, Child and adolescent 

psychiatrist

Parenting Open Mind

Dr. Robert Maupin Jr., Associate Professor of 

Clinical Obstetrics and Gynecology in the 

Section of Maternal/Fetal Medicine at the 

LSUHSC School of Medicine

Parenting Open Mind

Sarah Keith, Married , Mother of 1 boy, 4 

yrs old. She was 30 when her son was born.

Parenting Open Mind

Andree Price, Married. Mother of Ava, 7 yrs 

old.  She was 39 when she had Ava.



Parenting Open Mind

Barbara LeBlanc, Director of the Parenting 

Center @ Children's Hospital -mother of 

young adults

Parenting Open Mind

Courtney Costello, LCSW, MPH, Counselor 

at Isidore Newman School and teacher of the 

Growing Up for Girls Class at the Parenting 

Center

Parenting Open Mind

Richard King, Father of two boys 14 & 16 

years old

Payday Loans Tommy Tucker

Troy McCullen, CEO of Finance America 

Business Group, owns 31 Cash-2-U lenters 

throughout the state

Perfume Tommy Tucker

Patricia Napier-Fitzpatrick (Founder of the 

the Etiquette School of New York)

Pets Open Mind

Dr. Greg Rich, West Esplanade Veterinary 

Clinic: caring for birds, reptiles, ferrets, 

rabbits and other small exotics

Pets Tommy Tucker

Maggie Wood, Animal behaviorist & dog 

trainer

Pets Open Mind

John C. Smith, Corrections Colonel, K-9 

"Amo", Dixon Correctional Institute



Pets Tommy Tucker

Stanley Coren, Professor Emeritus of 

Psychology at the University British 

Columbia & author of "The Wisdom of 

Dogs"

Pets Tommy Tucker

Dr. Nicholas Dodman, Professor of Clinical 

Sciences at the Cummings school of 

Veterinary Medicine in Massachusetts & 

author of "The Dog Who Loved Too Much"

Pets Open Mind

Sharon Henry, licensed Clinical Social 

Worker and Grief counsellor at Heaven's 

Pets @ Lake Lawn Metairie

Pets Open Mind

Jeff Dorson, Executive Director of the 

Louisiana Humane Society

Pets Open Mind

Anna Zorilla, Louisiana SPCA- Executive 

Director

Pets Open Mind

Chris Green, Attorney and Director of 

Legislative Affairs with Animal legal defense 

fund

Pets Night Shift

licensed Clinical Social Worker and Grief 

counsellor at Heaven's Pets @ Lake Lawn 

Metairie

Phone Security Think Tank

Managing Partner of 504ENSICS Labs 

(Pronounced 5-0-forensics), a local digital 

forensics and computer security firm here in 

New Orleans



Pit bulls Tommy Tucker Dane Ciolino (Professor of Law at Loyola)

Pit bulls Tommy Tucker Jean Manino (JCM Dog Training)

Plastic Surgery Tommy Tucker

Dr. Oren Tessler, Assistant Professor of 

Clinical Surgery at the LSUHSC School of 

Medicine

Police Tommy Tucker

Chuck Drago (Police Procedures & Practices 

expert, former police chief, & President of 

Drago Consultants)

Police Tommy Tucker

Rafael Goyeneche (President of the 

Metropolitan Crime Commission)

Political Divide Tommy Tucker

Kirby Goidel, Soon to be Texas A&M 

Professor of Communications

Politics Think Tank

Bradley Smith, chairman of the Center for 

Competitive Politics and Visiting 

Copenhaver Chair of Law at West Virginia 

University.

Politics Think Tank

Dr. Ryan Teten, Assistant Professor of 

Political Science at ULL

Politics Tommy Tucker

Dr. Pearson Cross (Head of the Department 

of Political Science at ULL)

Politics Tommy Tucker

Kirby Goidel (LSU Political Science 

Professor)

Politics Tommy Tucker

Peter Mayer (CBS News White House 

Correspondent)

Politics Tommy Tucker

Ben Page, Professor of Political Science at 

Northwestern

Politics Think Tank

Warren Perrin, Attorney representing the 

Thibodaux family 

Politics Think Tank Sally Richardson, Tulane Law Professor

Politics Think Tank John Kennedy, State Treasurer



Politics Think Tank

Elliot Stonecipher, Demographer & Political 

Analyst

Politics Think Tank C.B. Forgotston, Attorney

Politics Think Tank

John Barry, formerly with  the SE Louisiana 

Flood Protection Authority and AUTHOR 

of:  Roger Williams and the Creation of the 

American Soul and Rising Tide: The Great 

Mississippi Flood of 1927 and How It 

Changed America  

Politics Think Tank

Jim Swanson, Lead counsel with Fishman 

Haygood

Politics Think Tank

Janet Howard, President & CEO of BGR 

(Bureau of Governmental Research)

Politics Open Mind Walt Leger, State Rep District 91

Politics Open Mind

Clancy Dubos, WWL-TV's Political Analyst 

& editor and publisher of gambit weekly

Politics Tommy Tucker

Dr. James Sandefur (Executive Director of 

the Optometrist Association of Louisiana)

Politics Tommy Tucker

Dr. Brad Black (Presdient of the Louisiana 

Ophthamalogy Association)

Politics Tommy Tucker

Dr. James Sandefur (Executive Director of 

the Optometrist Association of Louisiana)

Politics Tommy Tucker

Dr. Brad Black (Presdient of the Louisiana 

Ophthamalogy Association)

Politics Think Tank C.B. Forgotston, Attorney

Politics Tommy Tucker

Clancy Dubos (WWL-TV's political analyst 

& co-owner of Gambit)



Politics Tommy Tucker

Dr. Ivan Meistchovich (Director of the 

Institute of Economic Development and Real 

Estate Research at UNO)

Politics Think Tank

Pearson Cross, Head of the Department of 

Political Science at ULL

Politics Think Tank

Elliot Stonecipher, Demographer & Political 

Analyst

Politics Tommy Tucker Jeff McCaussland, CBS Military Expert

Politics Tommy Tucker

Michael Rubin, Resident Scholar at the 

American Enterprise Institute, author of 

"Dancing with the Devil: The Perils of 

Engagement"

Politics Open Mind

Clancy Dubos, WWL-TV's political analyst 

& co-owner of Gambit

Politics Tommy Tucker Barry Bagnato, CBS News Correspondent

Politics Tommy Tucker

Lara Brown, Professor in the Graduate 

School of Political Management at George 

Washington University

Politics Think Tank

Ron Faucheaux, Political Analyst & 

President of Clarus Research Group

Powerball Tommy Tucker

Laura Scaramella, Professor of Psychology 

at UNO

Prisoner swap Tommy Tucker

Martin Cook (Admiral James Bond 

Stockdale Chair of Professional Military 

Ethics at the US Naval College)

Privacy Think Tank

Frank Ahern, Privacy specialist-How to 

disappear from Big Brother

Privacy Tommy Tucker

Amy Gajda (Tulane Law Professor 

(Constitutional law or invasions of privacy 

issues))

Privacy Think Tank Publisher and Editor of the Privacy Journal

Privacy Think Tank

Wes Withrow, Chief Information Security 

Officer @  R2 Cybersecurity



PSA Tommy Tucker June Magri-Smith (Head of HR for WWL)

PSA Open Mind Brandy Whisnant, Julia Jump chair

PSA Open Mind Maria Huete, Julia Jump chair

PSA Open Mind Sonny Lee, Son of a Saint founder

PSA Open Mind

Quinten Crump, 12 year old who's been with 

Son of a Saint for 3 years

PSA Open Mind

Brenda Walkenhorst, Director of 

Education/Volunteers, Audubon Zoo

PSA Open Mind Mark Romig, Follow NOLA

PSA Open Mind

Albert Ruesga, President of the Greater New 

Orleans Foundation 

PSA Open Mind

Jeff Schwartz, Executive Director of Broad 

Community Connections

PSA Open Mind

Heather Szapary, Executive Director of 

TREE (Teaching Responsible Earth 

Education)



PSA Open Mind

Donna Beltzer, Director of Marketing for 

Volunteers of America

PSA Open Mind Luella Williams, Regional Director of Up2Us

PSA Open Mind

Jackie Dadakis, Board member of RIDE 

(formerly Transport New Orleans) 

PSA Open Mind

John Calhoun, Founder & Producer -

Wetlands Art Tour

PSA Open Mind

Lourie Formby, Ella's Light Foundation's 

Children's Fun Day

PSA Open Mind Mike Yenni, Mayor of Kenner

PSA Open Mind

Rob Hopkins, Plaquemines Parish Seafood 

Festival

PSA Open Mind

Gayle Psilos, Co-Chair of the Greek Fest 

event

PSA Open Mind Tom Fitzmorris, Host of the Food Show

PSA Tommy Tucker

Keith Huxen, Samuel Zemurray Stone 

Senior Director of Research and History The 

National World War II Museum

PSA Think Tank

Rear Admiral Lawrence "Larry" Jackson, 

U.S.Navy Military Sealift Command Deputy 

Commander

PSA Open Mind Tommy Pettingill, Opera in the Piazza

PSA Open Mind

Tia Maria Torres, Founder and owner of the 

nation's largest pit bull rescue cneter, 

Villalobos Rescue Center and star of Animal 

Planet's Pitbulls & Parolees

PSA Open Mind

Edgar Dooky Chase Jr., Leah Chase 

Foundation



PSA Open Mind Managing director, The Allways Theatre

Psychology Tommy Tucker

Susan Krauss Whitbourne (Professor of 

Psychology at the University of 

Massachusetts Amherst)

Psychology Tommy Tucker

Susan Krauss Whitbourne (Professor of 

Psychology at the University of 

Massachusetts Amherst)

PTSD Open Mind

Dr. John Wells, Assistant Professor of 

Clinical Psychriatry at the LSU Health 

Sciences Center School of Medicine

PTSD Open Mind

James Jones, Vet Center Team Leader. 

Counselor (Dept. of Veterans Affairs) 

PTSD Open Mind Sgt. Patrick Uloth, Marine treated for PTSD

Public Safety Open Mind

John Dobard, Officer, Crime Prevention 

Unit with NOPD

Public Safety Think Tank Catherine Torrez, Security Expert

Public Safety Tommy Tucker

Sylvia Scineaux-Richard, President of the 

Eastern New Orleans Neighborhood 

Advisory Commission

Race Think Tank

Dr. Susan Glisson, Executive Director, 

Winter Institute

Race Think Tank

Judy Reese Morse, Deputy Mayor , City of 

New Orleans 



Rape Open Mind

Tania Tetlow, Felder-Fayard Early Career 

Associate Professor of Law and Director of 

Domestic Violence Clinic @ Tulane 

University Law School

Rape Open Mind

Pam Albers, Clinical Director of the Family 

Justice Center 

Rape Think Tank

Ebony Tucker, Executive Director of the 

Louisiana Foundation Against Sexual 

Assault

Rape Think Tank

Monika Johnson Hostler, President of the 

National Alliance to End Sexual Violence

Rape Think Tank

Ebony Tucker, Executive Director of the 

Louisiana Foundation Against Sexual 

Assault

Rape Think Tank

Monika Johnson Hostler, President of the 

National Alliance to End Sexual Violence

Rape Think Tank

Rebecca Rainey, Metropolitan Center for 

Women & Children

Rape Think Tank

Mary Clare Landry, Executive Director, 

New Orleans Family Justice Center (FJC)

Ray Nagin Think Tank

Attorney, former ADA and Assist. U.S. 

Attorney

Real Estate Open Mind LaToya Cantrell, City Council district B

Real Estate Open Mind Jason Williams, City Council at large

Redskins controversy Tommy Tucker

Dr. David Beriss (Chair & Associate 

Professor of Anthropology at UNO)



Reinvention Open Mind

Reid Stone, HERO/Farm/ Marketing 

Strategy & Design Services

Reinvention Open Mind

Shaun Walker, Creative Director, 

HERO/Farm/Marketing Strategy & Design 

Services

Reinvention Open Mind Marie Rudd, Mediator and Attorney at Law

Reinvention Open Mind

Rebecca Conwell, Encore Innovation Fellow 

@ Tulane

Relationships Tommy Tucker

Rick Kahler (President of Kahler Financial 

Group)

Relationships Tommy Tucker

Dr. Andrea Bonior (Psychologist and author 

of "The Friendship Fix" (friends and 

friendship))

Religion Think Tank

Jeremy Dys, Liberty Institute Senior 

Counsel

Religion Tommy Tucker Rabbi Ed Cohn (Rabbi at Temple Sinai)

Religion Think Tank

Carl Siciliano, former monk and author of 

letter to the Pope, Executive Director, Ali 

Forney Center-rescues homeless youth

Religion Think Tank Mitchell Gold, Faith in America

Religion Open Mind Dr. Vern Palmisano, MD

Religion Tommy Tucker

Gregory Aymond, Archbishop of New 

Orleans



Religion Tommy Tucker

Father Tom Reese (Jesuit Father, Senior 

Analyst at the National Catholic Reporter & 

Author of Inside the Vatican: The Politics 

and Organization of the Catholic Church.)

Religion Open Mind Rev. Fagan Davis, Jr., pastor

Religion Open Mind

Tom Paine, Presbyterian minister. Married 

to another Presbyterian minister.  

Religion Open Mind

Lesley Paine, Presbyterian minister. Married 

to another Presbyterian minister.  She is 

from Scotland. 

Religion Open Mind

Dr. Carey Long, Pastor, Northside Baptist 

church

Religion Tommy Tucker

Gregory Aymond, Archbishop of the 

Archdiocese of New Orleans



Resignation Tommy Tucker

Chris Fields, Masters of Labor and Human 

Resources, is an Expert Resume Writer and 

HR Consultant. Been featured on 

Mashable.com, Monster.com and Oprah.com

Retirement Think Tank

Christian Weller, Senior fellow with Center 

for American Progress & professor at the 

University of Massachusetts Boston

Retirement Think Tank

Daniel D'Amico, Assistant Professor of 

Economics @ Loyola University

Retirement Tommy Tucker Kevin Pearson (State Representative)

Riverwalk Open Mind

Carly Plotkin, Marketing Manager, The 

Outlet Collection at Riverwalk

Russia Think Tank

Dalibor Rohac, Policy Analyst @ Cato 

Institute's Center for Global Liberty and 

Prosperity

Russia Think Tank

Steve Bucci, Director of the Allison Center 

for Foreign Policy Studies at the Heritage 

Foundation (former Army Special forces 

officer & top Pentagon official)

Russia Think Tank

Peter Brookes, Senior Fellow in National 

Security Affairs for the Heritage Foundation 

& former CIA analyst

Russia Think Tank

Justin Logan, Director of Foreign Policy 

Studies @ Cato Institute

Safety Tommy Tucker Bryan Lagarde (Founder of Project NOLA)

Salary Tommy Tucker

Ed Lawler (Distinguished Professor of 

Business, Professor of Management & 

Organization, & Director of the Center for 

Effective Organizations at the University of 

Southern California)

Salary Tommy Tucker

Roy Cohen (Career Coach & author of "The 

Wall Street Professional's Survival Guide: 

Success Secrets of a Career Coach")



Sandra Bullock Open Mind Sandra Bullock, Actress

Scams Open Mind

Jason Glassberg, Co-founder of Casaba 

Security--computer & network security 

experts

Scams Open Mind

Cynthia Albert, 'Vice President of 

Operations/ media relations/ Better Business 

Bureau

Scams Open Mind

Sgt. Nick Manale, PIO for Louisiana State 

Police Troop L

Scams Open Mind

Lt. John Gardner, LSP Criminal 

Investigations Division

School attack Tommy Tucker

Mike Dorn (Executive Director of Safe 

Havens International (a school safety & 

security company))



Security Tommy Tucker

Jeff Price, Aviation security expert & 

Associate Professor of Aviation at 

Metropolitan University in Denver

Self-defense Tommy Tucker

Vin Chary (Senior Instructor at Street 

Smarts Krav Maga)

Self-Driving Cars Think Tank Don Redman, AAA-Triple  A Spokesman

Sex Open Mind

Dr. Neil Baum, Physician and author of new 

book, "What's going on down there?  The 

complete guide to women's pelvic health"

Sex survey Tommy Tucker

Patricia Smith (State Representative, 

Democrat District 67 --Represents East 

Baton Rouge)

Shooting Tommy Tucker Will Sterrett (CBS News Correspondent)

Small Business Open Mind

Trisha Dalton, Independent director, 

producer & filmmaker 

Small Business Open Mind John Sears, Cinematographer & video editor 

Small Business Open Mind

Trisha Dalton, Independent director, 

producer & filmmaker 

Small Business Open Mind John Sears, Cinematographer & video editor 

Small Business Open Mind

Linda Usdin, co-chair of Propeller's annual 

party "The Pop"



Small Business Open Mind

Andrea Chen, Executive Director, 

Propeller's Accelerator Program

Smart guns Tommy Tucker

Robert McNamara (Co-founder of 

TriggerSmart)

Smart guns Tommy Tucker

Mike Bazinet (Director of Public Affairs for 

the National Shooting Sports Foundation 

(NSSF))

Smoking Tommy Tucker

Dr. Patrick Quinlan (CEO of Ochsner Clinic 

Foundation & Ochsner International 

Services & Executive Director of the Center 

for Community Wellness and Health Policy)

Smoking Tommy Tucker

Amy Feldman (Attorney & General Counsel 

of the Judge Group)

Smoking Tommy Tucker

Stanton Glantz, Professor of Medicine and 

Director of the Center for Tobacco Control 

Research and Education at the University of 

California San Francisco

Smoking Tommy Tucker

Dan Roemer, Associate Director of the 

Annenberg Public Policy Center of the 

University of Pennsylvania

Smoking Think Tank

Jacob Sullum, Reason, Senior Editor.  He's a 

nationally syndicated columnist, 'Creator 

Syndicate' is an author of multiple books, 

"Saying Yes: In Defense of Drug Use"

"For Your Own Good: The Anti-Smoking 

Crusade and the Tyranny of Public Health" 

Social Media Tommy Tucker

Dr. Christopher Carpenter, Assistant 

Professor of Communication at Western 

Illinois University

Social Media Tommy Tucker

Dr. Judy Ho, Licensed Clinical Psychologist 

& Professor at Pepperdine University

Speed cameras Tommy Tucker Mike Danahay (State Representative)



Speed cameras Tommy Tucker

John Bowman (Communications Director 

for the National Motorists' Association 

(against traffic cameras))

Spending Tommy Tucker

Nat Sillin (Head of US Financial Education 

for Visa)

Sports Tommy Tucker

Steve Geller (WWL Producer & Pelicans 

reporter)

Sports Tommy Tucker Steve Geller (WWL Sports reporter)

Sports Tommy Tucker

Mike Detillier (WWL's NFL, college football, 

& draft analyst)

Sports Tommy Tucker

Mike Detillier (WWL's NFL, college football, 

& draft analyst)

Sports Tommy Tucker

Bart Hubbuch (NFL writer for the New 

York Post)

Sports Tommy Tucker

Greg Gabriel (Writer for 

NationalFootballPost.com, former NFL scout 

for the Bills, Giants, and the Bears)

Sports Tommy Tucker

Mike Detillier (WWL's NFL, college football, 

& draft analyst)

Sports Tommy Tucker

Greg Gabriel (Writer for 

NationalFootballPost.com, former NFL scout 

for the Bills, Giants, and the Bears)

Sports Tommy Tucker

Mike Detillier (WWL NFL & college football 

analyst)

Sports Tommy Tucker Deke Bellavia (Co-host of Sportstalk)

Sports Tommy Tucker

Mike Detillier (WWL's NFL & college 

football analyst)

Sports Tommy Tucker

Clark Judge (Senior writer & NFL insider 

for the Sports Xchange)

Sports Tommy Tucker

Greg Gabriel (Writer for 

NationalFootballPost.com, former NFL scout 

for the Bills, Giants, and the Bears)

Sports Tommy Tucker

Steve Korte (Former Saints offensive 

lineman and co-host of First Take)

Sports Tommy Tucker

Dr. David Katz, Director of the Yale 

University Prevention Research Center, 

author of "Disease Proof" 



Sports Tommy Tucker

Roy Cohen, Career Coach & author of "The 

Wall Street Professional's Survival Guide: 

Success Secrets of a Career Coach"

Sports Tommy Tucker Jarrett Bell (USA Today Sports writer)

Sports Tommy Tucker

David Elfin (Columnist for CBS DC & 106.7 

the Fan, former President of the Pro Football 

Writers of America)

Sports Think Tank

T- Bob Hebert, Co-host of Double Coverage 

on 3WL

Sports Open Mind Todd Menesses, Sports Enthusiast

Sports Tommy Tucker

Clark Judge (NFL writer & senior insider 

for the Sports Xchange)

Sports Tommy Tucker

Mike Detillier (WWL's NFL, college football, 

& draft analyst)

Sports Tommy Tucker

Clark Judge (Senior writer & NFL insider 

for the Sports Xchange)

Sports Tommy Tucker Cyd Zeigler (Co-founder of Outsports.com)

Sports Tommy Tucker Nick Williamson (Bayou Bandits Tailgating)



Sports Open Mind

Kristian Garic, WWL's Saints Sideline 

Reporter & co-host of Double Coverage on 

3WL

Sports Open Mind

T-Bob Hebert, co-host of Double Coverage 

on 3WL

Sports Open Mind Deke Bellavia, Big Chief

Sports Open Mind Bobby Hebert, Cajun Cannon

Sports Think Tank

Tammy Trahan, Archbishop Shaw 

Cheerleading Team Moderator (Husband & 

Wife moderators) 

Sports Think Tank

Tommy Trahan, Archbishop Shaw 

Cheerleading Team Moderator (Husband & 

Wife moderators) 

Sports Think Tank

Madison Neal, Cheerleader at Zachary High 

School

Sports Tommy Tucker

Mark Romig, President & CEO of the New 

Orelans Tourism & Marketing Corporation

Sports Tommy Tucker

Jay Cicero, President & CEO, The Greater 

New Orleans Sports Foundation

Sports Tommy Tucker

Mike Detillier, WWL's NFL and College 

analyst

Sports Tommy Tucker

Walter "Dub" Lane, Associate Professor of 

Economics & Finance at UNO

Sports Tommy Tucker Bryan Lazare, TigerBait .com Senior Writer



Sports Tommy Tucker Steve Geller, WWL reporter

Sports Tommy Tucker

Jeff Palermo, Louisiana Network News 

Director

Sports Tommy Tucker

Bryan Lazare, Senior Writer for 

TigerBait.com

Sports Open Mind Bobby Hebert, Cajun Cannon

Sports Open Mind Deke Bellavia, Big Chief

Sports Open Mind

T-Bob Hebert, Co-Host of Double Coverage 

on 3WL

Sports Tommy Tucker

Bryan Lazare, Senior writer for 

TigerBait.com

Sports Tommy Tucker

Matt Mitten, Director of the National Sports 

Law Institute at Marquette University

Sports Tommy Tucker Steve Geller, WWL sports reporter

Sports Open Mind

Kristian Garic, co-host of Double Coverage 

on 3WL and Saints Sideline reporter

Sports Open Mind

Tbob Hebert, co-host of Double Coverage on 

3WL

Sports Open Mind Doug Mouton, WWL-TV Sports Director



Sports Tommy Tucker

Mike Detillier, WWL NFL & college football 

analyst

Sports Tommy Tucker

Barry Wilner, NFL writer for the Associated 

Press

Sports Think Tank

Doug Sunseri, WWL legal analyst and host 

of All Things Legal

Sports Tommy Tucker

Drew Brees, NFL Quarterback for New 

Orleans Saints

Sports Tommy Tucker

T-Bob Hebert, Co-host of Double Coverage 

on 3WL

Sports & dating Tommy Tucker Dr. Jim Taylor (Sports psychologist)

St. Tammany Parish Think Tank St. Tammany Parish President

Stabbing Tommy Tucker

Raquel Rutledge (Reporter at the Milwaukee 

Journal Sentinel)

Stabbing Tommy Tucker

Dr. Deborah Gilboa (Parenting expert, 

family doctor, and founder of 

AskDoctorG.com)

Stabbing Tommy Tucker Doug Gross (CNN Technology reporter)

Stabbing Tommy Tucker

Tom Blomberg (Professor of Criminology &

Executive Director of the Center for 

Criminology and Public Policy Research at 

Florida State)

Stabbing Tommy Tucker

Stephen Govin (Criminal defense attorney in 

Wisconsin)

State Budget Think Tank C.B. Forgotston, Attorney

State Budget Think Tank Walt Leger, State Rep District 91



State Budget Open Mind John Kennedy, State Treasure

State Budget Open Mind Kirk Talbot, State Rep-Fiscal hawk

State of the City Open Mind Dr. Ed Charvenak, UNO Political Scientist

State of the City Open Mind Stacy Head, City Council-at-large

State of the City Open Mind Greg Rusovich, Business & Civic Leader

State of the City Open Mind Mayor of New Orleans

Stay at home Dads Tommy Tucker

Anne Weisberg, Senior Vice President at the 

Families and Work Institute

Stay at home Dads Tommy Tucker

Al Watts, President of the National At-Home 

Dad Network, stay-at-home dad for 11 years



Stay at home moms Tommy Tucker

Ellen Galinsky (President & Co-founder the 

Family & Work Institute)

Staycation Open Mind

Lauren Cason, Director, Marketing, 

Communications  Governmental Affairs, 

New Orleans Convention & Visitors Bureau

Staycation Open Mind

John Hopper, Chief Development officer-

City Park 

Staycation Open Mind

Adrienne Thomas, New Orleans Steamboat 

Natchez & Greyline Tours

Staycation Open Mind

Libra LaGrone, Deputy Director & Curator 

of Southern Music @ Ogden Museum

Sterling Think Tank

Matt Mitten, Director of the National Sports 

Law Institute at Marquette University

Sterling Think Tank Deke Bellavia, Big Chief

Sterling Tommy Tucker

Steve Kyler, Covers the NBA & basketball 

for Basketball Insiders

Stock Market Think Tank

David Lesmond, Associate Professor of 

Finance at the A.B. Freeman School of 

Business (He is researching the impact of 

high-friequency trading on the stock market.  

Stock Market Think Tank

Mark Calabria, Director of Financial 

Regulation Studies @ Cato Institute

Stock Market Think Tank

David Lesmond, Associate Professor of 

Finance at the A.B. Freeman School of 

Business (He is researching the impact of 

high-friequency trading on the stock market.  

Stock Market Think Tank Ashlea Ebeling, associate editor at Forbes

Stock Market Think Tank

Brad Fortier, Certified Financial Planner 

with Fortier Financial



Street Repairs Tommy Tucker Mike Weldon, WWL traffic reporter

Streetcar Open Mind

Jack Stewart, For the project but not with 

the current design

Streetcar Open Mind Leo Watermeier, Activist

Streets Tommy Tucker Arthur Sterbcow (Local Real Estate Analyst)

Streets Tommy Tucker

Dr. Malay Hajra (Assistant Professor of civil 

& Environmental Engineering)

Stress Tommy Tucker Bob Becker, CEO of City Park

Student lunch Tommy Tucker

Ann Cooper (Chef, Educator, child nutrition 

advcoate, & author of "Lunch Lessons: 

Changing the Way We Feed Our Children")

Superstitons Tommy Tucker

Stuart Vyse, Professor of Psychology at 

Connecticut College and author of 

"Believing in Magic: The Psychology of 

Superstition"

Superstitons Tommy Tucker

Thomas Fernsler, Associate Policy Scientist 

in the University of Delaware's Professional 

Development Center for Educators, also 

known as Dr. 13

Swearing Tommy Tucker

Dr. Richard Stephens, Senior Lecturer in 

psychology at Keele University in England, 

Chair of the Psychobiology Section of the 

British Psychological Society, studied 

swearing

Swearing Tommy Tucker

Anna Post, Author and Spokesperson for the 

Emily Post Institute



Tabacco Think Tank

Paul Billings, Senior VP for Advocacy & 

Education, American Lung Association

Tanning Beds Open Mind Dr. Mary Lupo, Dermatologist

Tanning Beds Open Mind Helena Moreno, State representative

Taxes Tommy Tucker

Dan Mitchell (Senior Fellow at the Cato 

Institute, expert on tax reform & policy)

Taxes Think Tank

Dr. Jose Bautista, Economics Professor  in 

the Division of Business-Xavier University

Taxes Think Tank

Dr. Tim Ryan, former Chancellor at UNO, 

Economist

Taxes Think Tank

Dr. Kim Movassaghi, Executive Director of 

the ASCE's Report Card Project and former 

Secretary of DODT under Mike Foster.  He's 

now President of an engineering firm in 

Lafayette.

Taxes Think Tank

Robert Poole, director of transportation 

policy with the Reason Foundation 

Taxes Think Tank

Dr. Kim Movassaghi, Executive Director of 

the ASCE's Report Card Project and former 

Secretary of DODT under Mike Foster.  He's 

now President of an engineering firm in 

Lafayette.

Taxes Think Tank

Robert Poole, director of transportation 

policy with the Reason Foundation 

Taxes Open Mind

Caitlin Berni, Director of External Affairs, 

GNO, Inc

Taxes Open Mind

Mark Strella, Project Coordinator for Stay 

Local

Taxes Open Mind

Marty Mayer, President of Stirling 

Properties



Taxes Open Mind Tom Lowenburg, Octavia Books

Technology Think Tank Mary Ashmore, Eduacation Expert

Technology Think Tank

Max Tegmark, Professor, Department of 

Physics, MIT

Technology Think Tank

Stuart Russell, Professor, Electrical 

Engineering And Computer Science, UC 

Berkeley

Technology Think Tank

Raj Rajkumar, Professor of Electrical and 

Computer Engineering and Director of 

Carnegie Mellon's Self-Driving Car Program 

Terrorism Think Tank

 Alexandra 'Alex' Toma, FMWG (Fissile 

Materials Working Group ) one of the top 

commentators  in the coutry on nuclear 

weapons and terrorism issues

Terrorism Think Tank

Dr. Peter Pry, Executive Director of the Task 

Force on National and Homeland Security, a 

Congressional Advisory Board dedicated to 

protecting the United States from Weapons 

of Mass Destruction and especially a nuclear 

or natural electromagnetic pulse (EMP) 

catastrophe.  Dr. Pry has served on the 

Congressional EMP Commission, the 

Congressional Strategic Posture 

Commission, the House Armed Services 

Committee, and the CIA.  He is the author of 

numerous books including the recently 

published books Apocalypse Unknown and 

Electric Armageddon



The Humane Society Think Tank Nick Pinizzotto, U.S. Sportsmen's Alliance

The Humane Society Think Tank

Will Coggin, Senior Research Analyst, 

Center for Consumer Freedom

Tolls Tommy Tucker John Kennedy (Louisiana State Treasurer)

Tourism Tommy Tucker

Kelly Schulz (New Orleans Convention & 

Visitors Bureau-Vice President of 

Communications)

Traffic cameras Tommy Tucker Jeff Arnold (State Representative)

Trends Open Mind WWL-News Director

Trends Open Mind half of the Afternoon Swirl on B97

Trends Open Mind

Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte & 

assistant Program Director-WWL

Truck safety Tommy Tucker

Melissa Matey (PIO for Louisiana State 

Police Troop B)



Trust Think Tank

Beth Akers, Fellow at Brookings Institution's 

Brown Center on Education Policy. Sheis the 

author of the report on student loan debt

Trust Think Tank

Terry Nelson, Law Enforcement Against 

Prohibition (LEAP) Board Member & 

former US Federal Agent

T-Shirt Shops Open Mind Edward Azemas, Shop owner

T-Shirt Shops Open Mind Bob Freilich, Concerned citizen

T-Shirt Shops Open Mind

Meg Lousteau, Executive Director of the 

Vieux Carre Property Owners, Residents, 

and Associates (VCPORA)

T-Shirt Shops Open Mind

Carol Allen, President of the Vieux Carre 

Property Owners, Residents, and Associates 

(VCPORA)

TV Tommy Tucker Neil Genzlinger, New York Times TV critic

Uber Open Mind

Ryan Berni, Senior Advisor to Mayor 

Landrieu

Uber Open Mind Sheree Kerner, Owner, Nawlins Cab



Uber Open Mind Michael Brinks, President, Limo Association

Uber Open Mind

Todd Ragusa, Spokesperson for Carriage 

Cabs

Uber Think Tank Sheree Kerner, Nawlins Cab

Uber Think Tank

Todd Ragusa, Spokesperson for Carriage 

Cabs

Ukraine Tommy Tucker Jeff McCausland (CBS military expert)

V.A. Hospitals Think Tank

Bill Detweiller, Past National Commander of 

American Legion

VA Tommy Tucker

Shad Meshad, President & Founder of the 

National Veterans Foundation

VA Hospital Tommy Tucker

Shad Meshad, President & Founder of the 

National Veterans Foundation

Vaccines Tommy Tucker

Dr. Rachel Dawkins, Assistant Professor of 

Pediatrics at LSU Health Sciences Center

Veterans Tommy Tucker

Odysseas Papadimitrou, CEO of WalletHub 

and CreditHub

Walmart Tommy Tucker

Greg Leroy, Executive Director of Good 

Jobs First

Walmart Think Tank

President, Citizens for Balanced 

Development



Walmart Think Tank

President of League of Women Voters of 

Louisiana and of St. Tammany , and 

Communications Director, Women of 

Infinite Possibilities

Weather Tommy Tucker

Mike Stack, Director of Emergency 

Operations for the Army Corps of 

Engineers, New Orleans District

Weather Open Mind

Carl Arredondo, WWL-TV's Chief 

Meteorologist

Weather Open Mind Dave Nussbaum, WWL-TV's Meteorologist

Weather Open Mind

Alexandra Cranford, WWL-TV's 

Meteorologist

Webb Hubbell Open Mind

Webb Hubbell, Former law partner of 

Hillary Clinton and part of the White Water 

scandal. Went to prison for White Water 

scandal 

Weight Tommy Tucker

Robert Hogan, Professor of Political Science 

at LSU

Weight loss Tommy Tucker

Dawn Jackson Blatner, Registered dietitian 

& nutrition expert

Wetlands Think Tank

Stephen Gill, Chief Scientist for the tides and 

currents program part called the Center for 

Operational Oceanographic Products and 

Services. (NOAA)

NOAA-National Oceanic & Atmospheric 

Administration-water level expert.  One of 

the nation's leading experts in the U.S.

Wetlands Think Tank

John Barry, formerly with  the SE Louisiana 

Flood Protection Authority and AUTHOR 

of:  Roger Williams and the Creation of the 

American Soul and Rising Tide: The Great 

Mississippi Flood of 1927 and How It 

Changed America  

Wetlands Think Tank

Jim Swanson, Lead counsel with Fishman 

Haygood



Wetlands Think Tank

Michael Gerrard, Andrew Sabin Professor 

of Professional Practice & the Director for 

Climate Change Law at Columbia Law 

School 

Wetlands Think Tank Ed Richards, Professor @ LSU Law School

Women's Rights Tommy Tucker

Julie Schwam Harris, New Orleans resident, 

Has spoken out against the bill

Women's Rights Tommy Tucker

Austin Badon, Louisiana State 

Representative

Workers' comp Tommy Tucker Chris Broadwater (State Representative)

Working Moms Open Mind

Dr. Elise Chatelain, Assistant Professor of 

Sociology @ UNO (areas of concentration-

Gender, Family, Popular Culture, 

Environment, Research Methods

Working Moms Open Mind

Dr. Stephen Crow, Professor of Management 

at UNO, expert in human resources

Working Moms Open Mind

Katie Moore, Reporter /Anchor WWL-TV

Working Moms Open Mind

Telly Merz, WWL Radio Account Executive



Description (Subject)

Have you ever called 911 and gotten a slow response time? Ken Barnhart did after seeing 4 

wheelers tearing up Audubon Park

The state senate tries to tighten the requirements for doctors performing abortions in Louisiana 

which would effectively make the procedure very difficult to obtain.  Is this an end run around a 

right protected by the Supreme Court or a legitimate attempt to improve care for patients?

The state senate tries to tighten the requirements for doctors performing abortions in Louisiana 

which would effectively make the procedure very difficult to obtain.  Is this an end run around a 

right protected by the Supreme Court or a legitimate attempt to improve care for patients?

 The Supreme Court upholds a ban on affirmative action in Michigan.  Has affirmative action 

accomplished what it was designed to do?  Is the playing field now level for everybody with equal 

opportunities for all?   The Supreme Court upholds a ban on affirmative action in Michigan.  Has affirmative action 

accomplished what it was designed to do?  Is the playing field now level for everybody with equal 

opportunities for all?  Al Qaeda WASN‘T in Iraq before the war…but they are NOW…just about overrunning the 

country?  So what do we do?  Watch everything we ―did‖ get UNDONE?  Get involved in 

ANOTHER war?

Al Qaeda WASN‘T in Iraq before the war…but they are NOW…just about overrunning the 

country?  So what do we do?  Watch everything we ―did‖ get UNDONE?  Get involved in 

ANOTHER war?

Governor Jindal considers a bill that would allow alcohol sales at all movie theaters.  Great idea 

that would make the movie more enjoyable, or another reason for people to behave badly in the 

theatre?  What‘s the most annoying thing somebody can do to ruin the movie for you? Do you suffer from allergies?  Brace yourself.  This spring promises to be a harsh one.  They're 

calling it the "Polar Pollen Syndrome' because of the cold, wet winter the country experienced this 

year that is causing the trees to pollenate 3 weeks early.    It's the perfect storm for allergy 

sufferers.   Do you suffer from allergies?  Have you started having symptoms?  Do you know the 

difference between  cold and allergy symptoms?  

A new survey says 6 out of 10 Americans think the American dream is impossible to achieve and 

that the days of kids doing better than their parents is over.  Is it?  And how would you define the 

American dream for you?  

A new study says people are using social media to vent their anger.  Do you?  And…internet 

aside…are people more frustrated and angry today than ever? What‘s making them so mad…and 

where do you see it most?How do we stop ANIMAL CRUELTY?  Is it tougher laws?  Tougher penalties?  Bigger fines?  

More jail time?  Public humiliation?  Disturbing headlines lately—horses found dead from 

starvation…others malnourished…kittens found starved and caged in a bin; others thrown out on 

expressways…pregnant rabbits thrown from cars.  We all cringe when we hear this horrific 

stories, but how do we stop people in their tracks?   How do we make them know these are 

CRIMINAL acts?  

Animal Cruelty: Cat abuse case

Animal Cruelty: Cat abuse case



Animal Cruelty: Cat abuse case

Animal Cruelty: Rabbit abuse case in Lafreniere Park

Animal Cruelty: Rabbit abuse case in Lafreniere ParkA San Antonio woman goes to jail for three years after fatally dragging her dog from her truck.  

Would stiffer sentences and high fines discourage sickos from doing this like throwing rabbits out 

of a moving car? 

Do you know anyone who has a child with AUTISM?  Don‘t miss this show.  We‘ll talk to the 

experts about a disturbing 30% increase in this developmental disorder over the past 2 years…and 

get a real up close and personal look at the challenges from parents of autistic children including 

one of New Orleans favorites—Doug Mouton, sports director at WWL-TV.  Autism:  The CDC says 1 in 68 U.S. children has autism.  That's a 30% increase in two years.  It 

stricks males more than females (1 in 42 boys vs 1 in 189 girls). The annual costs--$60 billion 

dollars.  Only 56% of students with autism finish high school.    So...what is autism?  What causes 

it?  Let's separate the facts from the myths and give parents tools to help their autistic children.  

Do you have an autistic child?Autism:  The CDC says 1 in 68 U.S. children has autism.  That's a 30% increase in two years.  It 

stricks males more than females (1 in 42 boys vs 1 in 189 girls). The annual costs--$60 billion 

dollars.  Only 56% of students with autism finish high school.    So...what is autism?  What causes 

it?  Let's separate the facts from the myths and give parents tools to help their autistic children.  

Do you have an autistic child?Autism:  The CDC says 1 in 68 U.S. children has autism.  That's a 30% increase in two years.  It 

stricks males more than females (1 in 42 boys vs 1 in 189 girls). The annual costs--$60 billion 

dollars.  Only 56% of students with autism finish high school.    So...what is autism?  What causes 

it?  Let's separate the facts from the myths and give parents tools to help their autistic children.  

Do you have an autistic child?

As the new Miss USA is crowned Saturday night in Baton Rouge…what exactly do you have to DO 

to win?  Is the competition all about t and a…talent and awards…or things a woman needs to have 

if she wants to be successful? And have you…or your kids ever been in a pageant?  What do you 

LOVE…or HATE about ‗em?

Belmont Stakes

The President says he ―absolutely will not apologize‖ for the release of Bowe Bergdahl.  Should he?  

And what bugs you more…legitimizing the Taliban by negotiating with them or the President 

ignoring a law he signed?  Plus…if you could…would you reverse the trade?  

Hearings begin on Capitol Hill about the Berghdal exchange. The Secretary of Defense says it ―was 

in the country‘s best interests‖.  Was it?  Is this about policy or politics?  And given the backlash, 

do you think Bowe Berghdall is really happy to be back in the USA?Oddsmakers will give you twenty dollars for every one you bet that the Saints will WIN the Super 

Bowl. You taking that bet?  How much would you be willing to bet at 20-1 that the Saints hoist the 

Lombardi in February 2015?Oddsmakers will give you twenty dollars for every one you bet that the Saints will WIN the Super 

Bowl. You taking that bet?  How much would you be willing to bet at 20-1 that the Saints hoist the 

Lombardi in February 2015?



A new study indicates an increasing number of younger Americans don‘t view the Bible as sacred.  

Are Millennials smarter than everybody else or are they just losing their faith?  Is it safe to bike on New Orleans streets?  Is the bigger danger the cyclists or the drivers?  And do 

we really have that many miles of bike paths?  Or is the driver‘s portion of the road just smaller 

now making it more risky for everybody?  

Research shows children who are born at least 4 years apart are more likely to become high 

achievers…with even more time resulting in even more success.  Is it better to have kids spaced out 

or in bunches?  What about your family?  And, is it true that first-borns are the higher achievers? Let‘s talk about recent developments in the BP case.  A federal appeals court has cleared the way 

for claims to be paid by BP to businesses without proof of losses directly impacted by the BP oil 

spill.  Do you agree with the judge‘s ruling?  Does it affect you or your business? If you applied to 

be reimbursed by BP for losses you suffered after the spill and were rejected…do you have new 

hope?  Now that the court has refused to hear BP‘s appeal, are you going to reapply?  How do you 

feel about companies that may not have been directly involved with the spill such as fishermen, 

shrimpers, oystermen, restaurants, coastal hotels, etc…getting any money from BP?   And, if your 

business suffered because of the BP oil spill, how does it feel to be rejected...or kept in limbo…how Let‘s talk about recent developments in the BP case.  A federal appeals court has cleared the way 

for claims to be paid by BP to businesses without proof of losses directly impacted by the BP oil 

spill.  Do you agree with the judge‘s ruling?  Does it affect you or your business? If you applied to 

be reimbursed by BP for losses you suffered after the spill and were rejected…do you have new 

hope?  Now that the court has refused to hear BP‘s appeal, are you going to reapply?  How do you 

feel about companies that may not have been directly involved with the spill such as fishermen, 

shrimpers, oystermen, restaurants, coastal hotels, etc…getting any money from BP?   And, if your 

business suffered because of the BP oil spill, how does it feel to be rejected...or kept in limbo…how 

The BP oil spill is still with us.  A wildlife organization says they‘re seeing the suffering and death 

of everything from sea turtles to dolphins, all linked to remaining oil.  BP says not true, the wildlife 

representatives cherry-picked information in order to paint a biased report. Who do you believe? 

The BP oil spill is still with us.  A wildlife organization says they‘re seeing the suffering and death 

of everything from sea turtles to dolphins, all linked to remaining oil.  BP says not true, the wildlife 

representatives cherry-picked information in order to paint a biased report. Who do you believe? the story NOT being told by many about the BP oil spill—healthy people now seriously ill from the 

use of dispersants in the aftermath of the spill.  A new movie ―Restoration‖ tells their heart-

breaking story.  We‘ll talk to the filmmaker and songwriter Drew Landry and Dr. Mike 

Robichaux, who has seen healthy people disabled after contact with oil dispersants used in the 

cleanup.  So, why‘s BP not paid a penny for their care?  Should they be held accountable?  (Can 

you believe it‘s been 4 years since the worst environmental disaster ever happened?  In addition to 

lives lost on the rig, the oil spill has had far reaching effects on the environment, sea life, animals, 

wetlands, and people. What should happen to BP for this neglect?   Who should pay for the pain, 

4 years ago the BP Deepwater Horizon oil disaster happened. In addition to the lives lost on the rig, 

the oil spill has had far reaching effects on the environment, sea life, animals, wetlands, and people.  

Dr. Robichaux has seen healthy people affected after contact with oil dispersants used in the clean 

up.  BP has not paid a penny for their care.  What should happen to BP for this neglect?  

4 years ago the BP Deepwater Horizon oil disaster happened. In addition to the lives lost on the rig, 

the oil spill has had far reaching effects on the environment, sea life, animals, wetlands, and people.  

Dr. Robichaux has seen healthy people affected after contact with oil dispersants used in the clean 

up.  BP has not paid a penny for their care.  What should happen to BP for this neglect?  



New Orleans East health care is set to get a piece of the estimated $105 million BP settlement.  Will 

surrounding parts of the parish get the same?  We‘ll find out.  

New Orleans East health care is set to get a piece of the estimated $105 million BP settlement.  Will 

surrounding parts of the parish get the same?  We‘ll find out.  

A teenager who knows he‘ll soon be blind begins a journey to see everything on his bucket list 

before it‘s too late.  What‘s on YOUR list of things you‘d LIKE to see or things you‘d regret 

NEVER being able to see?  

 Should parents of school bullies be brought to court and forced to pay big fines?    New Jersey 

could be the 1st school district to do just that.   Would fines force parents to pay attention to their 

kids who bully other children?  *Should parents be held accountable for the actions of their kids? 

Parents, are your kids being attacked on YIK YAK?   This new social app was designed to be a 

virtual bulletin board for college, BUT now high schoolers are using it to cyber-bully.  Users are 

totally anonymous…and posts are vicious.  How do we control the anonymous bully?  

Bullying & cyber bullying

Parents, are your kids being attacked on YIK YAK?   This new social app was designed to be a 

virtual bulletin board for college, BUT now high schoolers are using it to cyber-bully.  Users are 

totally anonymous…and posts are vicious.  How do we control the anonymous bully?  

Parents, are your kids being attacked on YIK YAK?   This new social app was designed to be a 

virtual bulletin board for college, BUT now high schoolers are using it to cyber-bully.  Users are 

totally anonymous…and posts are vicious.  How do we control the anonymous bully?   Who‘s moving into downtown New Orleans and the CBD?   Anybody who works, lives in or visits 

New Orleans central business district or downtown area sees a boom in real estate development.  

Old buildings converted into condos and apartments.  New businesses on every other corner.  

Who‘s moving in?  And, is it locals, transplants or nationwide franchises?  And, is the CBD and 

downtown New Orleans developing into the Crescent City‘s hot, new residential district?  And, is it 

the primary residence or weekend getaway?  Also, are we making sure not to price ―locals‖ out of 

the picture?  Is cultural diversity a factor in this economic renaissance?  How do we insure New 

Orleans doesn‘t become a ―boutique city?‖     

Who's moving into the DDD/CBD?

Who's moving into the DDD/CBD? We are seeing so much construction, repurposing of buildings, 

and major renovations.  Is it locals who are moving in?  Is it out-of-towners?  Are these primary 

residences?  Vacation homes?  What‘s going on?  There‘s so much activity downtown.  It's 

electrifying.  If given the opportunity, would you live downtown?



Who's moving into the DDD/CBD?Who‘s going to pay for the lights on the CCC? The decorative lights on the Crescent City 

Connection are at risk of being shut off…again.  The Young Leadership Council donated enough 

money to keep the lights running through June 30th but with that date quickly approaching, who 

should pay to keep the lights on?  Senator J.P. Morrell says the Regional Planning Commission 

should foot the bill while the RPC Executive Director says there is still $5.7 million left in a 

transition account which could pay for at least 3 years of expenses.  Should the lights stay on?  If 

so, who should pay?Who‘s going to pay for the lights on the CCC? The decorative lights on the Crescent City 

Connection are at risk of being shut off…again.  The Young Leadership Council donated enough 

money to keep the lights running through June 30th but with that date quickly approaching, who 

should pay to keep the lights on?  Senator J.P. Morrell says the Regional Planning Commission 

should foot the bill while the RPC Executive Director says there is still $5.7 million left in a 

transition account which could pay for at least 3 years of expenses.  Should the lights stay on?  If 

so, who should pay?Who‘s going to pay for the lights on the CCC? The decorative lights on the Crescent City 

Connection are at risk of being shut off…again.  The Young Leadership Council donated enough 

money to keep the lights running through June 30th but with that date quickly approaching, who 

should pay to keep the lights on?  Senator J.P. Morrell says the Regional Planning Commission 

should foot the bill while the RPC Executive Director says there is still $5.7 million left in a 

transition account which could pay for at least 3 years of expenses.  Should the lights stay on?  If 

so, who should pay?Every charity has salary, overhead and fund-raising costs but some spend little to NOTHING on 

charity endeavors.  These are the worst of the worst and after a year of investigation, the Tampa 

Bay Times along with the Center for Investigative Reporting and CNN have put out a list of 

America‘s 50 worst charities.  When you give to a charity, do stop to consider how much of that 

donation will go to supporting the cause?  In the case of the worst charity on the list, Kids Wish, 

less than 3 cents of every dollar donated goes to helping kids.  Every charity has salary, overhead and fund-raising costs but some spend little to NOTHING on 

charity endeavors.  These are the worst of the worst and after a year of investigation, the Tampa 

Bay Times along with the Center for Investigative Reporting and CNN have put out a list of 

America‘s 50 worst charities.  When you give to a charity, do stop to consider how much of that 

donation will go to supporting the cause?  In the case of the worst charity on the list, Kids Wish, 

less than 3 cents of every dollar donated goes to helping kids.  Every charity has salary, overhead and fund-raising costs but some spend little to NOTHING on 

charity endeavors.  These are the worst of the worst and after a year of investigation, the Tampa 

Bay Times along with the Center for Investigative Reporting and CNN have put out a list of 

America‘s 50 worst charities.  When you give to a charity, do stop to consider how much of that 

donation will go to supporting the cause?  In the case of the worst charity on the list, Kids Wish, 

less than 3 cents of every dollar donated goes to helping kids.  Every charity has salary, overhead and fund-raising costs but some spend little to NOTHING on 

charity endeavors.  These are the worst of the worst and after a year of investigation, the Tampa 

Bay Times along with the Center for Investigative Reporting and CNN have put out a list of 

America‘s 50 worst charities.  When you give to a charity, do stop to consider how much of that 

donation will go to supporting the cause?  In the case of the worst charity on the list, Kids Wish, 

less than 3 cents of every dollar donated goes to helping kids.  



Every charity has salary, overhead and fund-raising costs but some spend little to NOTHING on 

charity endeavors.  These are the worst of the worst and after a year of investigation, the Tampa 

Bay Times along with the Center for Investigative Reporting and CNN have put out a list of 

America‘s 50 worst charities.  When you give to a charity, do stop to consider how much of that 

donation will go to supporting the cause?  In the case of the worst charity on the list, Kids Wish, 

less than 3 cents of every dollar donated goes to helping kids.  

The American Medical Association says cheerleading is dangerous and should be labeled as a 

sport.  Is it?  What constitutes a sport?  And if you‘ve been involved in cheerleading…what do 

YOU think?

The American Medical Association says cheerleading is dangerous and should be labeled as a 

sport.  Is it?  What constitutes a sport?  And if you‘ve been involved in cheerleading…what do 

YOU think?Childless by choice!  It‘s a debate that‘s gotten deeper and wider as the definition of a family shifts-

-who‘s happier…those with or without kids?   Whose life is more fulfilling couples or singles with 

or without children?  There‘s even a new acronym for men & women who‘ve chosen to be 

childless—they‘re D.I.N.K.s—Dual Income No Kids.   And, there‘s growing debate about whether 

or not nieces, nephews, best-friends‘ kids…even pets…have become the ―adopted children‖ of 

many.  Are you or someone you know childless by choice?  We‘d love to hear from you.  Happy or 

not?  Fulfilled or not?  Do you feel whole, or like you‘re missing something?   Is your choice 

accepted by family, friends, co-workers…or are you judged as selfish?  Is there still a social stigma 

Childless by choice

Childless by choice

Childless by choiceChina has to find a way to reduce its tremendous amounts of pollution.  They're trying to tap the 

world's biggest source of clean energy….the ocean.  Should we help them with the technology? 

 Does the world need this?  

China has to find a way to reduce its tremendous amounts of pollution.  They're trying to tap the 

world's biggest source of clean energy….the ocean.  Should we help them with the technology? 

 Does the world need this?  
Should New Orleans Civil Service system be overhauled or stay the same?  Mayor Landrieu says 

YES…New Orleans police and fire unions say NO!  Whose side are you on?   The Civil Service 

Commission takes up Mayor Landrieu‘s overhaul package in June.  The issue--the hiring & firing 

system for New Orleans public employees.  Landrieu, backed by several business & civic groups, 

wants to renovate the system…so managers can hire the best candidates in a reasonable 

timeframe…and retain them after they join the workforce.  He says the current system results in 

slow hiring and often prevents people in charge from hiring top choices and reward hard 

workings.   Public sector unions (PANO, BOP, FOP, NOFD) are vehemently against the proposed 
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Students around the country are blaming Michelle Obama for their ―nasty lunches‖.  One says 

―starving kids at school‖ is no way to combat childhood obesity.  Is it?   And when  you were in 

school…was the cafeteria food tasty or terrible?  

The White House says climate change is already affecting communities around the country.  Can 

wildfires, floods, tornadoes, hurricanes and other erratic weather really be controlled?  And where 

do you draw the line between affecting the climate and creating jobs?  Nevada rancher Cliven Bundy says ―the Negro was better off as a slave and gets less freedom if 

they receive federal subsidies.‖  But…ole Cliven doesn‘t want to pay the government the 2.2 mil he 

owes for his cattle grazing on federal land.  Who‘s really getting the subsidies here? And are hard 

line conservatives necessarily racist?  

Did NOBODY foresee the damage pipeline canals were gonna do to the wetlands?  Or did 

NOBODY care cuz the money was flowing like oil?  Should EVERYBODY who made money from 

the oil industry have to pay or just the oil COMPANIES?  
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Louisiana seafood industry are not convinced.   They think the process will cause more damage 

than benefits.  But now, scientists from across the country say diversions are the right direction for 
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it?  If your weekend mantra is ―All Hail the Cocktail‖…join Angela and Ann Tuennrman with 

Tales of the Cocktail for our fun & spirits hour.  WE want to talk to everybody who‘s committed to 
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A statewide poll shows when it‘s NOT called ―Common Core‖ more people SUPPORT its 

educational standards than don‘t—in fact, almost double.  So is it the test or the title? While Bobby Jindal softens his stance on Common Core, his education secretary stands firm.  Do 

you have a problem with the Common Core standards or the way they‘re being implement-ed?  Is 
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40 states adopted the new academic model called Common Core.  Bobby Jindal is moving to drop 

it.  Is Governor Jindal the genius out of 40 other governors or will his moves against Common Core 

push Louisiana education backward?  Why has Governor Bobby Jindal flip flopped on Common Core?  Why would he object to it, when 

HIS Superintendent of Education is pushing it?  And,  how can he stop it, when it's state law?  Can 

he really negate or override 2 elected bodies--BESE and the state legislature? After being one of 

the biggest proponents for Common Core, the Governor is now "sensitive" to the control the 

federal government would have about how and what we teach our children.  He didn't know that 

when he was pushing it across the state?   The U.S. Department of Education Secretary calls his 
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The city and sheriff's office reached a settlement on the consent decree for Orleans Parish PrisonA Sandy Hook ―truther‖ is arrested after removing signs from playgrounds that honored two 7 

year old victims of the attacks and calling their parents to say the shooting was a hoax and their 

children never existed.  Do you have a conspiracy…about JFK, the missing Malaysian flight or 

even Bowe Bergdahl?    Did you ever get into a confrontation or lose a friend, because of a 
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How can a landowner in Raceland lose his family‘s 200 year old property because New Orleans 

needs flood protection?   The answer is the Corp destroys land to help us and has to mitigate by 

buying land elsewhere.  Is that fair…and who‘s next?  
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He's stopped the Corps from taking private land twice before.We give foreigners taxpayer money to import stuff from America?  We loan the money to countries 

like China through an American import-export bank to help corporations make sales.  How is that 

no corporate welfare? 

 It‘s one of the biggest days for crawfish boils...so let‘s have the ―black thing‖ debate.  Do you eat it 

or not?  What are the best things to put in the pot besides the mudbugs?  And if you don‘t do it 

yourself…who has the BEST boiled crawfish in town? Traditionally Good Friday and Easter kick off back yard  crawfish boils.  How do you cook 

crawfish to make them perfect?  What special ingredient do you add?  Do you catch your own 

crawfish or do you just buy them?  What's the best way to achieve a safe jail?  The inmate population need to be reduced.  The 

pretrial services program aims to do just that.  New Orleans has 3 times the national average jail 

population for cities our size and in order  to provide a safe jail , the focus needs to shift to those 

arrested, who pose a risk. They  are the ones who need to be  jailed while waiting to be charged or 

awaiting trial.  If a person shows little risk(like failing to show up in court or commiting crimes 

while out), there is no reason for them to be jailed.   After a review by the National Institute of 

Corrections, New Orleans Pre-trial services  was deemed 'quite solid' and 'success rates of those 

defendants released are very high. Of the defendents that were assessed and released on a low or 

nonfinancial bond, 95% appeared in court and 96% were not charged with a new criminal offense 

while on pretrial release.'  They also found that the 'judiciary is not currently utilizing the 

program:  Low-risk, nonviolent defendents are being detained for extended periods because they 

can't afford bail while high risk, violent defendants are being released pretrial because they can 

affort bail.'  Daily jail populations for pretrial detainees charged with state felony or midemeanor What's the best way to achieve a safe jail?  The inmate population need to be reduced.  The 
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program:  Low-risk, nonviolent defendents are being detained for extended periods because they 

can't afford bail while high risk, violent defendants are being released pretrial because they can 

affort bail.'  Daily jail populations for pretrial detainees charged with state felony or midemeanor How do we protect our children from sex crimes?   How does a man operate ―a global child 

exploitation enterprise‖ right under our noses in St. Tammany Parish (outside Abita Springs)?  

We‘re talking illicit websites that attracted more than 27,000 members and featured a vast 

collection of pornographic videos of prepubescent boys…and offered tutorials on how to use social 

media to create fake female personas to entice & film unsuspecting victims.  Crimes against 

children have made many, many headlines recently.  From the bust of child porn to sex 

trafficking…our children are being exploited.  The FBI has a program to raise awareness and help 

us protect children our most vulnerable and valuable asset.  Don‘t miss FBI Special Agent in 

Shootings at military complexes and mass murder in schools…bad people doing bad things, or 

mentally ill people that should have been hospitalized?  We‘re putting them in prison is that the 

only answer? 

Shootings at military complexes and mass murder in schools…bad people doing bad things, or 

mentally ill people that should have been hospitalized?  We‘re putting them in prison is that the 

only answer? 

People are being murdered in the streets of America and the number of victims exceed all the wars 

the U.S. has fought since 1900…combined!  The largest percentage of those deaths are black.  Are 

we in post-racial America, or something else?
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The New Orleans Crime Coalition released ' it's 9th installment of its bi-annual survey that 

measures public perception of NOPD performance in providing for the safety of its citizens.' How 

did the NOPD score?  What grade would you give them?  Have you had any interaction with 

NOPD?  What was your experience?  The New Orleans Crime Coalition released ' it's 9th installment of its bi-annual survey that 

measures public perception of NOPD performance in providing for the safety of its citizens.' How 

did the NOPD score?  What grade would you give them?  Have you had any interaction with 

NOPD?  What was your experience?  

Murders make the headlines…but is traditional theft the bigger problem for MOST people?  

When was the last time somebody stole something from you, your home of business?  Did you ever 

wonder what they were going to do with it?  Murders make the headlines…but is traditional theft the bigger problem for MOST people?  

When was the last time somebody stole something from you, your home of business?  Did you ever 

wonder what they were going to do with it?  

  Should a police officer be able to go through your cell phone if you‘re arrested?  That‘s what the 

Supreme Court is trying to decide.  What do you think?  Is it a gross invasion of privacy or just a 

plain part of good police work? The Supreme Court is looking at a case where police seized the contents of cell phones without 

warrants. If that tactic takes criminals off the street are you for it?  If so, what happens if you are 

the target.  The Supreme Court is looking at a Case where police seized the contents of cell phones without 

warrants. If that tactic takes criminals off the street are you for it?  If so, what happens if you are 

the target.  Do  you have an outstanding warrant and are scared you'll be arrested?  New Orleans Municipal 

Court  announced a new amnesty program to encourage those with outstanding warrants to come 

to court, clean up their record, get contempt fees waived and allow offenders to pay what they owe 

and get their warrant lifted.  These aren't traffic court cases.  A few of the misdemeanors covered 

are: urinating in public,having an open container,  simple battery, first time marjiuana offense & 

disturbing the peace.  Do  you have an outstanding warrant and are scared you'll be arrested?  New Orleans Municipal 

Court  announced a new amnesty program to encourage those with outstanding warrants to come 

to court, clean up their record, get contempt fees waived and allow offenders to pay what they owe 

and get their warrant lifted.  These aren't traffic court cases.  A few of the misdemeanors covered 

are: urinating in public,having an open container,  simple battery, first time marjiuana offense & 

disturbing the peace.  

The DA decides to file no charges against a Marigny homeowner who shot a teenager in his yard, 

but what about the teenager?  If the homeowner's shooting was justified, should the person shot be 

charged with a crime?  Or is a bullet to the head punishment enough?  

After a violent Memorial Day weekend in the area…have you ever called the police after hearing 

gunshots?  What happened?  Did the police help you, or make you a target by letting everybody 

know YOU were the one who called the cops?      20 shootings in New Orleans over the Memorial weekend; including one tourist shot.  Are you 

alarmed by this?  How do we stop the violence?  What‘s the answer?  Should parents be held 

accountable for the criminal actions of their kids?  Defense attorney Robert Jenkins says 

rehabilitating juveniles isn't working and we should hold parents and guardians accountable by 

taking away public assistance and housing vouchers.  Do you agree or disagee?   Dr. Peter 

DeBlieux, head of the trauma center at LSU Interim Hospital sees the results up close and personal 

in the Emergency Room.  Criminologist John Penny from SUNO  says we'll see a "summer that is 

going to be filled with bullets flyuing, people dying, parents crying, bloods being spilled in the 
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Two Good Samaritans chase and help capture two teens who robbed an elderly woman in Slidell.  

Would you get involved if you witnessed a robbery?  Should you? 

Two Good Samaritans chase and help capture two teens who robbed an elderly woman in Slidell.  
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A shooting on Bourbon street leaves 9 injured, including 2 in critical condition.  What did you 

think when you first heard the news?  Will this make you less likely to visit downtown New 

Orleans?  What about tourists?A shooting on Bourbon street leaves 9 injured, including 2 in critical condition.  What did you 

think when you first heard the news?  Will this make you less likely to visit downtown New 

Orleans?  What about tourists?A shooting on Bourbon street leaves 9 injured, including 2 in critical condition.  What did you 

think when you first heard the news?  Will this make you less likely to visit downtown New 

Orleans?  What about tourists?A shooting on Bourbon street leaves 9 injured, including 2 in critical condition.  What did you 

think when you first heard the news?  Will this make you less likely to visit downtown New 

Orleans?  What about tourists?Shooting on Bourbon Street.  9 people shot on Bourbon Street early Sunday morning 

(2:45am)…2 in critical condition…many victims were tourists.   Chief Serpas said there were 2 

shooters…he also said many police were stationed in the area…he said some were ―at arm‘s 

length‖ to the shooters when it happened.   Why didn‘t they capture the shooters?  What‘s the plan 

to fix this problem?   Is it more police?  Is it better police?  Is it better training?  Is it FUNDING?  

If so, how do we get more money to pay more cops, to recruit better cops?  Is it cops better 

equipped to handle this wild west mentality?  (Did the cops on duty that night have protective 

vests?  Should every cop in the FQ have cameras on their clothes?)   Is it better strategy…or better 

strategic placement of cops?   Should we block off side streets after 10pm…like Beale Street?  

Should we have one way in; one way out?  Should we ID everybody on Bourbon after 10pm?  Is it 

a leadership problem?   Do we need a clearer vision?   We keep bragging about all the young 

entrepreneurs coming to your city; we keep bragging about record tourism & real estate 

transactions.  The quickest way to to run that off; to impede progress; to halt confidence is violent 

crime…especially in the French Quarter.  Who are we?  Are we a cop force that just accepts thugs 

shooting innocent bystanders, when they‘re shooting at each other…and that‘s okay?  Who are 

we…and what is our future?   Are we tourism and marketing groups who say bring your 

businesses here for conventions, bring your families here for reunions, have stay-cations in one of 
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criminal wrongdoing of the Department of Justice.   Of which no one can or will be charged for 

any criminal acts because they are immune to prosecution.  Does it comfort you to know this is the 

best system in the world?   

It's the 70th anniversary of D-Day

After problems with drugs used for lethal injection, Tennessee thinks about using the electric 

chair.  Does the definition of ―cruel and unusual‖ punishment change with technology or if it was 

acceptable in 1800 or 1900…it‘s okay now?  At least 20% of Americans say they've had communication with a loved one after the death of a 

loved one.  Have you?  The communication may not just be words…it may be seeing, smelling, 

touching, feeling.   We'll talk to a PHD who's studied death related phenomena...in particular 

personal accounts from nurses from hospices, hospitals, nursing conferences, nursing homes & 

home health facilities.  Don't miss these stories and plesae call in and share yours. A new study says one in 25 people who are sentenced to death is innocent. Does that, along with an 

awkward execution, change your mind about capital punishment?  And, is it really that big of a 

deal if the lethal injection drugs don‘t make it as comfortable as they should for the condemned 

person? Have you ever witnessed somebody die?   A new study says one in 25 people who are sentenced to death is innocent. Does that, along with an 

awkward execution, change your mind about capital punishment?  And, is it really that big of a 

deal if the lethal injection drugs don‘t make it as comfortable as they should for the condemned 

person? Have you ever witnessed somebody die?  As high temperatures head to the 90‘s the argument about air conditioning for death row inmates 

heats up.  Are condemned prisoners entitled to air conditioning?  Is ANYBODY entitled to air 

conditioning?  And is living without a/c in south Louisiana cruel and unusual punishment no 

matter who it its?    



What happens when we die?  That question is taking center stage as America experiences a 

spiritual revival.  ―But, how would nurses, hospice workers, counselors and psychologists who deal 

with dying patients answer that question?  Dr. Marilyn Mendoza found out when she researched 

―deathbed visions.‖  Don‘t miss it when Angela talks to this PHD about what people say and how 

they respond as they cross over to the other side.  Mendoza is the author of a fascinating book We 

Do Not Die Alone:  ―Jesus is Coming to Get me in a White Pickup Truck.‖                                                           

Deathbed visions:  do they prove there is an afterlife?  After getting feedback from nurses and 

hospice workers about their experiences with patients who had either  a near-death experience or a 

deathbed vision, Dr. Mendoza wrote a book citing these stories.  She said, " It is not known if 

deathbed visions prove the existence of an afterlife or are simply an artifact of our brain chemistry, 

but what a comfort they can provide as we leave this world In our final moments, is that not what Who‘s moving into New Orleans—is it out-of-towners or locals--people from here or other parts of 

the metro, Louisaiana and the Gulf South?  Are they temporary or permanent?  Residents or 

investors?   When there‘s a business boom, a real estate boom follows.  Who‘s moving into the 

Crescent City…. Lakeview, Mid City, Central City; Lake Vista, Gentilly, New Orleans East, 

Faubourg Marigny, 9th Ward, St. Bernard???   There‘s an influx of NEW New Orleanians; and a 

shift in locals.   Who‘s buying the property?  Who‘s living in the property?  Are out of towners 

buying property and moving here?  Or, are they just flipping houses?  Is it locals who are 

Who's moving into the city?  We are seeing an influx of young professionals moving to the city but 

we're also hearing people wanting to downsize, selling their homes and moving into the city and 

downtown.  What are the trends?  What are the experts seeing?  

HB 1155 is seeking to prevent therapeutic group homes for children with developmental 

disabilities from residing in communites that don't want them.   Could this be a constitutional 

violation?  Discrimination of individuals through the Americans with Disabilities Act.  One on one with Orleans Parish District Attorney LEON CANNIZZARO!  We‘ll get his take on 

accountability in the criminal justice system and collaboration between his office and NOPD (i.e.  

the Metropolitan Crime Commission‘s report)…the consent decree and latest criticisms from the 

Inspector General… the dismissal of the Merrit Landry case….plus budget challenges as residents 

demand more while his department‘s pocketbook is filled with less.   What‘s the D.A.‘s greatest 

accomplishments, biggest challenges…and vision for New Orleans going forward?  We‘ll find out.  

(In the past 5 years since Canizzaro became DA and Serpas became NOPD Superintendent 

conviction rates for felony arrests to felony convictions rose to 45%.  

When you get divorced, should the woman keep the husband‘s last name or go back to her maiden 

name?  What‘s better for the kids?   Guys—do you want your ex-wife with your last name?  And 

gals—do you want to keep it?  What if the guy gets married again—do you have (2) Mrs. ______s? 

Party planners are getting business from a new area-=DIVORCE PARTIES?  Is a divorce 

something to celebrate or mourn?  Should you feel bad about getting out of something that made 

you unhappy…or stick it out because you made a promise? 



Who‘s fighting dogs in Louisiana?  Why are we finding dead dogs savagely beaten to death in 

neighborhoods everywhere?   From Baton Rouge to Natchitoches; from the North Shore to the 

South Shore…illegal dog fighting flourishes in this state and around the country.  Why?  Some say 

Louisiana is the heartland of dog fighting in America.   Why?  It‘s a felony in every state and yet, 

dog fighting persists.  Experts estimate that tens of thousands of people are involved in professional 

dogfighting, while an additional 100,000 may be participating in ―street fighting‖ or ―informal 

dogfights.‖ Who‘s doing this?  And, why do neighbors turn blind eyes?   These dogs are ―chained, 

taunted, and starved in order to trigger extreme survival instincts and encourage aggressiveness.‖  

Dogs rescued from these dog breeders are in various stages of abuse and must be triaged to 

determine if they can be saved.  And let‘s not even talk about the dogs they use as ―prey.‖  What do 

you think should happen to people who are caught dog fighting or breeding dogs for this cruel Dog Fighting: from Baton Rouge to Natchitoches; from the Northshore to the Southshore…illegal 

dog fights florish in this state and around the country. Some say Louisiana is the heartland of dog 

fighting in America.    It is a felony in every state and yet, it still exists.  PETA says 'experts 

estimate that tens of thousands of people are involved in professional dogfighting, while an 

additional 100,000 may be participating in so-called 'streetfighting' or informal dogfights.' These 

dogs are 'chained, taunted, and starved in order to trigger extreme survival instincts and 

encourage aggressiveness.'  Dogs rescued from these dog breeders are in various stages of abuse 

and must be triaged to determine if they can be saved.  What do you think should happen to people 

who are caught dog fighting or breeding dogs for dog fighting?

There is a reward program for people who report animal cruelty. The number for animal fighting 

tips is 1-877-TIP-HSUS and www.humanesociety.org

A New Jersey man says his DOG got a summons for jury duty.  If you got one, would you gladly do 

your civic duty or try to get out of it?  If you did serve, what was it like? And if you had to be 

judged by a jury of man‘s best friends, which breed would you pick?  A Metairie man shoots a mutt for taking liberties with his purebred dog.  When it comes to 

dogs…which do you prefer?  Purebred or Pound?   Big or Small?   Male or Female?  Or do you 

not care cuz you cater to cats? Three bills aimed at stopping domestic abuse were unanimously approved by the senate. The first 

bill classifies domestic abuse as 'crime of violence' and would be considered a felony. The second 

bill speeds up the filing of protective orders and allows police officers to arrest anyone seen 

abusing their family. The third bill keeps abusers, under protective orders, from owning a gun for 

10 years.   The Louisiana Coalition Against Domestic Abuse (LCADV) reported' from 2010-2012 

there were 178 deaths due to domestic violence. 74% of these were committed with firearms and 

37% of offenders had prior history of domestic violence or other violent crimes.'  Are you or 

someone you know a survivor of domestic abuse?Three bills aimed at stopping domestic abuse were unanimously approved by the senate. The first 

bill classifies domestic abuse as 'crime of violence' and would be considered a felony. The second 

bill speeds up the filing of protective orders and allows police officers to arrest anyone seen 

abusing their family. The third bill keeps abusers, under protective orders, from owning a gun for 

10 years.   The Louisiana Coalition Against Domestic Abuse (LCADV) reported' from 2010-2012 

there were 178 deaths due to domestic violence. 74% of these were committed with firearms and 

37% of offenders had prior history of domestic violence or other violent crimes.'  Are you or 

someone you know a survivor of domestic abuse?
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 Magic Johnson says he was roped into something that concerned only Donald Sterling and his 

girlfriend.  Who‘s the victim in this whole sterling controversy?  And, would you ever have a 

relationship with someone for money…or stay married to them for the financial benefits?   Do you 

know anybody who has? 

Dress codes are discussed by a Florida School Board…FOR PARENTS!  Have people forgotten to 

use common sense when it comes to dressing properly for different decisions?   The worst I ever 

saw was a tank top and shorts at a funeral.  What about you? 

Young Americans can vote, marry, enter contracts, kill and be killed in war….but they can't buy 

or drink a beer?  Other countries agree with the age 21 drinking law--Sri Lanka, Pakistan, 

Indonesia, Qatar, Oman and the United Emirates.  Do you see any evidence of hypocrisy and 

stupidity?   

A new law would change your driver‘s license renewal from 4 to 6 years.  Should that come with a 

mandatory driving test for EVERYBODY?   Do people drive the way they do because they don‘t 

know the rules or decide not to follow them?  

Survey results show almost 7 our of 10 drivers rate cell phone users the most aggravating drivers 

on the road.  What do you think? What do other drivers do that frustrate you most?

The drones are coming!  And, I mean by the thousands or even million. Drones for police, farming, 

weather forecast, your neighbor, criminals and many, many more.  The very complicated question 

is, how do we put laws into place to protect us from them?  
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Just how bad is the California and mid-west drought?  Can anything be done while waiting for 

rain?  Who is affected and how?  And, the local question--will we see a big increase in food prices? The heroin epidemic has hit Louisiana and people are dying.  The nation is basically getting users 

help, but our legislators want jail time.  If we‘re against big government why are we for paying for 

more prisoners and prisons? The heroin epidemic has hit Louisiana and people are dying.  The nation is basically getting users 

help, but our legislators want jail time.  If we‘re against big government why are we for paying for 

more prisoners and prisons? The heroin epidemic has hit Louisiana and people are dying.  The nation is basically getting users 

help, but our legislators want jail time.  If we‘re against big government why are we for paying for 

more prisoners and prisons? 

New research claims that legalizing medical marijuana does not increase crime.  The research is 

done by the University of Texas Scientists…..but don‘t the majority of us only believe the polls that 

prove what we already believe?  The use of heroin is spreading rapidly across America and it's being traced back to Mexico.  Since 

the price of marijuana is falling due to decriminalization in certain states, Mexican drug growers 

are changing their crops from marijuana to poppies for opium.  According to a federal report the 

use of heroin has increased 79% between 2007 and 2012.  Now there are so many overdose deaths 

that the Attorney General says it's a public health crisis.  So now what?  Legalize heroin and watch 

another drug take its place?  Should Louisiana change the laws for simple possession of marijuana?  The cost of incarcerating 

people convicted of 2nd or 3rd simple marijuana offenses is $19, 828, 830.00.  That's 19 MILLION-

plus! And that's not the only cost.  It ―doesn‘t include the societal costs or wasted time and costs for 

law enforcement and prosecution.‖  If Louisiana has the nation's highest incarceration rate, is 

sending people to jail for years, decades, if not life…for simple possession of marijuana… the best 

way to spend our tax dollars? AShould the laws for simple possession of marijuana be changed?  Why?  The incarceration costs of 

offenders convicted on possession of marijuana for a 2nd and 3rd offense is $19, 828, 830.' That's 

right   19 million plus.  And that's not the only cost.  'That doesn't include the societal costs or 

wasted time and costs for law enforcement and prosecution.' If Louisiana has the nation's highest 

incarceration rate, is this the best way to spend your tax dollars?

What's the national perspective on decriminalizing marijuana?  

Just when the Louisiana legislature is toughening drug laws, the justice department is looking to 

reduce the penalties and sentences of non-violent drug offenders nationwide.  Which is the right 

way? 

Do you have a problem with people that are over 21 being able to buy medically prescribed 

marijuana in Louisiana?  Will it lead to MORE drug abuse or LESS suffering by those who are 

sick?  

Should medical marijuana be legalized nationally?  Dr. Sanjay Gupta says, 'yes'.  He says ," 

hundreds of families have uprooted themselves and moved to Colorado to take advantage of the 

state's permissive medical marijuana laws.The patients who move to Colorado feel compelled to 

stay because using their medicine across state lines could land them in prison." He calls it a 

'refugee situation.' Why should a person be arrested for taking their medicine back to their state? Why is legalization of pot still a battleground…when several states already made it legal?  What if 

the pro-marijuana crowd gave up and said go ahead…keep it ILLEGAL?   Would you have 

confidence in law enforcement that‘s only successful at keeping drugs from coming into America 

10% of the time?  Would you pay a lot MORE for drug enforcement? And, wouldn‘t we lose our 

jobs if we performed that poorly? 
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The 40 days of Lent are almost over.  Many of us (including Angela) gave up sugar.  Easter Sunday 

we‘ll close the door on repentance and open up our Easter bunny baskets full of pastries, cakes, 

chocolates & confectionaries.  What's the most popular Easter treat?  What‘s your favorite?  And, 

if you make desert—if you‘re a do-it-yourselfer—we have some of the Crescent City‘s best pastry 

chefs and chocolatiers on hand to share tips for making your sweets even sweeter.   The 40 days of Lent are almost over.  Some people(Angela)  have given up sugar.  Easter Sunday 

will open Pandora's  box of pasteries, cakes, chocolates & confectionaries.  What's the  most 

popular Easter treat?  For those who are do-it-yourselfers, what tips can these special chefs share 

to make the holiday special?  What's your favorite Easter treat?Seafood season is in full swing…crawfish, shrimp, crab boils rank with outdoor grilling.  What are 

your secrets for a great crawfish boil?  And, if MEAT is on your list of treats Easter Sunday—we‘ll 

have great chefs to share tips for amazing Easter meals and grills…and we want to hear yours. If 

you think you make the tastiest steak, lamb chop, hamburger, pork chop, fish or chicken…call in 

and share your secrets. 
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Limits on state government spending have had an unusual benefit……more ability to borrow.  So 

does that mean we are in much better financial shape than we have been in the past? Are teachers unions standing in the way of improving education…or teachers themselves?  In a 

new book Teachers Versus the Public, a Harvard professor says teachers are the culprits, who 

control what their unions do and fight what parents want.  If true, how do you even begin to 
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change that?   Should character education be part of the curriculum in grammar and high school?  Character 

education teaches kids how to be:  moral, civic-minded, good mannered, well-behaved, non-

bullying, healthy, critical thinkers, success-oriented, based in tradition, compliant, socially 

acceptable and socially accepting.  When a child masters these skills they become stronger 

academic achievers.  These skills enable children to get ahead in school, and later, employment and 

life.  Does your kid‘s school stress character development?   Should it?  We‘ll talk to one of the 
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The man who will steer the future of our children…and in many ways our state--Superintendent of 

Education here in Louisiana—JOHN WHITE.   We‘ll talk Common Core; results of recent 

standardized tests; also how to transition to higher standards for schools, teachers and 

students…and expectations for the next decade of education.   And, we want to talk to you—do you 

have faith that education in Louisiana will drastically improve in the next decade?  By 2025,  the 

Department of Education has higher expectations for the students of Louisiana. Introducing & 

implimenting Common Core into the curriculum in 2015 is in the works.  By 2025, students will  be 

expected to test at a 'mastery' level (4 out of 5) in English language skills and math.   In order to 

transition to these higher standards schools, teachers and students will be held accountable. 

Instead of LEAP or I LEAP, PARCC (Partnership for the Assessment of Readiness for College and 

Career) is slated to administer the tests much to the dismay of the critics.  In order for Louisiana's 
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impossible to fire bad or incompetent ones?  Is job performance about how LONG you‘ve been 
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doing it or how WELL you do it? 

A new report says half of college graduates rely on their families for financial help two years after 

they‘ve been out of school.  Should college majors be about idealistic goals or financial ones?   

Would you tell somebody to follow their heart or earn a good living?
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Would you tell somebody to follow their heart or earn a good living?Edward Snowden says he was trained as a spy….disputing descriptions by the President & 

members of both parties…in an exclusive interview with Brian Williams.  Government officials say 

if Mr. Snowden is a true patriot, he‘ll turn himself in.  Do you agree?  And, watch the interview 

then tell me if Snowden changes your opinion.  Edward Snowden says he was trained as a spy….disputing descriptions by the President & 

members of both parties…in an exclusive interview with Brian Williams.  Government officials say 

if Mr. Snowden is a true patriot, he‘ll turn himself in.  Do you agree?  And, watch the interview 

then tell me if Snowden changes your opinion.  Parish-wide elections Saturday in St. Tammany, St. Bernard, St. Charles…plus in 

Jefferson—races in Kenner & Harahan. We‘ll preview the issues behind the elections with Clancy 

Dubos, WWL-TV political analyst & publisher of Gambit Weekly.  Up for grabs:  in Kenner-- 

mayor & 4 city council seats…in St. Tammany--coroner (to replace Peter Galvan)…in Slidell--(7) 

city council seats…in Abita Springs--a $500,000 bond issue for street repairs…in St. Bernard--an 

almost $9 million dollar millage vote for the Hospital Service District…in St. Charles--an at large 

council seat…and  Harahan will vote for police chief and a mill tax for the police department.  Will 

voters turn out?    If you live in one of those parishes, what's the #1 issue...the #1 reason to vote?The killing spree at the University of California, Santa Barbara—what are the lessons for every 

parent?   When Elliot Rodger, stabbed to death 3 roommates; then fatally shot 3 others and 

injured 13 before shooting himself in the head…his parents were frantically searching for him 

after viewing a horrifying manifesto where he vowed vengeance against sorority women who 

rejected him and men who succeeded where he failed.  ‖You denied me a happy life, and in turn I 

will deny all of you life,‖ said the son of a Hollywood director.  Could/Should his parents have seen 

this coming?   What about his teachers, friends, fellow students?  How attentive should you be to 

your child‘s use of social media?  At what age do you back off?  Columbine, the Aurora Colorado 

Theater, Virginia Tech and now Santa Barbara—what possessed them to go on a rampage?  What 

are warning signs that danger lurks ahead?   Don‘t miss FBI Special Agent in Charge, Mike 



Columbine, the Aurora Colorado Theatre, Virginia Tech and now Santa Barbara…all invoke 

images of the aftermath of senseless shootings.  Who were these killers?  What possessed them to 

go on a rampage?  Were there any signs that parents/friends/teachers could have  and should have 

seen?  How involved should you be in your child‘s social media?  At what age do you back off?    
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LET'S HAVE FUN FRIDAY!

FilmOrama-New Orleans Film Society's spring film festival April 4th -April 10th.  

N.O. International Puppet Festival-April 3-6 and April 10-13 @ the Marigny Opera House.  Check 

out the marionetttes, hand puppets and giant stick puppets, plus adults only puppet performances 

(at the Mudlark Publark Theatre

Some feel television is in a new 'golden age" of creativity.  Is the drive for quality series and 

documentaries making movie theaters obsolete?  The debate is widening.  Which side are you on?
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LET'S HAVE FUN FRIDAY!

Earth Day Festival

  Hot & not: Movies and on demand 

 pub crawl-Crawl NOLA - 5 course culinary progressive dining experience.  They'll talk about 

what restaurants are participating.  

Easter Parade

Crescent City Classic LET'S HAVE FUN FRIDAY!  We‘ll talk what‘s hot/what‘s not at the movies…and preview this 

weekend‘s big releases: ―The Other Woman w/Cameron Diaz, Leslie Mann & Kate Upton;  ‖The 

Railway Man‖ with Colin Firth & Nicole Kidman…and ―Captain America‖ is holding strong.  

Plus:  we‘ll talk  Kid‘s Zoo-to-Do this weekend and the Whitney Zoo-to-Do next weekend…AND if 

you know someone who‘d love to become a Saintsation… tryouts this Sunday and we‘ll tell ya‘ all 

about ‗em.   

  Hot & not: Movies and on demand 

Saintsations try outs this weekendLET'S HAVE FUN FRIDAY!  We‘ll talk about all the fun events this weekend in the 

metro…what‘s hot/what‘s not at the movies…and even visit with Spud McConnell about his latest 

theatrical role in ―Driving Miss Daisy.‖  

  Hot & not: Movies and on demand 

His play, Driving Miss Daisy opens next weekend

LET'S HAVE FUN FRIDAY!
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LET'S HAVE FUN FRIDAY!

We‘ll talk what‘s hot/what‘s not at the movies and on demand.  We‘ll preview this weekend‘s big 

releases: ―Transformers 4: Age of Extinction‖ starring John Goodman, Kelsey Grammer & 

Stanley Tucci….and ―They Came Together‖ with Paul Rudd, Amy Poehler, Bill Hader, & Ed 

Helms. And, are the new episodes of ―Orange is the New Black‖ as hot as the previous season? 

Cat Video Festival Is entrepreneurship a good way to build a strong economy?  The answer is yes…and if you‘re 

woman or minority…and the time is NOW!  There's a new initiative called PowerMoves NOLA 

that could catapalt New Orleans into the #1 minority startup hub.  GNO, Inc. partnered with the 

City of New Orleans, New Orleans Business Alliance and New Orleans Startup Fund to launch 

PowerMoves NOLA.  Their goal?  To increase the number of America's venture-backed minority 

businesses. PowerMovesNOLA is partnering with Essence Fest by having a boot camp and 3 

Power Pitch events where 40 minority entrepreneurs will participate.  Do you know any women or 

minorities with great concepts for businesses?  Call in and give your pitch!   There's a new 

initiative called PowerMoves NOLA that could catapalt New Orleans into the #1 minority startup 

hub.  GNO,Inc. partnered with the City of New Orleans, New Orleans Business Alliance and New 

Orleans Startup Fund to launch PowerMoves NOLA.  Their goal? To 'increase the number of 

America's venture-backed minority businesses.'  Stats show that only 7% of the firms who 

presented to Angel investors in 2011 were minority-owned.  Less than 1% of venture capital 

funded startups in 2010 had a black founder.  After Katrina, NOLA saw a spike of entrepreneurial 
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activity and is currently leading the nation by 56% in startups per capita.' PowerMoves. NOLA is There's an army marching to the Louisiana legislature and they're not in fatigues.  This ―Green 

Army‖ – led by former Lt. General Russel Honore‘ - is a network of  environmental groups & 

concerned citizens drilling down on scary issues for Louisiana:   the sink hole  @ Bayou Corne (26 

acres  affecting 150 homes)…saltwater intrusion in the aquafer in Baton Rouge…Coastal 

erosion…and the drilling of underground national gas storage caverns.  This watchdog group is 

determined to keep the spotlight on these potentially dangerous situations.  Citizens are being put 

at-risk without being told…and The Green Army is their advocate…and their voice.   Are you 

concerned about living near chemical plants?  Is there an environmental hazard near you?  Were 

you ever informed that it was there?  Our guests:  Russel Honore‘, Sandy Rosenthal (Founder & 

President of Levees.org); Anne Rolfes (Founding Director of the Louisiana Bucket Brigade and 
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Recent reports say don't worry about climate change coming, it's already here.  But as always "the 

really bad stuff" is decades away.  Can the environmentalists get traction before it's too late, or is 

out all based on speculation and politics? What method of execution should Louisiana employ?  After the botched execution in Oklahoma 

states are reviewing their execution methods and policies.  Louisiana is no exception.  A bill by 

Rep. Lopinto is amended to remove the electric chair.  How will that impact executions  in 

Louisiana?  More and more ―kids‖ in their 50‘s and 60‘s are moving back in with their parents.  Are we 

moving toward two or more generations living in the same house like back in the day?  Is that a 

good or bad thing?  (If you were facing financial problems because of loss of job, a medical 

calamity or divorce, would you move back in with your parents?  Would you take your parents in?  

And, would you take your adult child or their families into your home?)  

More and more ―kids‖ in their 50‘s and 60‘s are moving back in with their parents.  Are we 

moving toward two or more generations living in the same house like back in the day?  Is that a 

good or bad thing?



Brad Pitt has a scare after somebody jumps a barricade and rushes him.  Would you like fame and 

fortune and everything that goes with it…like NO privacy…worries about your security and that 

of your family…and more?  

Domino‘s introduces a new ―Specialty Chicken‖ menu item.  Have changes like Taco Bell 

breakfast brought you back to Fast Food or did you ever leave it?  And…what‘s the BEST fast 

food out there?  Plus is there anything available at the drive thru that‘s diet friendly?  What are the lessons you learned from your father that you'd like to make sure you pass on to 

your children?  What is your favorite memory of your father?  What were the things that 

connected you?  Are you a hands on dad?  How involved were you in your kids' lives, like coaching 

their sports teams, taking them camping, etc?  What advise would you give to your child about 

becoming a father?   What are the lessons you learned from your father that you'd like to make sure you pass on to 

your children?  What is your favorite memory of your father?  What were the things that 

connected you?  Are you a hands on dad?  How involved were you in your kids' lives, like coaching 

their sports teams, taking them camping, etc?  What advise would you give to your child about 
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becoming a father?   What are the lessons you learned from your father that you'd like to make sure you pass on to 

your children?  What is your favorite memory of your father?  What were the things that 

connected you?  Are you a hands on dad?  How involved were you in your kids' lives, like coaching 

their sports teams, taking them camping, etc?  What advise would you give to your child about 

becoming a father?  

On Father‘s Day weekend..what‘s the secret to being a GREAT dad?  Are fathers necessarily 

tougher on sons than on daughters?  And what‘s the ONE thing your dad taught you that you‘ll 

always remember?  Or that you would like to tell HIM?

How and when do you wean the kids off the monetary bottle?  Is it better for them to work while in 

school or concentrate on their studies?  How did you learn to be responsible for yourself?   

Fatal fire in MetairieAre you willing to pay 136% more to fish in Louisiana? If Rep Stuart Bishop's HB 1082 passes La 

will no longer be the 2nd cheapest Gulf state to fish but the 2nd highest. Proponents say  its a small 

price to pay for the expanded management needed to produce better fishing. Opponents say our 

fishing is the best in the Gulf , we pay enough now and what will prevent  the Governor from 

raiding the pot for other purposes as has been done in the past? Are you willing to pay the 

increase?Are you willing to pay 136% more to fish in Louisiana? If Rep Stuart Bishop's HB 1082 passes La 

will no longer be the 2nd cheapest Gulf state to fish but the 2nd highest. Proponents say  its a small 

price to pay for the expanded management needed to produce better fishing. Opponents say our 

fishing is the best in the Gulf , we pay enough now and what will prevent  the Governor from 

raiding the pot for other purposes as has been done in the past? Are you willing to pay the 

increase?

FEMA is now beginning to implement the new flood insurance program for South Louisiana.  How 

the money will be distributed is still being debated.  For people being forced out of their homes 

because of increased insurance costs, will the funds come soon enough?   

FEMA is now beginning to implement the new flood insurance program for South Louisiana.  How 

the money will be distributed is still being debated.  For people being forced out of their homes 

because of increased insurance costs, will the funds come soon enough?   



Congressman Cassidy met with FEMA in DC about flood insurance that could affect you.  He also 

passed legislation last week on charter schools and is working on the Morganza to the Gulf project.Senator Robert Adley has authored a bill (SB 629) that calls for the' Southeast Louisiana Flood 

Protection Authority East and Southeast Louisiana Flood Protection Authority West to be placed 

within the Coastal Protection Restoration Authority as agencies within the executive branch of 

state government.' in other words, in the control of Governor Jindal. This takes the contol away 

from locals and puts it in the hands of the state (governor).  In 2006, the Constitutional 

Amendment won an overwhelming support ("more than 90% of Orleans parish voters and more 

than 80% among state voters)."  After a long hard fight in the state legislature in 2006,  the levee 

boards were consolidated in order to strengthen our flood protection.  Now Senator Adley is 

determined to dismantle this levee board reform which  the people of Louisiana voted on and 

approved. Do you want locals to make decisions and take care of your flood protection or do you Should flood protection be in the hands of the local communities or the Governor Jindal?  Senator 

Robert Adley authored a bill that calls for the' Southeast Louisiana Flood Protection East and 

West to be placed within the Coastal Protection Restoration Authority—talking control away from 

locals…and giving control to executive branch—Governor Jindal.  In 2006, after a long, hard fight, 

citizens across the state voted YES to a Constitutional Amendment that consolidated levee boards 

to strengthen flood protection.  Now Senator Adley is trying to dismantle this levee board reform 

the people of Louisiana voted on and approved.   Do you want locals to make decisions and take 

care of your flood protection or do you want someone who lives in Baton Rouge, making those  Senator Robert Adley has authored a bill (SB 629) that calls for the' Southeast Louisiana Flood 

Protection Authority East and Southeast Louisiana Flood Protection Authority West to be placed 
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When you have to fly are you loyal to one company or is it all about the price?  Do you jam as 

much as you can into the carry on so you don‘t have to pay luggage fees?  And if you have the 

option of driving or flying…which one would you pick? 

When you have to fly are you loyal to one company or is it all about the price?  Do you jam as 

much as you can into the carry on so you don‘t have to pay luggage fees?  And if you have the 

option of driving or flying…which one would you pick? 

Do you eat alligator?  Don‘t miss Mark Shirley, alligator specialist with the LSU Ag Center & La. 

Sea Grant.   Mark is doing a cooking demonstration and seminar at Jazz Fest Sunday.  How do 

y'all like your alligator--fried?  Stewed?  Or watched from a distance? Are you a foodie?   Is dining out one of your favorite recreational pass times?  Don‘t miss it when 

Angela talks to the 2 newest winners of the James Beard Award--the Academy Awards for 

restaurants and chefs.  They‘re right here in New Orleans--Sue Zemanick of Gautreau‘s and 

Ivy…and Rayan Prewitt, chef & co-owner of Peche Seafood Grill--both named ―Best Chef—South.  

And, Peche was named the country's Best New Restaurant…the first time a New Orleans' 

restaurant received this honor.



 The James Beard Award is like the Academy Awards for restaurants and chefs.  It's the Crème de 

la crème of American culinary awards.  Peche Resaurant was named the country's Best New 

Restaurant…the first time a New Orleans' restaurant received this award.  Best Chef of the South 

was a tie between Ryan Prewitt and Sue Zemanick.  The South encompasses:  Louisiana, Alabama, 

Florida, Mississippi, Arkansas and Puerto Rico.  Are you a foodie or a food snob? 

Food, Wine & Spirits Segment:

Food, Wine & Spirits Segment:

Tom Fitzmorris talks Summertime eating!    What are the best chilled dishes…and where do you 

get ‗em?  Tom will share his; we‘d love to hear your favorite places to dine…and favorite things to 

eat Summertime too!  

Research shows not allowing food stamp recipients to buy sugary soft drinks with their benefits 

would lead to significant drops in obesity and diabetes.  Do food stamp recipients really NEED 

those items?  Do YOU?   Are you a soft drink addict…and how many a day do you drink?  

Fort Hood shooting. 4 are dead, including the shooter. What happened?Is it time for controversial "fracking for oil and gas in St Tammany?"  Plans are underway to seek 

a permit from DNR to allow a well to pass through an aquifer system to extract oil and gas via a 

"fracking project." The landowner and the oil company say its a safe practice used in over 2,000 

wells in northwest LA without problems.  St Tammany government officials are cautious and some 

residents oppose the idea that their water source will be put at risk.  Would you want fracking in 

your backyard? Is it time for controversial "fracking for oil and gas in St Tammany?"  Plans are underway to seek 

a permit from DNR to allow a well to pass through an aquifer system to extract oil and gas via a 

"fracking project." The landowner and the oil company say its a safe practice used in over 2,000 

wells in northwest LA without problems.  St Tammany government officials are cautious and some 

residents oppose the idea that their water source will be put at risk.  Would you want fracking in 

your backyard? Is it time for controversial "fracking for oil and gas in St Tammany?"  Plans are underway to seek 

a permit from DNR to allow a well to pass through an aquifer system to extract oil and gas via a 

"fracking project." The landowner and the oil company say its a safe practice used in over 2,000 

wells in northwest LA without problems.  St Tammany government officials are cautious and some 

residents oppose the idea that their water source will be put at risk.  Would you want fracking in 

your backyard? Are you for or against drilling in St. Tammany?  Not everyone is on board.  Concerned Citizens 

has been researching the issue and is providing their findings to the public. They say a ―vast 

majority of people are opposed to drilling at this point in time."  If you live or work in St. 

Tammany, do you support drilling/fracking on the North Shore?  St. Tammany Parish President Pat Brister joins us for her monthly parish update. The hot topics:  

the traffic debacle on 190; the creation of a new St. Tammany Levee District and the fracking 

controversy.   A family in Texas was awarded $3 million dollars for illnesses related to fracking.  Is it the 

beginning of a slowdown in the natural gas industry?  If so, are clean coal and nuclear energy the 

future of world energy? The debate continues in St. Tammany Parish on whether to frack or not.  Helis oil says there is a 

change in plans…they plan to dig vertically 13,000 feet and then horizontally.  Opponents say there 

is no change and no compromise.  Where do you stand on the fracking issue?  Would you have a 

problem with it if it were in your area?  
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The fracking battle on the north shore is beginning to look like a war.  General Russell Honore is 

leading an environmental group calling for the recall of all council people and the parish president. 

 All this on the conservative energy friendly north shore?The fracking debate continues in St. Tammany.  Now there's recall threats, lawsuits, restraining 

orders involving environmental groups and elected officials.  Where do you stand on the fracking 

issue? 

St. Tammany parish updates:  Fracking, hurricane season prep, fishing pier and the re-grand 

opening/ family fishing rodeoWhat's the latest developments in the fracking issue in St. Tammany?  Now there is a letter from 

the St. Tammany Parish Council requesting denial of permits on conflicting zoning designation. 

The Lake Basin Foundation has an appeal to the Army Corps to deny or delay a permit based on 

the uncertain impacts resulting from the first ever fracking project in the coastal zone.  The debate 
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Will a new state law help eliminate quality of life concerns in the French Quarter and other 

neighborhoods?  We‘re talking excessive noise from businesses; heavy trucks barreling down 

streets; tasteless t-shirts in store fronts and shop windows; music blasting loud; and businesses that 

register as one thing, but actually operate as something else.  Can you say merchandise store that 

sells mostly t-shirts?   The City of New Orleans can not only increase fines for repeat offenders of 

city regulations from health & safety to quality of life issues…they can double fines for second and 

additional violations.  Supporters say this will allow New Orleans to crack down on businesses who 

refuse to comply.  Opponents say "zero tolerance means those with zero will not be tolerated."  
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Today Angela's broadcasting live from French Quarter Fest!   If you‘re out at the fest, stop by and 

say hi.  Or, call in and tell us what it is that you LOVE about New Orleans?   Best dish?  Favorite 

New Orleans band, musician or singer?  Favorite place to hang out?  Favorite place to bring 

visitors?  Favorite thing to do in your neighborhood?   And, why is New Orleans quickly becoming 

one of the best places to visit and live?  What do people who visit, tell you they LOVE about New 

Orleans?  Have some fun with the legendary Angela Hill…live from the 31st Annual French 
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Orleans?  Have some fun with the legendary Angela Hill…live from the 31st Annual French 

Quarter Festival!We‘ll go inside New Orleans 31st Annual French Quarter Festival.   It‘s the largest FREE music 

fest in America…and it‘s right here in our front yard Thursday through Sunday!  And, this year is 

extra special—New Orleans music legend DR. JOHN returns for the 1st time since 1987…AND 

French Quarter Fest launches a new stage—the Big River Stage!  French Quarter Fest brings you 

everything you love about livin‘ in the Crescent City…jazz, funk, Cajun, Zydeco, brass bands, 

gospel, classical …only LOCAL musicians…on more 20 stages…. world class food from New 

Orleans finest restaurants…and yes, good ole fashioned family fun!   French Quarter Fest was 

originally designed to bring locals back to the Quarter, now people come from around the globe.  

Do you still go to French Quarter Fest?  If so, what‘s your favorite part—the music (which act?); 

What does the French Quarter Fest mean to the city?  What's the hotel occupancy?  What impact 

does this festival have on small businesses?  Restaurants?  Kelly, since Katrina, what are your 

thoughts on the city's recovery? Where to you see the city in 5, 10, 15 years from now?  

He's been involved in French Quarter Fest for years and will also talk about the event.―On the Front Porch‖—this time we‘ll go inside the lower 9th ward with the Holy Cross 

Neighborhood Association.   There‘s a big controversy about repurposing the former site of Holy 

Cross School, we‘ll talk about that…plus zone changes.  How do we preserve this historic district 

as we embrace change and development?   Plus, this lower 9th ward community has concerns 

about basic amenities—stores, banks, pharmacies…when are they coming?  Plus, bight and street 
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lighting & security, Operation & maintenance of the greenway, a walking bridge to Warren Easton 

and repaving of St. Louis Street; Future extension of the greeway to Canal Blvd, greenway's 
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On the Front Porch—this time we‘ll focus on Lakeshore drive.   Levee officials decided to reopen 

Lakeshore Drive to 2-way traffic 7 days a week…reversing a 30-year old policy.  How do we keep 

residents, pedestrians and cyclists safe as we open up the lake to more cars & more people? ON THE FRONT PORCH in St. Bernard Parish.  1st--should the man in charge resign?  Should 

St. Bernard Parish President Dave Peralta step down?  Since his arrest on one count of sexual 

battery of his wife council members have called for his resignation.  Do you agree or disagree?   

We‘ll talk to 3 St. Bernard council people about this and all things St. Bernard.  It's  almost 9 years 

since Katrina and 4 years since the BP oil spill.   What are the top concerns in da parish?  Voter's 

rejected a mill tax for a parish hospital and now the future of the hospital is in jeopardy.  Crime, in 

particular, heroin use, is on the rise.  Blight is still an issue--St. Bernard held its first property 

auction earlier this month. If you live (d) in St. Bernard before Katrina, did you move back?  If 

not, why?  If you moved to St. Bernard since Katrina, why did you choose it?  On the Porch:  St. Bernard Parish President Dave Peralta was arrested on one count of sexual 

battery of his wife.   Should the Parish President resign? Then, let's take a look at what's been 

going on in St. Bernard Parish -It's been almost 9 years since Katrina and 4 years since the BP oil 

spill.   What are the top concerns  in St. Bernard?  The voter's rejected a mill tax for a parish 

hospital and now the future of the hospital is in jeapardy. Crime- Heroin use is on the rise. Blight-

St. Bernard held it's first property auction earlier this month. If  you live(d) in St. Bernard before 

Katrina, did you move back? If not, why?ON THE FRONT PORCH!  This time we‘ll go inside Lake Terrace and Lake Vista.   Some parts 

are thriving; others are still struggling…in these neighborhoods that sit between the Katrina 

breaches at the 17th Street Canal and the London Avenue Canal.   What are the positives and what 

are residents still fighting for?  What‘s the story on street lights, police presence; potholes; grass 
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cutting & vacant lots—commercial & residential?  ON THE FRONT PORT in Faubourg St. John.  A big question now...just how commercial will this 

gem of a community become?   How do we balance progress...and preservation?  How do we 

welcome new and younger residents and all the innovations they bring to the neighborhood, and 

keep the charm, history & tranquility that brought them there?  There are lots of issues on the 

table:  tour bus congestion near cemeteries on busy Esplanade Avenue...public use of the bayou 

and levee areas for festival, canoeing, kayaking, paddle-boarding...zoning 

violations...noise...increased crime...congestion... conditions at the Fair Grounds Racecourse & 

parking around it...proliferation of retail and bar-service liquor licenses...soaring housing costs 

resident. (How do we keep it‘s eclectic mix of people, and not become elite?)  If you live or work in On the Front Porch in BROADMOOR!  Broadmoor prides itself on being a thriving 

community…their mantra…Broadmoor—lives, grows, thrives.   This neighborhood that‘s more 

than a century old rallied after Katrina for its community survival…and rallied to become a model 

for disaster recovery.  One of the biggest issues:  an uptick in crime.  They now have a 

neighborhood crime camera… and plan to get many more.  Other concerns:  street lights, 

improving public education, healthcare, eradicating blight…economic development…and the 

desire to continue to foster a spirit of cooperation & commitment.  (On the horizon:  Drew Brees 

wants to build a Jimmy Johns on the vacant corner of Napoleon & Claiborne…a Pelican Point 

carwash, Crystal Hamburgers, possibly a Trader Joe's and Magnolia Marketplace…and plans to 

convert the old St. Mathias school into an Arts & Wellness center.  Points of great pride:  Andrew 

H. Wilson Charter School, rebuilt after Katrina stands a one of the best elementary school facilities 

in the country…and Broadmoor‘s rebuilding plan is being used as a model in Chile after the 

earthquake.  If you live or work in Broadmoor, we want to hear from you.  If you don't, what are On the Front Porch in BROADMOOR!  Broadmoor prides itself on being a thriving 
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California governor tried to build hydrogen fueling stations for cars, but it never got underway. 

 Now 28 stations from the top to the bottom of California are planned and funded and car 

companies are planning hydrogen cars.  Is it the future or do we forget that hydrogen is made with 

fossil fuels? Should ethanol gas replace conventional gas?   The EPA wanted ethanol stating it would improve 

toxic emissions and promote energy independence.  That push failed miserably.  What's happened 

is that it caused operational problems for all small gas engine-powered equipment, in particular 

special problems for marine engines.Now Chalmette refinery chose to discontinue supplying it to 

local stations in SE La which puts its availability at a critical shortage.    They say its a cost cutting 

measure and will only provide ethanol free for commercial use.  The solution is to repeal ethanol 

policies which have to come from congress.  If there is such a negative impact on using ethanol gas, 
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As a UMASS college basketball player comes out of the closet and more same sex marriage appeals 

move toward the Supreme Court…is it inevitable that ―gay America‖ will be as accepted as 

―straight America?‖ Or is that something you will NEVER accept?  (If a family member was 

having a gay wedding ceremony or celebrating their union, would you go? Will the rise of sea levels and extreme heat cause huge economic destruction here in America?   A 

new report on global warming claims 2 of the most severe impacts—sea level rise and extreme 

heat—will like cost billions of dollars in annual property loss, threaten human health, lower labor 

productivity and endanger our nation‘s electricity grids.  Does anybody ever say that if the U.S. 

concentrated on alternative energy inventions we would increase jobs and the economy while at the 

same time minimizing sea rise?  In that scenario don‘t both sides get what they want?  Will the rise of sea levels and extreme heat cause huge economic destruction here in America?   A 

new report on global warming claims 2 of the most severe impacts—sea level rise and extreme 

heat—will like cost billions of dollars in annual property loss, threaten human health, lower labor 

productivity and endanger our nation‘s electricity grids.  Does anybody ever say that if the U.S. 

concentrated on alternative energy inventions we would increase jobs and the economy while at the 

same time minimizing sea rise?  In that scenario don‘t both sides get what they want?  

The big fear now-- genetically modified foods.  State after state requires labeling and many food 

advocates are trying to ban GMO's.  But some experts say there‘s no science to back up the fear.  If 

the modification produces fewer chemicals in food and water…should we give it a try?  *Wouldn‘t you love to take one of those empty lots we see all over New Orleans and turn it into 

something special?  New Orleans Redevelopment Authority has a great idea…it‘s going green.  

This could be good for you and your neighborhood and good for our community.  We‘re talking 

taking vacant properties and creating everything from urban agriculture, green infrastructure, 

storm water management and other green projects.   According to the New Orleans blight 

reduction report there were "approximately 43,755 blighted homes and empty lots in New Orleans 

in September 2010.  Coupled with 9,356 vacant but habitable housing units."  "..25% of residential 

home and addresses in New Orleans were blighted or vacant." This represented one of the highest 

rates of abandonment in the country. 10,000 blighted units have been reduced.  Auctions have been 

held and now vacant lots are about to be repurposed.  New Orleans Redevelopment Authority is 

launching NORA Green, an  initiative to repurpose the vacant NORA lots to benefit the Scientist and engineers meeting in New York warn that we either pay now to prepare for sea level 

rise or pay later.  In particular the Gulf Coast will not be able to keep up with the loss of critical 

infrastruc-ture.  Would you believe a major damage could result from a storm as small as a 

category one like Isaac?Scientist and engineers meeting in New York warn that we either pay now to prepare for sea level 

rise or pay later.  In particular the Gulf Coast will not be able to keep up with the loss of critical 

infrastruc-ture.  Would you believe a major damage could result from a storm as small as a 

category one like Isaac?

A bill in the Louisiana legislature calls for increased penalties for those who commit domestic 

violence.  A portion of the bill that would sieze firearms from suspects has been dropped.  Is that a 

good idea? 

A bill in the Louisiana legislature calls for increased penalties for those who commit domestic 

violence.  A portion of the bill that would sieze firearms from suspects has been dropped.  Is that a 

good idea? After another school shooting, this time outside of Portland, Oregon…do you think it‘s time for 

gun laws to be tightened in America? Do think that will deter people from killing other people if 

guns are harder to get?



A rash of new gun laws have been signed into effect by Governor Jindal.  One of these laws, HB 

325, allows the same self-defense argument to be used in non-lethal shootings as in lethal ones.  

Current Louisiana law does not provide these protections to those who injure, but do not kill, an 

intruder entering their home or car.  Does this open the flood gate for more self-defense shootings 

or clear up a major loop-hole in Louisiana ‖stand your ground‖ law?A rash of new gun laws have been signed into effect by Governor Jindal.  One of these laws, HB 

325, allows the same self-defense argument to be used in non-lethal shootings as in lethal ones.  

Current Louisiana law does not provide these protections to those who injure, but do not kill, an 

intruder entering their home or car.  Does this open the flood gate for more self-defense shootings 

or clear up a major loop-hole in Louisiana ‖stand your ground‖ law?
There have been 74 school shootings since Sandy Hook and President Obama says there‘s no way 

to stop them.  Meanwhile, the American College of Physicians says gun violence should be treated 

as a disease. Would you want to have a conversation about guns with your doctor?  Do you think 

that would in ANY WAY effect gun violence?  There have been 74 school shootings since Sandy Hook and President Obama says there‘s no way 

to stop them.  Meanwhile, the American College of Physicians says gun violence should be treated 

as a disease. Would you want to have a conversation about guns with your doctor?  Do you think 

that would in ANY WAY effect gun violence?  

Should you have to complete a training course before being able to buy a gun?  One state legislator 

thinks so.  Would that make us all safer or limit everyone‘s rights?  

Should you have to complete a training course before being able to buy a gun?  One state legislator 

thinks so.  Would that make us all safer or limit everyone‘s rights?   Do you own a gun?  Handgun sales are booming...why?  Is it about safety?  Hunting?  Is it a 

reaction triggered by recent news coverage of the Santa Barbara massacre and the Seattle college 

rampage?   Is it fear that you won‘t be able to get one?  When was the last time your purchased a 

firearm, and why do YOU have your gun? (Also-- to speed up the process of applying for a 

concealed handgun permit – the state of Louisiana will now offer residents to apply online.  Is 

there any reason to be concerned about applying for a concealed handgun permit online?)  

You've seen them in the French Quarter…accosting and  menacing tourists and locals …they're 

gutter punks.  Usually in packs these preditors and their dogs have permeated the Quarter much to 

the alarm of tour guides, businesses and residents.  

Gutter Punks make a comeback—and they‘re fierce!  You may have seen them in the French 

Quarter this past weekend at French Quarter Fest.  They‘re accosting and menacing tourists and 

locals.  They usually travel in packs…and these predators and their dogs have permeated the 

Quarter much to the alarm of residents, businesses and tour guides.   As New Orleans becomes one 

of the biggest vacation & convention cities in the world, how do we handle this?  Have you had a 

run in with a gutter punk?  Gutter Punks make a comeback—and they‘re fierce!  You may have seen them in the French 

Quarter this past weekend at French Quarter Fest.  They‘re accosting and menacing tourists and 

locals.  They usually travel in packs…and these predators and their dogs have permeated the 

Quarter much to the alarm of residents, businesses and tour guides.   As New Orleans becomes one 

of the biggest vacation & convention cities in the world, how do we handle this?  Have you had a 

run in with a gutter punk?  



President HW Bush celebrates his 90th birthday with his EIGHTH skydive.  Would you 

parachute?  HAVE you?  And what‘s the most THRILLING thing you‘ve ever done ? What's the status of HB 142 that would cut consulting contracts to provide funding for higher 

education? Texas talks about limiting full contact football to those 14 and older.  Would this make kids safer 

or send them onto the field less able to protect themselves?  Plus has new information about 

injuries made you say ―no‖ to your kids playing football?  If you played as a kid, were the lessons 

worth the pain? 

Texas talks about limiting full contact football to those 14 and older.  Would this make kids safer 

or send them onto the field less able to protect themselves?  Plus has new information about 

injuries made you say ―no‖ to your kids playing football?  If you played as a kid, were the lessons 

worth the pain? 

MALE MAINTENANCE!  Who said women are the only ones who care about their looks?!?  We‘ll 

talk about everything from botox, laser hair removal, liposuction, eyelid surgery and face lifts FOR 

MEN!   If you‘re man, have you…would you…do whatever it takes to look and feel great?   And, 

ladies, would you encourage your husband, boyfriend, brother, son or father to have a cosmetic 

procedure?   (Who cares more about looks in your family--the guys or the girls?)

MALE MAINTENANCE!  Who said women are the only ones who care about their looks?!?  We‘ll 

talk about everything from botox, laser hair removal, liposuction, eyelid surgery and face lifts FOR 

MEN!   If you‘re man, have you…would you…do whatever it takes to look and feel great?   And, 

ladies, would you encourage your husband, boyfriend, brother, son or father to have a cosmetic 

procedure?   (Who cares more about looks in your family--the guys or the girls?)Childhood Obesity—what are the FINANCIAL consequences?  And, how does that compare to 

costs associated with PREVENTION?  We‘ve looked at the impact of obesity on the health of 

children…let‘s look at the economics…and the impact on our pocketbooks.  The price tag for 

childhood obesity is $19,000 per kid.  The lifetime costs for obese 10 year olds in America…only 

kids that age…is roughly $14 BILLION dollars.  The costs of overweight, obesity and physical 

inactivity is skyrocketing as the demographic of overweight kids grows and grows.  Many say it 

threatens America‘s future.   How do we flip the script and put our minds, energies and wallets 

toward prevention?  What stands in our way?   (According to the Center for Disease Control, 

―childhood obesity has more than doubled in children and quadrupled in adolescents in the past 30 

years.‖  The CDC says in 2012 more than 1/3rd of children & adolescents were obese.  Overweight 

& obesity are associated with increased risks for many types of cancer, bone & joint problems, 

sleep apnea, as well as social & psychological problems.)  How‘s your kid‘s health?  If they‘re 

overweight, why do you think that is…and what are you doing to help them lose?  Would your Are you or someone you love at risk for a stroke?  It's the #4 cause of death among Americans.   

About 795,000 Americans will have a new or recurrent stroke this year; and more than 137,000 of 

them will die.  Many are not the people you imagine would have a stroke.  Do you know the 

symptoms to determine whether someone is having a stroke?    (A stroke is when a blood vessel 

that carries oxygen to the brain is blocked by a clot or if it bursts.  The brain can't get the oxygen it 

needs and brain tissue dies.  Strokes cause paralysis, affects languge and vision and other 

problems. When someone has a stroke every second counts.)   

a former ballerina who woke up in the middle of the night with a stroke. This was several years ago and she 

became a first time mom just a couple of weeks ago.  She has limited mobility in her side so she is still 

coping with the aftermath of her stroke.

Suffered a stroke in 2010.  Had been very active, running 2 miles a day and doing strength 

training.  She was 45 years old when she had the stroke.



She started having stroke like symptoms (vertigo, nausea with vomiting & weakness) in 2005. She's 

been TPA twice & have had several brain angiograms & a brain biopsy. She had two major 

strokes & around four mini strokes. Her last major stoke was 2011( had to go to rehab for 

physical, occupational & speech therapy). 

Are you addicted to sugar or salt?  Whether you OD‘d on Easter candy, cakes and pastries…or got a belly 

full of boiled crawfish or shrimp…or juicy steaks or chops on the grill—the sugar in one…the salt in the 

other can be equally dangerous and addictive.  What do you do?  We‘ll share the symptoms, the dangers 

and tell you how to beat cravings for...and addictions to…both sugar and salt.     

LSUHSC essay contest for students to promote healthier kids & healthier livingA local psychologist battles childhood obesity with three simple rules but those rules may also help 

with our addiction to technology & lazy lifestyle.  Parents:  Do you need tools to help your child 

overcome obesity?  Childhood obesity is becoming an epidemic.  There are three things that could 

change an obese child's life: 1) Eat Food. Ask if it's real or processed? Eat from a garden or off of a 

tree. No need to count calories. 2) Get up and move. "Birds fly, fish swim, and human beings 

walk." 3) Honor Silence.  Avoid sensory overload. No television or video games in a child's 

bedroom. Cut off cell phones before bedtime.  Respect sleep.   How healthy is your child‘s heart?  The stats are frightening…children as young as 5 years old are 

showing the beginnings of high blood pressure and atherosclerosis (hardening of the arteries).  

Children today are an average of 12 pounds heavier, but not taller, than in 1973.  More than 30 

percent of children are now considered obese, while another 10 percent are morbidly obese.  

Would you be for a health education program in schools, if it could turn these stats around?  

*****The Bogalusa Heart Study has some alarming stats:  'children now are an average of 12 

pounds heavier, but not taller, than in 1973. More than 30 percent of children are now considered 

obese, while another 10 percent are morbidly obese.' This additional weigh carries added risk of 

'heart enlargement, insulin residtnace and ultimately, diabetes in adulthood.' They also found that 

,more than 60 percent of those studied exceeding recommended cholesterol intake and more than 

80 percent exceeding recommended fat intake.' These kids are heading to high blood pressure, 

heart attack, stroke and diabetes in adulthood. Can a health education program in schools turn 

Are we looking at a day soon when current antibiotics won‘t be able to help us fight common 

infections and minor scratches?  Experts warn…look out for super bugs!  Are there new drugs on 

the horizon that will be able to combat them?  Don‘t miss the experts.  Common infections and minor scratches could soon start killing us because current antibiotics are 

incapable of fighting new so-called superbugs!  This is a warning from the world health 

organization.  So, is there any hope of new drugs?  Do you suffer with headaches?  Whether it‘s tension headaches, crippling migraines or seasonal 

sinus pains…what if the solution ISN‘T medication?   Don‘t miss ―America‘s pharmacist‖ Suzy 

Cohen—she‘ll tell you how to get rid of headaches once & for all...not MANAGING headaches, but 

CURING them.  While most doctors consider headaches ―chronic pain syndrome‖ and manage 

them with prescriptions, pharmacist Suzy Cohen uncovers the hidden cause and corrects it.  Is it 

hormonal imbalance?  A food allergen?  Vitamin B deficiency or your genes?  An infection?  

Nutrient deficiency.  If you want to be headache free…don‘t miss this show.  What would happen if your family quit sugar for a year?   Research shows that 'sugar, more than 

salt, cholesterol or even fat is public enemy #1 fo our health.' The Schub family (parents and two 

children (11 & 6 years) ate no added sugar for a year.  'That means no:  table sugar, brown sugar, 

powdered sugar, high fructose corn syrup, crystalline fructose, maple syrup, honey, mosasses, 

evaporated can juice, fruit juice or artificial sweeteners.' So what happened:  they got sick less 

often, they became 'regular', and they felt sick if they ate sweets.  Do you think you and your 

family could go without sugar for a week, much less a year?  
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children (11 & 6 years) ate no added sugar for a year.  'That means no:  table sugar, brown sugar, 

powdered sugar, high fructose corn syrup, crystalline fructose, maple syrup, honey, mosasses, 

evaporated can juice, fruit juice or artificial sweeteners.' So what happened:  they got sick less 

often, they became 'regular', and they felt sick if they ate sweets.  Do you think you and your 

family could go without sugar for a week, much less a year?  There is a bill before the legislature that would allow optomentrist to perform surgery in 

Louisiana.  Optometrists say it gives consumers 'good eye care at a cheaper price and less travel.'   

Ophthalmologists say it 'is not an access problem.'  'Louisiana is 15th in the nation in the number 

of Ophthalmogists.'   Ophthamologists are trained medical doctors and are concerned about 

patients' safety. Optometrists do routine eye exams, vision tests and can diagnose & treat some eye 

abnormalitites.   Do you go to an optometrist or ophthamologist?You know those 40 years you've been told by the health industry that you shouldn't eat meat, eggs, 

butter and anything that wasn't low fat?   Well…NEVER MIND… in fact,  in a full reversal, 

experts now say low fat diets are a bad idea.  Who and what do we believe now?  And, will you 

change your diet?  So you wanna lower your cholesterol…and you‘ve given up eggs, meat and butter. Reverse that 

thinking – now doctors and dietitians are saying eggs, meat and butter are just fine.  How in the 

world did that change so quickly?    This is a 180 degree turn.   Are you having a flashback to the 

Atkins Diet?   Stop!  Don't eat eggs.  They're bad for you.  Then there was don't eat red meat.  

You'll get high cholesterol.  And, then there was real butter was nothing but a cholesterol time 

bomb waiting to go off in your arteries.  After decades of increasing obesity rates and  lower fat 

diets the school of thought is changing.  These foods have very little to do with an increase in your 

cholesterol.  What the what?  To eat or not to eat, that is the big cholesterol question.  Will you go 

The latest in the fight to curb obesity and diabetes seems to be a ―caveman‖ diet called the 

Paleolithic Diet.  A return to basic, basic foods.  What do you think…another fad or a real answer? 
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buildings…and our homes?   How many lawns, playgrounds, neutral grounds, public spaces and 

places have lead contamination?  And, how many older homes in New Orleans still have lead 

paint?  What are the repercussions —not just the cost of discover & remediation…but the cost to 
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Everything you want to know from your doctor, but were afraid to ask.  Do you have trouble 

talking to your doctor?  Not today!  Dr. Neil Baum…is taking your calls and nothing‘s off limits.  

Topics that were hush-hush years ago are now on ads your whole family can see and hear.  

Everything from menopause to incontinence to erectile dysfunction to low testosterone...is flashed 

across the screen alongside fast food commercials.  So, why are these topics so embarrassing for 

some people?  If you are experiencing any of these issues there could be underlying medical 

conditions that need serious medical attention.  Dr. Neil Baum wants to take away your anxiety by 

answering your questions.
You may be able to help prevent your baby from becoming prone to leading causes of death 

decades later in life.  Dr. Stacy Drury has found that trauma early on in life actually harms 

children at a cellular level, potentially stealing time from a child‘s biological clock.  Tulane 

University is conducting a groundbreaking study to determine if parents can create a biological 

buffer that shields a child decades later from disease and toxic stress. 
It has long been known that an adverse environment can affect a child's emotional, physical and 

mental well-being.  Now there is a study that links an adverse environment to biological changes in 

a child making them more prone to: heart disease, cancer, diabetes, obesity and depression in 

adulthood. 

Bring on death panel descriptions!!!  Influential medical groups now say we can no longer ignore 

the rising costs of health care.  The answer?  Doctors should weigh costs, before making decisions 

about patient care.  If the cost is deemed too high…who dies?  

Bring on death panel descriptions!!!  Influential medical groups now say we can no longer ignore 

the rising costs of health care.  The answer?  Doctors should weigh costs, before making decisions 

about patient care.  If the cost is deemed too high…who dies?  A new state law clears committee that would forbid families of pregnant women to take them off of 

life support until the baby is born.  Should the government or the patient‘s family make that 

decision?

 Okay we've got Medicaid, Medicare, Obama care and charities and there is still another health 

provider in New Orleans that takes care of tens of  thousands more people across the metro is 

going broke?  When is enough?   Who loses?  And, what more can be done?  
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going broke?  When is enough?   Who loses?  And, what more can be done?  

While we‘re supposedly reducing healthcare costs, our government and the pharmaceutical 

industry are also adding more expensive medicine and more dangerous drugs.  Would you believe 

a thousand dollars a pill and a new drug stronger than heroin?  A doctor in California has written an op-ed piece in the WSJ that‘s gone viral in medical circles.  

He said the doctors are damn tired of mandates and requirements from bureaucrats and they‘re 

not going to take it anymore.  He is urging other doctors to not take any insurance or Medicare to 

force changes that benefit doctors and patients.  What happens to us if he succeeds?  No insurance, 

no Medicare?  How do we get help?A doctor in California has written an op-ed piece in the WSJ that‘s gone viral in medical circles.  

He said the doctors are damn tired of mandates and requirements from bureaucrats and they‘re 

not going to take it anymore.  He is urging other doctors to not take any insurance or Medicare to 

force changes that benefit doctors and patients.  What happens to us if he succeeds?  No insurance, 

no Medicare?  How do we get help?Will CONCIERGE MEDICINE become a common practice in healthcare?   Should it?  Would you 

pay extra money (on top of insurance) to have immediate access to your doctor, with an emphasis 

on wellness & preventative medicine?  What if you can‘t afford it?   Don‘t miss it when we talk to 3 

concierge doctors.   Then, tell us--would you sign up for concierge doctors?   Could you afford it?  

And, what about the people who can‘t?  Will the best of the best be available only to those who can 

afford them? 



Concierge  Doctors: Accoring the MDVIP the U.S. has a very sick healthcare system.  The U.S. 

spends $2.5 trillion a year on treating people after they become ill.  More than a million people die 

of heart disease each year & 62% are overweight or obese.  They predict by the year 2020 more 

than 50% of the U.S. will be diabetic or pre-diabetic.  So a group of physicians interested in 

practicing preventative & personalized healthcare, and  using wellness as the cornerstone to their 

program, formed an innovative healthcare approach. You pay an annual membership fee in 

exchange for "a state-of-the art wellness program which includes: indentification of risk factors, 

extensive laboratory testing; screenings realted to mental status, physical activity, sleep and sexual 

function; and vision, hearing & pulmonary function testing." This individualized approach enables 

them to help each patient acheive their optimum health goals.  Now that you know a about Concierge  Doctors: Accoring the MDVIP the U.S. has a very sick healthcare system.  The U.S. 

spends $2.5 trillion a year on treating people after they become ill.  More than a million people die 

of heart disease each year & 62% are overweight or obese.  They predict by the year 2020 more 

than 50% of the U.S. will be diabetic or pre-diabetic.  So a group of physicians interested in 

practicing preventative & personalized healthcare, and  using wellness as the cornerstone to their 

program, formed an innovative healthcare approach. You pay an annual membership fee in 

exchange for "a state-of-the art wellness program which includes: indentification of risk factors, 

extensive laboratory testing; screenings realted to mental status, physical activity, sleep and sexual 

function; and vision, hearing & pulmonary function testing." This individualized approach enables 

them to help each patient acheive their optimum health goals.  Now that you know a about Why does Louisiana rank 49th in the nation in healthcare for seniors?  Scary stuff…because as 

baby boomers age…that population is going to double.   What are we doing wrong and what do we 

need to do right?  A United Health report says Louisiana ranks 49th for senior health.  As baby 

boomers age and the senior population doubles in the next 25 years there will be more challenges 

facing their healthcare. "Unhealthy behaviors threaten to comromise seniors' health." Chronic 

conditions, obesity and lack of physical activity are just a few of the problems. So what are the 

solutions?  Health care providers need to encourage individuals to take action to improve their 

health.   Why did Louisiana get a low ranking:  Obesity rates are high and there are not enough 

quality nursing home beds.  It isn't all bleak, though.  We had a low prevalence of falls, low 

prevalence of underweight seniors & readily available home health care workers. Are you Doc Squad!  Why are doctors nationwide choosing NOT to take insurance…and operate solely on 

a cash basis?   We‘ll meet two of them, who insist they‘re eliminating red tape, lots of 

overhead…senseless demands…and making ―patient care‖ the focus of their practice.   Without 

insurance what do office visits and procedures cost?  And, what happens if you have a horrible 

accident or catastrophic illness?  

Get health insurance out of health care and put the focus back on doctor/patient care. A year after a drunk insults a 250 pound woman wearing a ―hooters‖ shirt…she loses 128 lb‘s and 

actually gets a job at…HOOTER‘S.  Does positive or negative reinforcement work better when it 

comes to losing weight?  What about kids?  And what‘s the most you‘ve ever lost and how‘d you do 

it?  

Can a combination of resistance training and aerobic exercise stop age related muscle and strength 

loss? Contrary to what was originally thought and taught, Mayo Clinic‘s study proved that it‘s 

never too late to build strong muscle through aerobics. Do you do daily aerobic exercises? By now you‘ve heard about ―heartbleed‖—the latest hacking revelation.  Some say it's a metaphor 

for our private lives bleeding out on the internet.  Basically, the encryption that was supposed to 

protect everything we do on computers--Facebook, Googling, banking…has been compromised.   Is 

it time to give up on privacy? 
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it time to give up on privacy? So, Holy Cross Neighborhood Association is upset by the new zone changes.  Why?  This isn't the 

zoning for redeveloping the old Holy Cross sight.  This involves the entire neighborhood being 

zoned commercial. To make matters worse,the residents were not included in the process and their 

concerns were ignored.  This aggressive commercial zoning could not only impact their low-rise, 

low-density historic neighborhood but it could set a precedent for historic riverfront 

neighborhoods citywide.  Just imagine scenic places along the riverfront.  Now imagine high rise 

buildings popping up.  Do you think zoning changes should be decided by the people who live, play 

and work in these neighborhoods?   So, Holy Cross Neighborhood Association is upset by the new zone changes.  Why?  This isn't the 

zoning for redeveloping the old Holy Cross sight.  This involves the entire neighborhood being 

zoned commercial. To make matters worse,the residents were not included in the process and their 

concerns were ignored.  This aggressive commercial zoning could not only impact their low-rise, 

low-density historic neighborhood but it could set a precedent for historic riverfront 

neighborhoods citywide.  Just imagine scenic places along the riverfront.  Now imagine high rise 

buildings popping up.  Do you think zoning changes should be decided by the people who live, play 

and work in these neighborhoods?   Developers of the Holy Cross project say it will help re-vitalize the lower 9th ward.  The opposition 

says it will destroy the historic character of the neighborhood. Is this another progress vs 

preservation debate?Developers of the Holy Cross project say it will help re-vitalize the lower 9th ward.  The opposition 

says it will destroy the historic character of the neighborhood. Is this another progress vs 

preservation debate?Should America be ashamed that 1 in every 3 homeless males in the U.S. is a veteran?   That‘s 

right, 1/3rd of the homeless men we see on the streets of our cities served our country.  Veterans 

are twice as likely as other Americans to become chronically homeless; and more than half a 

million veterans are homeless at some time during the year.  Are you appalled?  And, what can we 

do to help these men who made huge personal sacrifices for your freedom?      Homeless Veterans: Here are the stats: approximately 1 of every 3 homeless males in the U.S. is a 

veteran; veterans are twice as likely as other Americans to become chronically homeless; and more 

than half a millin veterans are homeless at some time during the year.  A Tulane grad, who is also a 

real estate broker and director of Veterans Housing outreach Ministries & Jazz Trumpeter, song 

writer and composer, teamed up to  provide housing to homeless vets who are disabled, elderly, 

mentally disabled and  PTSD sufferers.  They are seeking sponsors to Adopt the Homeless Housing 

project to reaise money to assist with rent, utilities, transporation, medication, food, clothing  & 

personal items.    
Does it seem like there are more and more homeless people in prime locations in New Orleans?   

When we had Super Bowl, the NBA All Star Game, college championships…any big national 

event…suddenly homeless people are rounded up and disappear from view.  Now they‘re 

back…camping out with sofas & mattresses beneath the Pontchartrain Expressway; on street 

corners around the CBD…and at random intersections all around New Orleans.  Why?  We know 

it‘s not a lack of effort.  There are many nonprofits dedicated to helping the homeless and reducing 

the homeless population in our community.  Even with significant resources and a drop in the 

number of homeless—over 85% from 2009 to 2013, it‘s still a problem.  What‘s the fix?  
While homelessness has long been a problem in New Orleans, there are many resources and 

nonprofit centers helping to bring down the homeless numbers in our community.  Even with the 

significant resources and the number of homeless dropping over 85% from 2009 to 2013, there‘s an 

ever growing tent camp under the expressway.  What‘s going on in this particular area of the city?  

Why are the overall homeless population numbers going down but visually, we‘re seeing an 

increase?  
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increase?  While homelessness has long been a problem in New Orleans, there are many resources and 

nonprofit centers helping to bring down the homeless numbers in our community.  Even with the 

significant resources and the number of homeless dropping over 85% from 2009 to 2013, there‘s an 

ever growing tent camp under the expressway.  What‘s going on in this particular area of the city?  

Why are the overall homeless population numbers going down but visually, we‘re seeing an 

increase?  We see them making homes under the Expressway; begging on corners accompanied by their dogs; 

asking for money at the corner drug store…can we really end chronic homelessness in New 

Orleans…soon?   That‘s the goal of UNITY for Greater New Orleans…and they want to do so by 

wants by the 10th Anniversary of Katrina.  They‘ve had some success.  Together with their 

partners, Unity has reduced the number of chronically homeless and vulnerable people by 85%.   

Have you noticed?  What do you see on the streets where you travel?  Where do you encounter 

homeless people?  And, what are potential solutions?  Unity wants to end chronic homelessness in New Orleans by the 10th Anniversary of Katrina. 

Unity & their 'partners have reduced the number of chronically homeless and vulnerable people 

by 85%.'  The U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs 'called New Orleans " the poster child" for 

reducing chronic and veteran homelessness." Their goal is to house 60 chronically homeless people 

per month.  Have you noticed fewer homeless on the streets of New Orleans?  Unity wants to end chronic homelessness in New Orleans by the 10th Anniversary of Katrina. 

Unity & their 'partners have reduced the number of chronically homeless and vulnerable people 

by 85%.'  The U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs 'called New Orleans " the poster child" for 

reducing chronic and veteran homelessness." Their goal is to house 60 chronically homeless people 

per month.  Have you noticed fewer homeless on the streets of New Orleans?  

A new study says homelessness is decreasing in Orleans and Jefferson.  Agree?  Do you see less or 

more homeless people?  And, Is homelessness ever a choice?  If it‘s not…what‘s the best way to 

help somebody begging on the street?  Wallet Hub says New Orleans is the 15th  best honeymoon destination in the United States?  

Would you come here if you weren‘t already here?  Plus, where‘d you go on YOUR honeymoon 

and was it the BEST trip of your life?
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Horse Racing

Research says the key to keeping the lady in your life happy is for guys to do their share of the 

housework.  Unfortunately men seem to think they‘re doing their half when they‘re not.  Is the key 

to romance really at the end of a vacuum cleaner or toilet brush? New home sales surged in the U.S. last month and sales have never been better in some areas of 

New Orleans.  But are all areas benefiting?  If not, why not?  How about the metro area, is a high 

tide lifting all boats? 

A woman on Magazine Street crosses in front of an SUV after getting the ok from the driver…and 

then is run over. The driver stopped long enough to laugh at her. Are people basically GOOD or 

basically JERKS?  Do they change when they get behind the wheel?As we approach hurricane season, is your pet a top priority?   Do you have an evacuation plan that 

includes plans for your dog, cat or pet?  We‘ll get a checklist from the experts…and we want to 

hear from you—what lessons have you learned about evacuating with pets, since Katrina, Rita, 

Gustav, Ike or Isaac?  Call in and share your tips…and we‘ll also share tips for children and pet 

safety for Summer.  

Hurricane season is just around the corner.  While you're making an evacuation plan for your 

family, don't forget your pets. We've got an evacuation checklist for your pet. Also, let's look at 

children and pet safety for the summer and what to do if you lose your pet.    

She runs the lost and found program and will be able to discuss what owners can do to help find a 

lost pet and the importance of microchipping

Hurricane preparations 

Let's talk hurricanes. What can we expect from hurricane season this year?

It‘s here…again….HURRICANE SEASON.  What have you learned from past storms that will 

affect how YOU approach THIS hurricane season?  And how confident do local leaders feel if a 

hurricane approaches THEIR area this year?  
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Are illegal rentals getting out of control in New  Orleans?   When big events come to town, like 

French Quarter Fest, Jazz Fest, the NBA All Star games, Essence Fest, the Super Bowl…some of 

our neighbors decide to make extra money by renting out their houses for a few days.  THIS IS 

ILLEGAL…but it‘s getting more and more common, because as New Orleans experiences a 

renaissance, it‘s more and more lucrative.   The practice of renting out homes short-term turns 

quiet residential neighborhoods into hotels.  Do you live or work in an area that has illegal rentals? 

Have you reported it?  What's been your experience?  And on the flip side--have you ever rented 

your place out short term?  Some say it should be the property owners prerogative to rent their 

property to whom they want…when they want…long or short term.

A big event is coming to town, like French Quarter fest or Jazz Fest.  Your neighbor decides to 

make a little extra money and rents out their house for a few days during both events.  THIS IS 

ILLEGAL.  It turns people's quiet residential neighborhoods into hotels.  Do you live in an area 

that has illegal rentals? Have you reported it?  What's been your experience? 

A big event is coming to town, like French Quarter fest or Jazz Fest.  Your neighbor decides to 

make a little extra money and rents out their house for a few days during both events.  THIS IS 

ILLEGAL.  It turns people's quiet residential neighborhoods into hotels.  Do you live in an area 

that has illegal rentals? Have you reported it?  What's been your experience? Didn‘t we spend billions on securing America's southern border?  Weren‘t we told illegal 

immigration numbers were greatly reduced?  So, how do 70,000-plus unaccompanied children get 

here from many countries south of Mexico?  Why are so many streets in New Orleans full of lumps, bumps & potholes... and why are so many 

lights out?   We'll talk to citizens who've taken on these causes and are determined to change 

things.  ―FIX MY STREETS‖ and ―GIVE US LIGHTS‖ are their mantras.  If you need help with 

streets, lights, street signs, stop signs or traffic lights...join the movement …check in from your 

neighborhood and join our citizen action session.    "Fix My Streets" is a local grassroots 

movement to bring awareness about deplorable streets in Lakeview.  The movement is growing 

citywide.  They're giving out yard signs, selling t-shirts and have a "Pimp My Pothole Photo 

contest."  *Frustrated by the lack of street repairs, Lakeview business & civic leader Robert Lupo 

began searching for solutions.  His answer for the mayor--Fix my streets.  Do it now!    Lupo 

downloaded a March 2013 press release from City Hall touting more than $230 million in promised 

street repairs citywide.  Lupo says, "There were 38 pages of projects just in Lakeview."  

Ridiculously, they said the work would be finished in 2013. I went to the website...zero had been 

completed for Lakeview...there hasn't been a single shovel that hit the ground in over a year."  

Lupo channeled his frustration into action from his office desk...launching "Fix My Streets" 

(www.fixmystreetsnola.com). He printed flyers and lawn signs. The message unambiguous: "We, Citizens actions:  Street lights.  Since the last time they were on the Angela show to talk about long 

stretches of street lights out along one of the most important streets in Ametica--St. Charles Avenie-

- nothing has been done.  

Citizens actions: Street lights. He lives on St. Charles Avenue near Carrollton where 80% of the 

lights are out.  For a while his wife called the Department of Public Works every day asking for 

them to fix the lights.  Every day.  Nothing happened. Would you pay more gas taxes for better roads, highways and bridges?   Two senators are 

proposing an increase in gas tax…a 12 cent increase.  Why?  Because if something isn‘t done soon, 

the U.S. highway trust fund will go broke.  Do we pay more or just complain about the crumbling 

of our nation's infrastructure?  (Louisiana has a $12 billion backlog of road repairs, highway 

upgrades and bridges.)  
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proposing an increase in gas tax…a 12 cent increase.  Why?  Because if something isn‘t done soon, 

the U.S. highway trust fund will go broke.  Do we pay more or just complain about the crumbling 
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YOU?

Wallet Hub's latest report on auto insurance premiums looks at the connection between credit 

scores and the amount we pay in insurance premiums.  Louisiana auto insurance rates can vary by 

89% based on credit scores. They found that there is a ' 65% differential between the cost of car 

insurance premiums for a person with excellent credit score and a person with no credit history.' 

Are you surprised that your credit scores had any effect on  your insurance premiums?  

Heartbleed virus

 Iran says Syria defeated the United States and the rebels who hoped to replace President Assad…. 

plus, Iran says it copied one of our most sophisticated drones and will begin to produce a model.  If 

true, is the question ―so what?‖  Or, should we do anything?  
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The situation in Iraq worsens as Islamic militants continue to control large parts of the country.  

Will the US step in?

All the polls show Americans don't want to send troops back into the Middle East…..in particular 

no troops to Iraq.  The same polls show many of us think President Obama is showing weakness by 

not saving Iraq or defeating Syria.  Does anyone see anybody with answers?  Let me make sure I've got this right.  All the polls show that Americans don't want to send troops 

back into the middle east…..in particular no troops to Iraq.  The same polls show many of us think 

President Obama is showing weakness by not saving Iraq or defeating Syria.  Does anyone see 

anybody with answers?  Should U.S. troops be in Iraq?  As the crisis in the Middle East worsens, some Iraq war veterans 

now question what their service and sacrifice was for.  Did the U.S. have a duty to keep troops in 

Iraq?  And, are you FOR America sending more soldiers to its embassy, or do you worry that Iraq 

is Vietnam 2.0?      
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is Vietnam 2.0?      



One-on-one with one of the newest City Council members, Jared Brossett.  He's got a unique 

perspective having served as a state representative  and now a city council member for his Gentilly 

neighborhood.  His tireless efforts to face the challenges in  District D  after Katrina & the levee 

breaches, helped him get elected to the state house and just this year, to win a city council seat.  

This native New Orleanian dedicated his life to serve his community.  What does he think about 

this last legislative session:  Jindal signing the bill killing the lawsuit against the oil & gas 

companies?  Common Core?  Optometrists?  The Mayor trying to get tax increases to pay for the 

two consent decrees?  Payday loans? Domestic Violence bills?  Now that he's involved in city 

council, what are his goals?  How can he best represent his constituency?  What is the difference 

between what you were able to accomplish in the house and what you can do on the city council? This year‘s Jazz & Heritage Fest poster is out and our leading art critic says quote, ―it‘s a great 

one!‖  Don‘t miss it when we talk to the artist, Terrence Osborne. And, you tell me, do you collect 

art from locals?  Jazz Fest celebrates its 45th anniversary with some tremendous headliners:  Eric Clapton, Bruce 

Springsteen, Santana , Christina Aguilera, Robin Thicke, Phish, Trombone Shorty, Aaron Neville, 

Allen Toussaint and Irma Thomas. Quint Davis talks all things Jazz Fest.  And we‘ll look at the 

role big festivals and tourism plays in New Orleans economy.   

festival season…recap FQF, talk about Jazz Fest, Essence, and other upcoming festivals.  NOTMC 

has a Follow Your NOLA food truck that they will be launching at the second weekend of Jazz 

Fest so that will be timely as well.

With the final weekend upon us…should Jazz Fest be more about New Orleans artists and less 

about big national acts?  Who do you go to see…Bruce Springsteen or Trombone Shorty?  Is it 

about appealing to locals or making it a world class event?Jefferson Parish President JOHN YOUNG talks all things Jefferson:  millage renewals for services 

like: senior citizen services, business development, film industry, criminal justice, road lighting , 

etc.; the East Jeff/West Jeff Hospital issues; Code Enforcement of Property Maintenence & 

Zoning, and the Flood Insurance Law.  Data indicates the West Bank of Jefferson peaked in 2000 and is struggling with an aging 

population, low paying jobs and defections to Orleans Parish.  Where‘s the best and worst places 

to live in the metro?  And if you could magically put your house in ANY neighborhood …where 

would it be? 

More and more workers 55 and older are losing jobs and having a hard time finding new ones.  

What‘s the secret to keeping your job if you‘re an older worker?  And if you‘re 401k is your game 

plan for retirement…do you know the top five red flags?  We‘ll tell you.  

More and more workers 55 and older are losing jobs and having a hard time finding new ones.  

What‘s the secret to keeping your job if you‘re an older worker?  And if you‘re 401k is your game 

plan for retirement…do you know the top five red flags?  We‘ll tell you.  

Another cab driver is murdered after picking up a fare.  What workers do we take for granted? Do 

we undervalue them?  Call me, Tommy Tucker, with your suggestion about somebody who doesn‘t 

often get recognized…but without whom society would grind to a halt. 

Another cab driver is murdered after picking up a fare.  What workers do we take for granted? Do 

we undervalue them?  Call me, Tommy Tucker, with your suggestion about somebody who doesn‘t 

often get recognized…but without whom society would grind to a halt. 

The list of best and worst entry level jobs is out.  What was your entry level job and did you work 

your way up or enter something else?  And how bad was it?  Plus…is it still possible to work your 

way up from the mailroom to the boardroom in the U.S.?  



 At 3:  Louisiana has jobs—what are they?  Do you need 2 or 4 year degrees?  Is the greater 

need—white collar or blue collar workers?  And, could you get on-the-job-training?   Are they 

looking for medical; technical, mechanical; construction?  If you or someone you love is looking for 

work…or will be looking for work—don‘t miss this show!  Don‘t miss Angela ―an Open Mind‖ 

with the legendary Angela Hill weekday afternoons 1 to 4 on WWL!

Jobs aplenty awaiting Louisiana college grads (WWL.com) ; and job outlook for 2014 grads 

puzzling in USAToday…topic what are the job needs in our community …where are the jobs for 

lawyers, business majors, psych majors, marketing majors, computer programing, etc.  ..and 2-

year degrees like paralegals, paramedics, chefs, welding, etc. 
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lawyers, business majors, psych majors, marketing majors, computer programing, etc.  ..and 2-

year degrees like paralegals, paramedics, chefs, welding, etc. 

Pew Research reports on the "state of journalism‖…some good and some bad…but 

mostly…change, and lots of it.  But the question still remains, where will the money come from to 

fund all the different media?  Where do you get your news?

A New Jersey man says his DOG got a summons for jury duty.  If you got one, would you gladly do 

your civic duty or try to get out of it?  If you did serve, what was it like? And if you had to be 

judged by a jury of man‘s best friends, which breed would you pick?  

Records indicate the teen shot in the head by a Marigny homeowner has a criminal record that 

began when he was TEN. If more resources are to be devoted to juvenile crime, should they focus 

on rehabilitation or punishment?
In an effort to curb juvenile violence, Baltimore is enacting stricter curfews and higher fines for parents of 

children who violate the new restrictions.  New Orleans already has some of the strictest curfew laws in the 

country, yet juvenile crime is still on the rise.  Are strict curfews the answer or are we missing the bigger 

picture?
In an effort to curb juvenile violence, Baltimore is enacting stricter curfews and higher fines for parents of 

children who violate the new restrictions.  New Orleans already has some of the strictest curfew laws in the 

country, yet juvenile crime is still on the rise.  Are strict curfews the answer or are we missing the bigger Newly re-elected Mayor MIKE YENNI talks all things Kenner.   Mayor Yenni just won a second 

term in last week's election. Looking forward what are his top concerns for the city of Kenner?  

Making Kenner a community of choice through economic development and bringing families in.  

Enhance the quality of life through recreation and economic development. Completion of the 

sewerage system.  Maintain streamlined government through fiscal responsibility and campagning 

for State and Federal grant funding.  Open communication with it's citizens.  Development of 

Laketown, completion of the Corridor Redeveloment program and aesthetically enhance 

The Kentucky Derby is this weekend. Who are the favorites? And when was the last time you went 

to the Fairgrounds?

A decision on the Keystone oil pipeline is imminent.  Environmentalists think it‘s not needed and 

dangerous…proponents say it brings jobs.  Which side are you on?  

A decision on the Keystone oil pipeline is imminent.  Environmentalists think it‘s not needed and 

dangerous…proponents say it brings jobs.  Which side are you on?  Let's get the latest on the Nigerian girls kidnapped by Boko Haram.  A new video purportedly 

shows a number of the girls, and the terrorist group's leader says he's willing to exchange them for 

imprisoned Boko Haram members.



 Research reveals rampant racial bias in…BABIES!   A group of 15 month-olds indicated a 

preference OF kids FOR kids who looked like them. Are we constantly fighting a natural urge 

within us to ―stick with our own kind?"   How do you we overcome it?  Plus have your kids ever 

embarrassed you with an unintended racial comment?  A teenager shot in the head by a homeowner who feared for his life gets arrested for burglary.  

Does his peaceful surrender make you more….or less…likely to believe last summer‘s shooting was 

justified?  Legislative recap:  Then, what did New Orleans get out of the legislative session?  Where did our 

leaders score; where did they fail; and what‘s still in limbo? What did New Orleans get out of the 

legislature this session?  Let's look at the following bills:  oil & gas lawsuit, optometrist , common 

core, pay day loans, & domestic violence.  

Louisiana House votes to kill the levee board lawsuit.  Are you surprised by this?Authorities say fatigue was definitely a factor in the big rig accident that injured Tracy Morgan 

and others.  Are long haul truckers forced to drive beyond the limits of safety?  What‘s the most 

hours you can drive safely?  Plus…what‘s the LONGEST stretch YOU‘VE ever driven at one 

time?‖

A year after a drunk insults a 250 pound woman wearing a ―hooters‖ shirt…she loses 128 lb‘s and 

actually gets a job at…HOOTER‘S.  Does positive or negative reinforcement work better when it 

comes to losing weight?  What about kids?  And what‘s the most you‘ve ever lost and how‘d you do 

it?  

A Gallup poll says FORTY PERCENT of Louisianians would MOVE out of the state if they could?  

What would make you move or why would you stay?  And does the culture of New Orleans make it 

a ―state within a state?‖  Do you think New Orleans culture is different from the rest of Louisiana?

Are you worried that we may not get the money needed to save South Louisiana from 

disappearing?  You should be!  Experts warn—we do NOT have the money!  Yes, we have oil 

royalties.  Yes, we have taxes…and we may get BP money…BUT that‘s not even close enough.  

Some say a lawsuit against oil companies for damage they did to South Louisiana would bring in a 

LOT of extra… and very necessary…money.   Governor Jindal wants to give up that option.  Do 

you?    There's a recent discovery in the gulf tha has huge implications with regard to our coastal wetlands 

loss that may change our whole perspective on the possiblities of restoration.  It's an ancient 

cypress forest that they've found  60 feet underwater. Its presence is the stronges evidence for sea 

level rise and the massive changes that have occured as glaciers have formed and retreated  over 

time.  These forests prove that sea levels have  fallen hundresd of feet in the past. After hearing 

about this offshore forest phenomenon and what it means we are facing, do you still think we 

should continue to try to save the wetlands?  
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Just as we begin to implement a master plan to save Louisiana‘s coastline from disappearing we 

find a number of experts who say it‘s not as simple as we think.  Do we have time to make changes 

and where do we find the money for more studies? 

Just as we begin to implement a master plan to save Louisiana‘s coastline from disappearing we 
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and where do we find the money for more studies? 
House bill 810 prohibits freshwater diversions negatively affecting fisheries.  Do we need to 

sacrifice our natural resources in order to save the coast?  How will  this bill, if passed, affect the 

master plan?    
House bill 810 prohibits freshwater diversions negatively affecting fisheries.  Do we need to 

sacrifice our natural resources in order to save the coast?  How will  this bill, if passed, affect the 

master plan?    The war of words continues over an attempt to sue 97 oil companies.  The claim is that oil 

companies knowingly destroyed some of the Louisiana coast and refused to reclaim or pay for the 

damage.  Now attorneys are offering reduced fees, if oil companies will agree to negotiations.  Is 

that fair?  
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A national writer says a lawsuit against 97 oil companies for alleged destruction of Louisiana 

wetlands is "all wet.‖  He says many things caused land loss not just oil companies.  Those suing 

say that argument is completely wrong.  Which side are you on?  

A national writer says a lawsuit against 97 oil companies for alleged destruction of Louisiana 

wetlands is "all wet.‖  He says many things caused land loss not just oil companies.  Those suing 

say that argument is completely wrong.  Which side are you on?  

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration officials say…whoops!  The Gulf is rising 

faster than we thought.  So now on top of subsidence and dying wetlands we can add the threat of 

the Gulf moving north!  Anybody for some crawfish and beer?   A bill to kill a lawsuit against 97 oil companies is advancing in the state Senate.  Proponents say if 

the oil industry doesn‘t pay their share of damage to our wetlands…you will.  Who should 

pay—them or you?  
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Believe it or not, the loss of South Louisiana‘s coast line may not be all bad news.  The very fact we 

have a master to plan to fight the loss may be a product of value to the rest of the world.  But can 

we continue to live here and sell our expertise, while the state washes away?  
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Believe it or not, the loss of South Louisiana‘s coast line may not be all bad news.  The very fact we 

have a master to plan to fight the loss may be a product of value to the rest of the world.  But can 

we continue to live here and sell our expertise, while the state washes away?  Should money that has been set aside for Coastal Protection & Restoration ever be used for 

purposes other than its original intention?  There is a bill being proposed to stop lawmakers from 

transfering and removing these moneys for other projects.  Louisiana coastal areas are in dire need 

of protection & restoration.  Are you willing to stand up for our coastline and stand behind this 

bill? As filming for Terminator 5 continues to tie up traffic heading to Terry Parkway…do you LIKE it 

or HATE it when a movie is being shot in your area?  Plus are the benefits GAINED from having 

so many movies made here worth the inconveniences?  Have you ever made money from movies 

being made here?    The Feds rejected the  LSU hospital plan that would allow the state to pritivatize six state owned 

hospitals.  The U.S. Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) refused to sign off on the 

plans citing that federal guidelines concerning how Medicaid money is spent were not met.  The 

glitch...Jindal already shifted hospital management before the plan was approved by the feds.  

They are operating under the rejected plans.  Now, what?  Who's going to pay for all of this if the 

feds refuse to reverse their decision? The Feds have the  LSU hospital plan that would allow the state to pritivatize six state owned 

hospitals.  The U.S. Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) refused to sign off on the 

plans citing that federal guidelines concerning how Medicaid money is spent were not met.  The 

glitch...Jindal already shifted hospital management before the plan was approved by the feds.  

They are operating under the rejected plans.  Now, what?  Who's going to pay for all of this if the 

feds refuse to reverse their decision? 

Is it ever okay for the woman to pop the question when it comes to marriage?  75 percent say 

they‘d be okay with it, but only FIVE percent have actually done it. Would you ever ask a guy to 

get hitched?  What if your girlfriend or daughter was doing the asking? 

Turning Trials into Triumph
An investigative journalist who spent 14 years ferreting out wrongdoing, now contends that the 

corporate-media world no longer has reporting the truth as part of its mission statement.  Is that 

concern of any interest to you?  Do you follow corporate media or get your news from the social 

media?



New Orleans is poised to become a major player in the field of medicine.  With the building of : 

University Medical Center teaching hospital, the Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Louisiana 

Cancer Research Center, New Orleans Bioinnovation Center and Ochsner health System, New 

Orleans is on the brink of cutting edge medical technology. This 1500 acre area encompasses 

downtown and Mid-City neighborhoods.  'The economic impact  is estimated to be 22,000 new jobs 

over the next 8 to 10 years.'  Have you driven by the medical complex?  It's enormous.  It's 

impressive.  It's hopeful.  New Orleans is poised to become a major player in the field of medicine.  With the building of : 
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impressive.  It's hopeful.  

  Why should we celebrate Memorial Day? If you served in the military, why is Memorial day 

meaningful to you?  

Treatment for the mentally ill in America are virtually non-existent.  In the meantime, mass 

shootings and daily crime often initiated by those with mental problems are being treated with 

prison sentences.  Some call it the costs of not caring.  Do we care?  
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prison sentences.  Some call it the costs of not caring.  Do we care? Is it easier to raise healthy children than to fix broken men?  African American social reformer & 

writer & statesman, Frederick Douglas said absolutely YES!    Can a group of local men called The 

Silverback Society impact a serious social issue in New Orleans and change the lives of young black 

men by making that philosophy their mantra and focus?  Their goal is to mentor & groom boys for 

adulthood and to prepare them for their roles as fathers to the next generation.  They start 

mentoring boys in middle school by teaching them the basic foundation for manhood: respect and 

responsibility.  With this positive approach they show the boys  that  they are on the way to a 
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District Attorney Leon Cannizzaro's office has refused chargest against Merritt Landry, the 

Faubourg Marigny homeowner who shot an unarmed teenager in the head after the teen jumped a 

fence to get on Landry's property.  Was this the right move?  

District Attorney Leon Cannizzaro's office has refused chargest against Merritt Landry, the 

Faubourg Marigny homeowner who shot an unarmed teenager in the head after the teen jumped a 

fence to get on Landry's property.  Was this the right move?  New Orleans D.A.‘s office refused charges against a Faubourg Marigny homeowner who shot an 

unarmed teen on his property.  Does this set a precedent?  What will the impact be on future 

cases?  And, what does this tell homeowners?  Let‘s talk about the Faubourg Marigny shooting—and the D.A.‘s decision to refuse charges against 

Merritt Landry…the homeowner who shot a 14 year old fleeing from his property.  Leon 

Cannizzaro said he didn‘t have evidence that proves beyond a reasonable doubt that Landry 

committed a crime. Should Merritt Landry have been charged initially with this crime?  Should be 

compensated for the expense & exposure?   And, what message does this send to other 

homeowners…and intruders?  (Note:  the perpetrator was recently arrested on burglary charges in 

another case of home invasion. ) Let‘s talk about the Faubourg Marigny shooting—and the D.A.‘s decision to refuse charges against 

Merritt Landry…the homeowner who shot a 14 year old fleeing from his property.  Leon 

Cannizzaro said he didn‘t have evidence that proves beyond a reasonable doubt that Landry 

committed a crime. Should Merritt Landry have been charged initially with this crime?  Should be 

compensated for the expense & exposure?   And, what message does this send to other 

homeowners…and intruders?  (Note:  the perpetrator was recently arrested on burglary charges in 

another case of home invasion. ) 

Research shows 2/3rds of Americans who live paycheck to paycheck are MIDDLE CLASS.  Is it 

about making spending too much, making too little or money being tied up in something else?  

What are your top 3 expenses?  



Do you worry that America‘s middle class is shrinking…and no longer the world‘s richest?   

Experts say the economic backbone of the U.S.--the American middle class--has lost the top spot as 

the most affluent in the world.  The big eye-opener—median per capita income in the U.S. has 

barely budged since 2000, while Canadians have seen their median income jump 20%.  After-tax 

middle-class incomes in Canada have pulled ahead of American middle-class owners…AND the 

poor in some European countries actually earn more than the poor in America.  Analysts say it‘s 

remarkable how poorly America‘s middle class has done since the end of the 1990‘s boom…and 

warn that basically we have an economic regime not working to raise wages for MOST workers.  

Experts say even though economic growth in the United States continues to be as strong as in many 

other countries or stronger—a smaller percentage of Americans are fully benefitting from it.  

(Wealthiest Americans, however, continue to outpace many of their global peers.)  According to 

Pew Research—since 2008, people who describe themselves as middle class fell by 1/5th.  Now 40% 

consider themselves lower-middle or lower class compared to 25% in 2008.  Why?  Many say it‘s 

because of the recession that eliminated 8.7 million jobs…mainly middle-income positions.  Also, 

there‘s a long-term unemployment problem.  These struggles are reflected in what used to be a 
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Fast food workers in New Orleans and Metry picket for $15 an hour.  Were fast food jobs ever 

meant to be long term?  Are you supposed to move up in them…or move on after a while? Would 

you pay more for your burger so the person flipping it could make more?

Mayor Landrieu wants to raise the minimum for city workers to $10.10 an hour. Will giving more 

money make them more productive?   Should raises be incentives for people to perform better or 

be rewards for people who already produce?



The Minutemen are coming...to the Quarter…like the Guardian Angels only ARMED…to help 

keep tourists and locals safe.  Will volunteer citizens carrying guns make for a safer...or more 

dangerous French Quarter?  And would it be better if they were in uniforms and not plain clothes?Armed citizens in plain clothes patrolling the French Quarter—is that a good idea?   Let‘s talk 

about the French Quarter Minutemen!  Proponents say more citizen involvement can only 

help—they‘ll conceal their weapons; follow the law and not use force unless forced to.  Opponents 

worry this concept could backfire and somebody could get hurt if more private citizens are armed 

in the Quarter.   What do you say—do French Quarter Minutemen give your comfort or cause you 

concern? What if your neighborhood decided that crime was out of hand and they were taking the policing 

into their own hands?  That's what's happening in the French Quarter.  A volunteer group called 

the French Quarter Minutemen is ready to hit the streets.  All the volunteers have concealed 

handgun permits.  What century are we living in?  It sounds like shoot-out at the OK Corral or 

something out of the old West.  They say their interest is making the French Quarter a safter place.  

Opponants are concerned about their lack of training, background checks and diversity.  Would 

you support a 'Minutemen' group in your neighborhood?  

Missing Malaysian flight

Is the collapse of the international monetary system near?   The answer is YES according to a 

world renowned economist.  In his new book The Death of Money James Rickards predicts 

financial warfare will wreck the world‘s economy…BUT he gives us ways to prepare.  Let‘s get ready for Mother‘s Day.  What‘s your favorite thing that your mom ever cooked?  Would 

mom‘s rather cook for their family or go out to eat on Mother‘s day?  And when it comes to 

discipline…who was the enforcer at your house…Mom or Dad?  And, would either one hear your 

appeal?Let‘s get ready for Mother‘s Day.  What‘s your favorite thing that your mom ever cooked?  Would 

mom‘s rather cook for their family or go out to eat on Mother‘s day?  And when it comes to 

discipline…who was the enforcer at your house…Mom or Dad?  And, would either one hear your 

appeal?Did you ever wonder if you could connect to a deceased loved one?  Joe Higgins says that for those 

who lost their mothers, Mother's day is a challenge.  He say you can still honor your mother and 

maybe even connect to her spirit. He'll tell you how to recognize and underant signs your departed 

loved ones may send you.  Do you believe in mediums?  Do you think people can communicate with 

the dead? 

Mother's day

A new gallup poll says almost have the people in Louisiana would like to move OUT.  Would you?  

And where would you go?  Is the grass always greener until you get there?  What makes the grass 

greener here?  Myth busting:  Will eating at night make you fat?  Does muscle turn to fat if you don't exercise? If 

it's organic(or vegan or gluten free) it's good for you, right?  Should everyone drink 8 eight-ounce 

cups of water daily?



National HIV Testing Day is Friday June 27th.  Louisiana ranks 3rd per capita in the nation for 

estimated HIV case rates with Baton Rouge ranked 1st and New Orleans 4th in AIDS case rates.  

The NO/AIDS Task Force along with Walgreens and Greater Than AIDS have teamed up to offer 

free HIV testing at select Walgreens locations June 26th-28th.  More than 1.1 million people living 

in the U.S. are infected with HIV, of those an estimated one in six do not know that they are 

infected.  It‘s time to end the stigma associated with HIV and testing so that everyone knows their 

status and we can wipe out HIV/AIDs in Louisiana and across the U.S.National HIV Testing day, 

Friday, June 27th. Free testing at select Walgreens locations-June 26-28th. Louisiana is ranked 3rd 

in the nation for estimated HIV case rates.  New Orleans is ranked 2nd in the nation for estimated 
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National HIV Testing day, Friday, June 27th. Free testing at select Walgreens locations-June 26-

28th. Louisiana is ranked 3rd in the nation for estimated HIV case rates.  New Orleans is ranked 

2nd in the nation for estimated HIV case rates among large metropoltan areas.  

Walgreen's is doing free testing at select locations Some experts seem to believe the FCC is about to ruin the internet.  The Communication 

Commission is going to allow the internet service providers (like Comcast and Verizon) to decide 

what information is available to us and how slow or fast and at what price!  All in favor of 

government regulation of the internet …….. raise your hand!

New Orleans CAO made some controversial comments about diversity in the NOFD at a City 

Council hearing
New Orleans is desperately in need of millions of dollars to pay for demands that cannot be 

delayed.  Everything from drinking water, to prisons, to how to pay our part in the costs of a new 

flood protection wall.  His efforts at the legislature are not showing results.  If his ideas fail will we 

all pay more?
Is the court system in New Orleans improving?  100 volunteers observed 2,647 violent felony cases 

in Orleans Parish Criminal District Court last year…then they graded the Orleans Parish 

Criminal Justice system.   How did the judges, prosecutors, defense attorneys and law enforcement 

officers do?  Were there improvements?  If you‘ve been to court lately, what was your expeience?  

Court Watch NOLA & Criminal Defense Attorney, Robert Jenkins weigh in.   It took 100 volunteers observing 2647 violent felony cases in Orleans Parish Criminal District 

Court to grade New Orleans Parish Criminal Justice system during 2013.   They looked at the 

efforts that would make the system become efficient, transparent, and accountable.  They're 

findings:  The continuance rates dropped but judges late start times were a concern.  The length of 

delays also drecreased.  So how did the judges, prosecutors, defense attorneys and law enforcement 

officers do? And, where is there room for improvement?  It took 100 volunteers observing 2647 violent felony cases in Orleans Parish Criminal District 

Court to grade New Orleans Parish Criminal Justice system during 2013.   They looked at the 

efforts that would make the system become efficient, transparent, and accountable.  They're 

findings:  The continuance rates dropped but judges late start times were a concern.  The length of 

delays also drecreased.  So how did the judges, prosecutors, defense attorneys and law enforcement 

officers do? And, where is there room for improvement? 
He will discuss:  workforce development and the City‘s effort to intentionally  create jobs around 

key projects i.e. The Outlet Collection at Riverwalk, New Orleans East Hospital, the New Airport 

Terminal etc) 



Why is New Orleans economic and job outlook so good?  And, if you‘re looking for work—why is 

the Crescent City the best place to find it?   The U.S. unemployment rate remains at 6.7%...New 

Orleans unemployment rate is only 4.2% (as of March 2014/according to the Louisiana Workforce 

Commission).   Analysts say NOLA is THE place for entrepreneurs, tax incentives; and good 

paying jobs.  Why‘s our economic ground so fertile and how can you capitalize on it?   We‘ll look 

at what‘s already here and what‘s on the horizon as New Orleans actively seeks out projects that 

will create jobs while boosting economic development.  We‘ll also explore how the city is getting 

New Orleanians ―job ready‖…and look at what jobs are available.  And, we‘ll preview the city‘s 

job fair - 1600 jobs available for The Outlet Collection @ Riverwalk… another 120 jobs for the 

New Orleans East Hospital…and Walmart will need to fill 300 jobs for its New Orleans East store.  Why is New Orleans economic and job outlook so good?  And, if you‘re looking for work—why is 
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the Crescent City the best place to find it?   The U.S. unemployment rate remains at 6.7%...New 

Orleans unemployment rate is only 4.2% (as of March 2014/according to the Louisiana Workforce 

Commission).   Analysts say NOLA is THE place for entrepreneurs, tax incentives; and good 

paying jobs.  Why‘s our economic ground so fertile and how can you capitalize on it?   We‘ll look 

at what‘s already here and what‘s on the horizon as New Orleans actively seeks out projects that 

will create jobs while boosting economic development.  We‘ll also explore how the city is getting 

New Orleanians ―job ready‖…and look at what jobs are available.  And, we‘ll preview the city‘s 

job fair - 1600 jobs available for The Outlet Collection @ Riverwalk… another 120 jobs for the 

New Orleans East Hospital…and Walmart will need to fill 300 jobs for its New Orleans East store.  There's an army marching to the Louisiana legislature and they're not in fatigues.  This ―Green 

Army‖ – led by former Lt. General Russel Honore‘ - is a network of  environmental groups & 

concerned citizens drilling down on scary issues for Louisiana:   the sink hole  @ Bayou Corne (26 

acres  affecting 150 homes)…saltwater intrusion in the aquafer in Baton Rouge…Coastal 

erosion…and the drilling of underground national gas storage caverns.  This watchdog group is 

determined to keep the spotlight on these potentially dangerous situations.  Citizens are being put 

at-risk without being told…and The Green Army is their advocate…and their voice.   Are you 

concerned about living near chemical plants?  Is there an environmental hazard near you?  Were 

you ever informed that it was there?  Our guests:  Russel Honore‘, Sandy Rosenthal (Founder & 

President of Levees.org); Anne Rolfes (Founding Director of the Louisiana Bucket Brigade and New Orleans is a vital port city with an historical riverfront that has been underdeveloped and 

lacking vision.  Looking at the transformation of Chicago's Riverwalk can New Orleans turn our 

riverfront into a tourist and local mecca of shopping, pedestrian mall with 'people mover', 

restauants, hotels, condos and green areas?  New Orleans is a vital port city with an historical riverfront that has been underdeveloped and 

lacking vision.  Looking at the transformation of Chicago's Riverwalk can New Orleans turn our 

riverfront into a tourist and local mecca of shopping, pedestrian mall with 'people mover', 
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riverfront into a tourist and local mecca of shopping, pedestrian mall with 'people mover', 

restauants, hotels, condos and green areas?  Was relaxing New Orleans ―residency rule‖ for NOPD, NOFD and EMS workers the right or 

wrong thing to do?   With NOPD recruitment and retention at an all-time low…last Thursday New 

Orleans City Council voted 6 to 1 to lift the residency requirement…for NEW hires. Proponents 

say this is a step in the right direction; it will at least give backup to an already exhausted work 

force.  But, they strongly support lifting the domicile rule for CURRENT first responders.  They 

say more needs to be done to bring in new hires and retain officers already here.  Another barrier 

they want examined is NOPD‘s new ―detail policy.‖  Opponents say lifting the domicile rule will be 

harmful, reducing the city‘s property tax base & encouraging more people to spend money outside 

the city.  They also say blaming the domicile ordinance avoids a look at systemic issues—low pay, 

uncertain benefits, looming changes to civil service regulations, inconsistent recruiting, et…   

Reportedly some 84% of police departments around the country are not restricted by domicile 

rules.  Police Serpas says 41% of the city‘s officers already live outside the Crescent City.   Did the Was relaxing New Orleans ―residency rule‖ for NOPD, NOFD and EMS workers the right or 
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rules.  Police Serpas says 41% of the city‘s officers already live outside the Crescent City.   Did the Residency ruling : New Orleans City Council realized the NOPD is in a crisis with a current force 

of 1150...losing 100 officers to attrition every year.  The goal Mayor Landrieu wanted was 1600.  

They desparately need more officers.  One of the sticking points is the residency rule.  A new 

ordinance passed 6-1 allows current employees living outside New Orleans to remain there while 

new hires (police, firefighters and EMS workers)  have 180 days to move into the city.  Do you 

think the new residency rule will help with recruitment for NOPD?Residency ruling : New Orleans City Council realized the NOPD is in a crisis with a current force 

of 1150...losing 100 officers to attrition every year.  The goal Mayor Landrieu wanted was 1600.  

They desparately need more officers.  One of the sticking points is the residency rule.  A new 

ordinance passed 6-1 allows current employees living outside New Orleans to remain there while 

new hires (police, firefighters and EMS workers)  have 180 days to move into the city.  Do you 

think the new residency rule will help with recruitment for NOPD?

What's top of mind for the Fraternal Order of Police?  What‘s the City of New Orleans gonna do now that the new office created to handle NOPD off 

duty work is severely short of money?   The feds told New Orleans one of the answers to a better 

NOPD is a new office to handle off-duty police work.  One big problem…the new office is already 

$700,000 short of funds needed to keep it running.  Once again the question…where do we get the 

money to run the city?    
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Has NOPD misidentified forcible rape cases?  New Orleans Inspector General says YES….but 

WHY?  We'll break down what this means & how it can be prevented?  

The Chief responds to the IG's report on underreported rapes by the NOPD

NOPD Academy gets under way for the first recruiting class in several years. Should you have to 

be in shape to be a cop?  Or is it more about accurate report writing and shooting skills?  And…do 

the perps really fear the police anymore?

In his previous report New Orleans Inspector General ruffled feathers criticizing NOPD crime 

reporting. And, his new report is already causing a stir—in it he says—NOPD doesn‘t need MORE 

officers, but strategic use of the ones they already have—putting more on the streets—less at desks.   

Do you agree or disagree with the IG?  And, what's your experience been when you've called 9-11?  Should using drugs in the past keep you from getting a job in the future?  NOPD moves to loosen 

requirements.  If candidates haven‘t used drugs like heroin or crack in the past 10 years or 

marijuana in the past two years, they‘d be eligible to hire.  Good decision…or a red line you don‘t 

want crossed?  The Civil Service Commission has approved a policy change for the NOPD recruitment efforts.  

They've relaxed the drug use policy.  If an applicant has used hard drugs like cocaine or heroin, 

they need to be drug free for 10 years.  If they used marijuana or prescription drugs the ban is two 

years. Should someone who dabbled in drugs in their youth be given a clean slate?   Do you think 

this will help NOPD recruitment?  The Civil Service Commission has approved a policy change for the NOPD recruitment efforts.  

They've relaxed the drug use policy.  If an applicant has used hard drugs like cocaine or heroin, 

they need to be drug free for 10 years.  If they used marijuana or prescription drugs the ban is two 
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they need to be drug free for 10 years.  If they used marijuana or prescription drugs the ban is two 

years. Should someone who dabbled in drugs in their youth be given a clean slate?   Do you think 

this will help NOPD recruitment?  It seems few want to be, or can be New Orleans police.  The numbers of new officers promised by 

Mayor Landrieu & Chief Serpas seem unattainable.  If the problem‘s NOT money and benefits, 

but lack of interest and inability to qualify on the written and physical tests…where do we go from 

here?  It seems few want to be, or can be New Orleans police.  The numbers of new officers promised by 

Mayor Landrieu & Chief Serpas seem unattainable.  If the problem‘s NOT money and benefits, 

but lack of interest and inability to qualify on the written and physical tests…where do we go from 

here?  

 New rankings put Louisiana at the bottom when it comes to nursing homes. Did you have to put a 

parent into ―the home?‖   What made you do it?  And, when your time comes, do you expect to live 

with your kids or willingly accept nursing home care?  
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How do you get ―fueled up‖ to face the day?  Big breakfast?  Fancy coffee?  At home or on the 

road?  Does it depend on how the night before ended?   

Governor Bobby Jindal has a health plan to replace Obamacare.  He believes states should have 

autonomy to do as they please with health coverage.  How would ―Jindalcare‖ size up against 

affordable healthcare?  

Governor Bobby Jindal has a health plan to replace Obamacare.  He believes states should have 

autonomy to do as they please with health coverage.  How would ―Jindalcare‖ size up against 

affordable healthcare?  You've signed up with Affordable Care..now what? What does  your insurance plan provide and 

what can you do to make sure you're getting what you signed up for?   Do you have a primary care 

physician(PCP)?  Do you know how your pharmacy plan works or about obtaining preventative 

care like mammograms, colonoscopy and an annual physical?  When you have diagnostic tests 

what will you have to do?  Pay cash?  How long will you have to wait to see a doctor?  And, 

confirm that they participate in your plan?   These are a few of the things you'll need to know now 

that you'll be more responsible for your own health.  Is Obamacare a solution to the healthcare crisis or will it become more expensive and worse than 

previous healthcare coverage? The debate continues: should big government be involved in 

healthcare or should it be a free market approach which would encourage competition and higher 

standards and possible lower costs?  Affordable Health Care-over 2 million people,  who signed up for healthcare coverage,  have data 

discrepencies and are at risk of losing their coverage.  The discrepancies involve income,  

citizenship or immigration.  DHH is agressively trying to get these discrepancies resolved with in 

90 days.  For those agents who are 'boots on the ground' : What are they seeing?    Is the system 

working?   Are people paying for their premiums?   What happens if there is a change of 

status…like a child born into the family?  When is the next open enrollment?   Affordable Health Care-over 2 million people,  who signed up for healthcare coverage,  have data 

discrepencies and are at risk of losing their coverage.  The discrepancies involve income,  

citizenship or immigration.  DHH is agressively trying to get these discrepancies resolved with in 

90 days.  For those agents who are 'boots on the ground' : What are they seeing?    Is the system 

working?   Are people paying for their premiums?   What happens if there is a change of 

status…like a child born into the family?  When is the next open enrollment?   

How many times have you heard people say, ―I have OCD!‖  But do they?  Scoot‘s battled with a 

severe case of obsessive-compulsive disorder since he was a kid.  Don‘t miss his story and the OCD 

specialist he‘ll talk to.  Do you have OCD?  Do your children?  What are the symptoms – and what 

can you do about it?    

Louisiana's regulation and inspection of oil and gas wells, including 'orphaned' wells, is 

inadequate, Legislative Auditor finds



Jindal signed the bill killing the lawsuit against the oil companies. Did he put 'New Orleans area's 

flood protection and potential BP settlements in peril" according to the lead attorney for the 

lawsuit?  "Governor Jindal has now put over 1 million people , their lives and property at 

risk...and cost those same people and their communities billions of dollars." Do you think Jindal 

betrayed the state's residents and gave the oil companies a pass?  Jindal signed the bill killing the lawsuit against the oil companies. Did he put 'New Orleans area's 

flood protection and potential BP settlements in peril" according to the lead attorney for the 
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betrayed the state's residents and gave the oil companies a pass?  A local watchdog, the Bureau of Governmental Research  is warning that continued efforts to 

remove a lawsuit against 97 oil companies will affect our ability to be protected against 

encroaching flood waters.  The public is for the lawsuits, most of the media and virtually all groups 

who monitor the state legislature.  Where does the power lie when it comes to what the public 
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A local watchdog, the Bureau of Governmental Research  is warning that continued efforts to 

remove a lawsuit against 97 oil companies will affect our ability to be protected against 

encroaching flood waters.  The public is for the lawsuits, most of the media and virtually all groups 

who monitor the state legislature.  Where does the power lie when it comes to what the public 

wants? An OMG interview!  Talk about a nightmare--what if you grew up seeing your father brutally 

strangling stray animals?  What if you learned as a teenager that he had not only committed one 

murder but was the "Happy Face‖ serial murderer who killed at least four women?  Don‘t miss 

Angela‘s compelling interview with Melissa Moore, who documented her horrifying experiences in 

the book, Shattered Silence:  The Untold Story of a Serial Killer‘s Daughter.  Living in secrecy & 

shame she feared she would be like her father.  How do you keep the emotional scars out of your 

marriage and away from your children?  One on one:  When one thinks of Peter Max one thinks of bursts of color, pop culture and iconic 

images.  He's painted everyone from:  Marilyn Monroe to the Statue of Liberty; Ringo Star to Bill 

Clinton. An exhibition of his works comes to New Orleans May 23rd through June 23rd at Angela 

King Gallery. One on one:  When one thinks of Peter Max one thinks of bursts of color, pop culture and iconic 

images.  He's painted everyone from:  Marilyn Monroe to the Statue of Liberty; Ringo Star to Bill 

Clinton. An exhibition of his works comes to New Orleans May 23rd through June 23rd at Angela 

King Gallery. One on one: open book:  He's been involved in Louisiana politics for decades. He'll give us an 

insider's glimpse into the political scene both in Louisiana and nationally. What does he think 

about what's going on in Baton Rouge?  From Governor Jindal's lack of communication to his 

micromanagement to towing the party line and his aspirations for a higher office (much to the 

detriment of his fellow Louisianians. Also, in Baton Rouge, lets look at this session: the legislators, 

the puppets, the lobbyists, the back door deals, the bills and the bull.  And, a peek at Washington 

politics...the great divide.  Will we ever be able to unlock the gridlock?  Has he ever seen it this 

bad? How do you get these politicians to put their parties aside for the good of their constituents?  

What about all the scandals in DC?  More of it or just more exposure in this day of social media?  



Pot or on-line gambling?  While 75% of Americans think marijuana will be legalized one day; on 

line gambling is not as sure a bet.  Only 27% would make it legal.  If you had to pick weed or 

speed, where gambling is one click away—what‘s your choice?  Also, have you or somebody you 

know ever gotten into financial trouble by gambling too much?  Do you know anybody who 

gambles at work?OPEN BOOK with Jackie Clarkson - New Orleans City Councilwoman at large.  We‘ll look at her 

career; her love for New Orleans…and her hopes and fears about her future and that of our 

Crescent City.  (Jackie is the 1st councilmember to be elected to 3 non-consecutive terms.  Now, 

she‘s getting ready to start a new life.  What‘s next for this woman who‘s dedicated so much of her 

life to public service?)  

OPEN BOOK with the man who used to be Governor of Louisiana—EDWIN EDWARDS and his 

wife Trina!

OPEN BOOK with NOPD Chief Ronal Serpas.   NOPD recruitment, details, competitive pay, new 

equipment, community involvement, coordinating with public safety agencies.  Those are just a few 

issues on the table and things on his mind of New Orleans top cop.  As we just get into our festival 

season…and prepare for a long, hot summer…do you have confidence the NOPD?  OPEN BOOK with an entrepreneur who took a simple concept and turned it into a successful 

worldwide business… that‘s now celebrating 45 years.  Talk about inspiration!  It started as 

traditional jazz classes and morphed into dancing for fitness and fun.   Now Jazzercise is a 

household word, not only in America, but around the world…with more than '7800 franchisees 

worldwide…teaching 32,000 classes weekly.  Don‘t miss this inspiring story, when Angela goes one 

on one with the CEO and founder of Jazzercize,

Open book:  Dixie Cups 50th anniversaryTheir first release,' Chapel of Love,'  50 years ago, was a #1 hit, knocking the Beatles "Love Me 

Do" off the top of the chart.  The year was 1964.  They crossed the country with the Supremes, 

Shirelles and other stars of the day.  More hits followed including , 'Iko Iko'.  Younger generations 

know their music from movies & TV  like: Father of the Bride, Betsy's Wedding, Bridesmaids, The 

Skeleton Key, The Big Easy & Glee.  Their first release,' Chapel of Love,'  50 years ago, was a #1 hit, knocking the Beatles "Love Me 

Do" off the top of the chart.  The year was 1964.  They crossed the country with the Supremes, 

Shirelles and other stars of the day.  More hits followed including , 'Iko Iko'.  Younger generations 

know their music from movies & TV  like: Father of the Bride, Betsy's Wedding, Bridesmaids, The 

Skeleton Key, The Big Easy & Glee.  
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Do" off the top of the chart.  The year was 1964.  They crossed the country with the Supremes, 

Shirelles and other stars of the day.  More hits followed including , 'Iko Iko'.  Younger generations 

know their music from movies & TV  like: Father of the Bride, Betsy's Wedding, Bridesmaids, The 

Skeleton Key, The Big Easy & Glee.  Their first release,' Chapel of Love,'  50 years ago, was a #1 hit, knocking the Beatles "Love Me 

Do" off the top of the chart.  The year was 1964.  They crossed the country with the Supremes, 

Shirelles and other stars of the day.  More hits followed including , 'Iko Iko'.  Younger generations 

know their music from movies & TV  like: Father of the Bride, Betsy's Wedding, Bridesmaids, The 

Skeleton Key, The Big Easy & Glee.  Open Book: Known as the 'first lady of jazz' Germaine Bazzle grew up in a house full of music 

where everyone but her grandfather played the piano. .  She learned to 'scat' by listening to 

instruments vs vocalists.  She's a master teacher who sees great potential in her young students and 

uses music to teach self esteem.  One of the greatest jazz vocalists of our time and a favorite at Jazz 

Fest, New Orleans is lucky to call her our own. 



OPEN BOOK with DENNIS WOLTERING.  He's been a fixture in our living rooms for 30 years 

on WWL-TV.  Now he's starting a new adventure….he's retiring.  What will the next chapter be?  

We‘ll talk to this extraordinary broadcaster, storyteller and man.  (He's a journalist--anchor & 

reporter, husband, father, friend and amazing photographer.  Where will his natural curiosity take 

him? )  

Open book with WWL-TV's meteorologist-Laura BuchtelAre open carry and stand your ground a recipe for disaster or can they peacefully co-exist?  Will it 

lead to more or less violence?  Will you feel more or less protected or vulnerable?  *If you‘ve 

carried a gun openly, have you ever been hassled or profiled?  On the flip side, have you ever felt 

threatened by someone who openly carried a weapon?   ?  

Open mic:  We'll talk to 3 Ring of Honor wrestlers and find out what's on their minds besides 

wrestling this week.
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Open mic:  Only female in cast of The Andrew Brothers at the WWII Museum

Open Mic:  Entertainment Director for The Andrew Brothers at the WWII Museum

OPEN MIC with a hot, NEW New Orleans band-FLOW TRIBE—local boys form Brother Martin 

& Jesuit!  They‘re cool and in demand, playing Jazz Fest, Tipitina‘s and more.  If you know ‗em, 

call in and give ‗em some love.  If you don‘t, tell us your favorite NEW New Orleans band or artist.   

Open mic:  with some of musicians from New Orleans hottest band Flow Tribe (playing Jazz Fest, 

Tippitina's and other clubs around town) 

Open mic:  with some of musicians from New Orleans hottest band Flow Tribe (playing Jazz Fest, 

Tippitina's and other clubs around town) 

Open mic: actors from Young Frankenstein

Open mic: actors from Young FrankensteinOPEN MIC:  w/3 successful writers.  What does it take?  Romance writers with a cause, Friends 

Fight Together.  They fundraise to help women who have breast cancer. At the RT Booklovers 

convention on Saturday, attendees have a chance to purchase a raffle ticket for a wonderful prize 

of local items. All proceeds are going to the Mary Bird Perkins Cancer Center.   Tina was 

diagnosed with Stage 3 breast cancer in 2008. Cherry's mother died of breast cancer.  Stella,  

Tina's cousin, was her helping hand during her cancer battle.  Do you have a busom buddy? 
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who have breast cancer. At the RT Booklovers convention on Saturday, attendees have a chance to 

purchase a raffle ticket for a wonderful prize of local items. All proceeds are going to the Mary 

Bird Perkins Cancer Center.   Tina was diagnosed with Stage 3 breast cancer in 2008. Cherry's 

mother died of breast cancer.  Stella,  Tina's cousin, was her helping hand during her cancer 

battle.  Do you have a busom buddy? Open mic w/New Orleans own--COKIE ROBERTS!   She's a 3-time Emmy award winner & 

Politial commentator for ABC news & NPR.  What's her take on today's big headlines:  Obama & 

Congress deadlocked; Carl Rove vs Hillary Clinton; an openly gay player in the NFL; L.A. 

Clippers owner Donald Sterling; droughts, floods & global warming...and, what are Cokie's 

impressions of the renaissance in the Crescent City?   What does she see or hear about home that 

she's most excited about?  What are her biggest concerns?  Cokie's returns home to emcee The 

Whitney Bank Victory Ball at the WWII Museum this weekend. The museum will award it's 

highest honor -The American Spirit Award -posthmously to Lindy Boggs, Cokie's mother.  

Open mic: What's trending in: News, Entertainment, Saints/Sports
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Open micOpen mic: Cold Case Files!  Countless TV shows glamorize these jobs…solving cold cases within 

an hour long show.  But these ―gum shoes‖ work on cases that haven‘t been solved…sometimes for 

years…or not at all.  How do they keep motivated?  What are some of their toughest cold cases?  

Why did they choose this profession?   Don‘t miss 4 cold case detectives… and discover the people 
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An entertainer puts his career on hold to donate a life- saving kidney to his ex-fiancee‘.  Would you 

live the rest of your life with only one organ to spare somebody else‘s life?  How close would you 

have to be to them?  And, what if it was your ex?  
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Should Mayor Mitch Landrieu & Police Chief Ronal Serpas get the power to hire, fire, promote, 

demote & set pay?    NOPD & NOFD say proposed reforms to Orleans Parish Civil Service would 

devastate their departments and send employees looking for other work.  Police & firefighters 

make up 50% of the city workers that would be affected by these changes.  They say the changes 

would give too much power to the Mayor and Police Chief.  Who's side are you on?  
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authored by Austin Badon, wants to make panhandling against the law... punishable with a 

maximum fine of $200 and up to 6 months in jail.  The bill also targets hitchhikers and prostitutes.  

Badon thinks that these panhandlers are a racket and hopes that the ban will take these beggers 
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When you see a panhandler on the street, do you stop and give them money?   House bill 1158, 

authored by Austin Badon, wants to make panhandling against the law... punishable with a 

maximum fine of $200 and up to 6 months in jail.  The bill also targets hitchhikers and prostitutes.  

Badon thinks that these panhandlers are a racket and hopes that the ban will take these beggers 

off the streets.  Do you agree with him?

A new study says homelessness is decreasing in Orleans and Jefferson.  Agree?  Do you see less or 

more homeless people?  And, Is homelessness ever a choice?  If it‘s not…what‘s the best way to 

help somebody begging on the street?  

 Prom spending is down this year, but still averaging almost one thousand big ones for the big 

occasion?  How much do you spend on prom?  And, are we parents spending too much on our 

kids?  If the sky‘s the limit…how will they ever come down to earth and learn to earn?  How do 

you balance – giving your kids memories they‘ll never forget & spoiling them?

Charter schools are charging, if your kid gets a Saturday detention.  Is it only fair that those 

causing the problem have to pay for teachers to watch ‗em?  If parents have to PAY for their kid‘s 

bad behavior, will they make sure their kids don‘t cut up at school?  How do you successfully co-parent after divorce?   How do parents, who are oftentimes at odds or 

contentious at worst, put the kids first?  How can you put your differences aside to focus on 

parenting your children?  How do you avoid confusing financial or personal issues with custodial 

issues?  How do you avoid using your children as messengers, and put an end to arguing in front of 

them?  And, how do you ensure the children‘s needs come first, and avert overindulging them or 

letting guilt cloud your judgment?  We‘ll talk to the pros…and we want to talk to you—if you‘re 

divorced with children.  How did or how are you and your ex handling it?  And, if you‘re a child of 

divorce, how did your parents handle it?  What did they do right…or wrong?   Parenting issue: divorce & kids.  Divorce is often difficult for couples and is even more so when 

there are kids involved.  How can you put your differences aside to focus on parenting your 

children?  What's the best way to co-parent?  Some of the top no-no's:  don't confuse financial or 

personal issues with custodial issues; don't use children as messengers or argue in front of them; 

don't forget to put the children's need first, don't let guilt cloud your judgment.   How did you 

handle parenting through a divorce? Parenting issue: divorce & kids.  Divorce is often difficult for couples and is even more so when 

there are kids involved.  How can you put your differences aside to focus on parenting your 

children?  What's the best way to co-parent?  Some of the top no-no's:  don't confuse financial or 

personal issues with custodial issues; don't use children as messengers or argue in front of them; 

don't forget to put the children's need first, don't let guilt cloud your judgment.   How did you 

handle parenting through a divorce? A high school tells an 18 year old senior her boyfriend, who‘s 22, is too old to be her date for the 

senior prom. What‘s an acceptable age difference when it comes to teenagers dating?  Should the 

school or her parents make that decision?  And, does being 22 automatically make him a bad 

influence?  Are kids who close to their dads more secure and happy?   Research says YES!  When dads spend 

time with their kids it builds their self-esteem.  Are you…were you…a hands-on dad?   Was your 

father?  What lessons did you learn from your dad that you want to pass on to your kids?  And, 

how do you divide the parental responsibilities between you and your spouse?  Is Dad always the 

disciplinarian?  Do you share the responsibility of getting the kids to school & extracurricular 

activities?    What‘s the one thing you did with your Dad you‘ll never forget…and the one thing 

you do with your kids you‘d never give up?



Parenting:  how fathers parent differently than mothers.  Research shows that kids who have a 

connection with their dads feel more secure and happy.  When dads spend time with their kids it 

builds their self-esteem.  Ways that dads can connect with their kids:  Be affectionate and 

nurturing.  Play with your kids on their level. Share meals and go on outings together.  a father-

child bond lasts a lifetime.  Parenting:  how fathers parent differently than mothers.  Research shows that kids who have a 
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connection with their dads feel more secure and happy.  When dads spend time with their kids it 

builds their self-esteem.  Ways that dads can connect with their kids:  Be affectionate and 

nurturing.  Play with your kids on their level. Share meals and go on outings together.  a father-

child bond lasts a lifetime.  

A CDC study indicates more and more women are opting to have their kids later in their lives. 

What‘s too young, or too old for a woman to have kids? What about men FATHERING children? 

Is there such a thing as an IDEAL age?

 A father is arrested after forcing his teenaged son to carry a 23 pound landscaping stone as 

punishment for not doing chores.  Is that really child cruelty?  How did you get punished?  Plus 

are parents losing the right to punish their kids as they see fit?  More and more women are trying to get pregnant and start their families after the age of  35.  

According to recent research from the CDC (Center for Disease Control & Prevention birth rates 

for women ages 35-39 1st birth rates have risen 24% and 35% for women ages 40-44.  Is it better to 

have kids when you are younger or older?  How does your age at motherhood affect you 

physically, emotionally or mentally when raising your children?  How does it affect the kids?  And, 

what about Dads?  Is it better to be a Dad before or after 35?  Is it better to have a Dad who‘s older 
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According to recent research from the CDC (Center for Disease Control & Prevention birth rates 

for women ages 35-39 1st birth rates have risen 24% and 35% for women ages 40-44.  Is it better to 

have kids when you are younger or older?  How does your age at motherhood affect you 

physically, emotionally or mentally when raising your children?  How does it affect the kids?  And, 

what about Dads?  Is it better to be a Dad before or after 35?  Is it better to have a Dad who‘s older 

or younger? 



The Parenting Hour—this time we‘ll focus on tweens & puberty.   Many consider preteen years 

between 11 and 14 to be the most difficult period of adolescence.   Preteens experience many 

different developments in their lives—rapid physical, mental/ intellectual and emotional changes.  

How do you stay connected to your child or the preteen in your life, when confusion is what they 

feel most?   What‘s normal?  What‘s not?  What if they‘re teased…or bullied?  How do you 

address personal hygiene?   How do you set reasonable and appropriate guidelines…for 

homework, grades, dating, social media, online access?   How do you make sure they know you 

hear them…and that they hear you?   When do you trust their good judgment?   And, if there‘s 

any acting out, what‘s the best way to get to the heart of the matter?   Plus, over these summer 

months…many feel like they‘re too old for camp…and want to stay home and earn money.  How 

old is old enough?  When do you know they‘re mature enough to stay home alone, or go off on 

Parenting tweens & puberty…they're too old for camp and want to stay home or earn money.  

How old were your kids when you allowed them to stay home by themselves?  At what age did you 

start babysitting? 

Both his boys took the Safe Sitter ClassThe Legislature considers ways to revise PAYDAY loans. What does the law say now? Are they 

saving people from drowning in debt or taking away a lifeboat that keeps some financially afloat?  

Do you know somebody that‘s had one?  Were the loans more like salvation or slavery?  Should the 

decision be left to the borrower if they accept the terms?     Crazy or considerate?  The Nevada Public Utilities Commission wants staff and visitors to just say 

no….to cologne, perfume and scented personal care products as a courtesy to sensitive people.  

Have you ever sat next to somebody who had so much fragrance on that it made you sick?  Can 

you smell TOO good?  Easter is just around the corner and vets & animal shelters are asking people to rethink giving 

bunnies and chicks as gifts.  After the novelty wears off, animal shelters are inundated with these 

unwanted pets.  Also, if you have an exotic animal (rabbits, guinea pigs, chinchillas, ferrets, birds 

or reptiles) or are considering adopting one,  do you know how to care for them? These animals 

need special diets and care.  Are you willing to put in the effort for your pet's health and well-

being?   Terrebonne and Lafourche parishes are considering new pit bull laws after a 4 year old is attacked 

and killed.  Laws aside, would you EVER let your child be near a pit bull?  Are you ever scared 

around a certain breed?   There‘s a program out there that‘s saving lives and giving renewed hope to all involved.  It‘s called 

Pen Pals Animal Shelter & Adoption Center…a no-kill shelter on the grounds of Dixon 

Correctional Institute.  Vet students get invaluable hands-on experience, inmates learn skills they 

can use outside of prison & the animals are cared for and adopted out.  It‘s a win-win-win.   Would 

you adopt a Pen Pal animal?  In the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina,  50,000 animals were left 

behind while their owners fled to wait out the storm.  What should have been just a few days 

turned into a nightmare for these animals that were left behind.  Scorching summer heat, no food 

or water,  in flooded neighborhoods, these animals were trapped. Volunteers came in to help but 

they were overwhelmed by the scope of the situation.  Louisiana Department of Public Safety and 

Corrections, Dixon Correctional Institute wound up housing '250 to 300 homeless dogs and cats'  

in a makeshift clinic.  Inmates were trained to care for these animals. Most of the animals were 

reunited with their owners.  They rest were adopted out.  Pen Pals Animal Shelter & Adoption 

Center was born. It is a no-kill shelter.  The Humane Society of the United States (HSUS), LSU 

School of Veterinary Medicine and Dixon Correctional Institute established the center on the 

grounds of the prison.The vet students get invaluable hands-on experience.   Through the vet 

training they've had the inmates are given a chance for a new life outside of prision.  The animals 



 Since it‘s raining cats and dogs, let‘s talk about ‗em.  Test results show CAT owners are more 

intelligent than DOG owners…while DOG owners are more lively.  Agree?  What made you choose 

either…or both?  And what‘s the one pet you wouldn‘t have in your home under any 

circumstances?  

Results indicate couples sleep better with NO PETS in the bed.  What‘s YOUR rule?  If you allow 

them in the bed…does it affect your private ―cuddle time?‖  And, if you don‘t sleep with your 

spouse – why?   Snoring?  Temperature differences?  Better mattress?     

How to handle the loss of a pet? They are our furry children.  Members of the family. Losing a pet 

can send a famiy into grief and sadness.  How did you cope with the loss of your pet?  Dogs can roam loose in the back of pickup trucks; and Tony the Tiger gets to stay caged up outside 

a truck stop.  This makes Angela NUTS…does it make you crazy too?   Governor Jindal vetoed the 

law that would‘ve eliminated the risk of dogs getting thrown out of truck beds on highways…then 

quietly signed into law Senate Bill 250, that grants ONE exception for the owner of Tiger Truck 

Stop to keep the animal caged on the premises.  Michael Sandlin (the owner) touts the fact that the 

tiger has a swimming pool, an air conditioned den and a grassy play area, but animal advocates 

point out federal citations for failure to provide veterinary care to an arthritic tiger. Has Louisiana 

moved one step forward, 2 steps back?  Whose side are you on?  Dogs can roam loose in the back of pickup trucks; and Tony the Tiger gets to stay caged up outside 

a truck stop.  This makes Angela NUTS…does it make you crazy too?   Governor Jindal vetoed the 

law that would‘ve eliminated the risk of dogs getting thrown out of truck beds on highways…then 

quietly signed into law Senate Bill 250, that grants ONE exception for the owner of Tiger Truck 

Stop to keep the animal caged on the premises.  Michael Sandlin (the owner) touts the fact that the 

tiger has a swimming pool, an air conditioned den and a grassy play area, but animal advocates 

point out federal citations for failure to provide veterinary care to an arthritic tiger. Has Louisiana 

moved one step forward, 2 steps back?  Whose side are you on?  Dogs can roam loose in the back of pickup trucks; and Tony the Tiger gets to stay caged up outside 

a truck stop.  This makes Angela NUTS…does it make you crazy too?   Governor Jindal vetoed the 

law that would‘ve eliminated the risk of dogs getting thrown out of truck beds on highways…then 

quietly signed into law Senate Bill 250, that grants ONE exception for the owner of Tiger Truck 

Stop to keep the animal caged on the premises.  Michael Sandlin (the owner) touts the fact that the 

tiger has a swimming pool, an air conditioned den and a grassy play area, but animal advocates 

point out federal citations for failure to provide veterinary care to an arthritic tiger. Has Louisiana 

moved one step forward, 2 steps back?  Whose side are you on?  Losing a pet can send a family into grief and sadness.  Did you ever lose a family pet?  How did you 

cope? Tonight Bob and a licensed clinical social worker and grief counselor at Lake Lawn Metairie 

will talk about the recent loss of his dog, Gunner… and take your calls. Have you ever had to put a 

pet down?  How did you make the decision?  Then, let‘s swap pet stories?  Are you a dog, cat, or 

exotic pet person?   Do you treat your pet more like an animal or family?  Call in and share some 

fun or strange pet stories. Has "Your phone or your life? replaced "Your money or your life?   If you read the police reports 

you probably noticed a huge increase in cell phone armed robberies and thefts. Why are muggers 

and thieves taking cell phones along with wallets and purses?  If your phone is stolen, what should 

you do to prevent identity or financial theft?  Is there anything you can do to prevent information 

from a stolen phone from being used?



It's not a horror movie but "pit bulls on steroids" are becoming part of the investigation into a 

fatal attack in Houma.  Does owning a dangerous pet come with the same responsibility as owning 

a gun?  And how do you determine what makes a pet "dangerous?‖   Another pit bull attack…but this time it‘s the human that‘s hurting the dog.  Are pit bulls 

dangerous because their owners make them that way?  And is hurting a pet to discipline it ever 

appropriate?    

Would you ever consider plastic surgery?  If not, would it be because you‘re perfect like you are, 

wouldn‘t want to deal with the recovery or have other priorities when it comes to spending?  And, 

if you did have it, would you tell everybody or keep it to yourself?   A video of a JPSO arresting a man in his River Ridge home goes viral.  Who's really at fault here?   

If an officer tries to arrest you...should you ever resist or go quietly and let the court sort it all out?  

Has an incident with a neighbor ever resulted in the cops coming?  (Even if you don‘t like what 

prompted the police to go to this man‘s home; would you want a cop to treat you or your family 

member this way…after you politely ask, what‘s your name; why are you here; what are you 

arresting me for?)   The Metropolitan Crime Commission says you‘re more likely than ever to be convicted, if you‘re 

arrested in Orleans Parish…but there are still too many arrests for traffic attachments.  Do you 

know if you have an unpaid traffic ticket that could lead to your arrest?  Is there any way to check 

before you‘re ―cuffed and stuffed?‖  Should there be?   Have you ever been arrested in Orleans? 

What was that experience like?  A Pew poll says the political divide in the United States has grown even wider.  Do you criticize 

politicians who make everything partisan and then do the same thing yourself?  Do you even 

TALK politics with friends that don‘t agree with YOU?  If you do..has either of you changed your 

mind?

The supreme court decided a limit on an individual's donations to political candidates violates 

their free speech.  Does this open the door to money controlling government or simply reinforce the 

consitutation?

The supreme court decided a limit on an individual's donations to political candidates violates 

their free speech.  Does this open the door to money controlling government or simply reinforce the 

consitutation?
A new poll shows David Vitter and Mitch Landrieu in a statistical tie to be the next Governor of 

Louisiana.  Which one would you vote FOR…or AGAINST?Republicans begin an effort to nudge Vance McAllister out of Congress.  Should he resign over the 

―make out‖ video with a married staffer?  And if he does, should every other official with a 

scandalous indiscretion call it quits?    

Kathleen Sebelius resigns after the Healthcare.gov rollout

According to a Princeton study, the United States is no longer a democracy, but rather an 

OLIGARCHY, ruled by the interests of the rich and powerful. Does the government serve YOUR 

interests…or those who can spend the most on campaigns or lobbying?   It's a story seldom told.  Money from oil and gas on private land always went to the landowners. 

But now, when the land sinks underwater the oil and gas is still there but the money goes to the 

state.  Is that fair? It's a story seldom told.  Money from oil and gas on private land always went to the landowners. 

But now, when the land sinks underwater the oil and gas is still there but the money goes to the 

state.  Is that fair? 

The next governor of Louisiana is going to inherit a financial mess!  That‘s the word from several 

legislators. They say Governor Jindal is using accounting tricks to show a balanced budget.  If 

true, why doesn't the legislature do anything about it? 
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several Louisiana lawmakers is YES.   They say Governor Jindal is using accounting tricks to show 

a balanced budget.  If true, why doesn't the legislature do anything about it? 

Will the next governor of Louisiana inherit a financial mess?  The answer to that question from 

several Louisiana lawmakers is YES.   They say Governor Jindal is using accounting tricks to show 

a balanced budget.  If true, why doesn't the legislature do anything about it? Another government watchdog says governor Jindal‘s effort to eliminate a lawsuit against 97 oil 

companies will reverse reforms intended to depoliticize and professionalize levee districts in New 

Orleans.  The bureau of governmental research says it can compromise our flood protection.  Do 

we want to take that chance?Legislative update:  what‘s hot/what‘s not at the legislative session…and what really matters, 

especially to Greater New Orleans?  We‘ll talk politics with State Rep. Walt Leger & WWL-TV‘s 

political Analyst, Clancy Dubos.   The top issues to watch:  Common Core; levee/coastal lawsuit; 

Medicaid expansion; equal pay for women; payday loans; budget; higher education Funding (Wise 

Fund); an amendment to allow voters to decide on taxes for consent decree and firefighters pension 

fund.   Which matters most to you?  Legislative update:  What's happening at the session in Baton Rouge?  Top issues to watch:  

Common Core; levee/coastal lawsuit; Medicaid expansion; Equal pay for women; Payday Loans; 

Budget; Higher Education Funding (Wise Fund); an amendment to allow voters to decide on taxes 

for consent decree and firefighters pension fund.

Optometrists are squaring off against Ophthalmologists over who can perform surgical 

procedures. Do Optometrists really want to help rural people? Do Ophthalmologists want to 

protect patients?  Could insurance companies force us to see a less qualified doctor?    
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Optometrists are squaring off against Ophthalmologists over who can perform surgical 

procedures. Do Optometrists really want to help rural people? Do Ophthalmologists want to 

protect patients?  Could insurance companies force us to see a less qualified doctor?    

How did Governor Blanco's surplus budget turn into a deficit while Gov. Jindal is traveling 

around the country talking about how fiscally strong he has made Louisiana?

Today is Inauguration Day in New Orleans. Mayor Mitch Landrieu, Sheriff Marlin Gusman, and 

the city council (including 3 new members), will all be sworn in.  Are you optimistic that the city 

will keep improving over the next 4 years?
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lied?  Really… that‘s it?  The President tells West Point graduates ―America has never been ‗STRONGER‘ but some critics 

say his passive approach to foreign policy has WEAKENED OUR country.  What do YOU think?  

And do you agree with Obama‘s reluctance to use military muscle in places like Syria and the 

Ukraine?  

The President tells West Point graduates ―America has never been ‗STRONGER‘ but some critics 

say his passive approach to foreign policy has WEAKENED OUR country.  What do YOU think?  

And do you agree with Obama‘s reluctance to use military muscle in places like Syria and the 

Ukraine?  

Governor Jindal signs bill to stop levee board lawsuit.  How devastating is this for the state?

Eric Cantor, the House Majority Leader, lost his primary battle to a tea party-backed candidate

Eric Cantor, the House Majority Leader, lost his primary battle to a tea party-backed candidateCongressman Steve Scalise may be the bridge between Conservative party leadership and T-Party 

rebels.  It‘s all part of a scramble to replace the loss of majority leader Eric Cantor.  So…good for 

the T-Party, but good for us? 

As the Powerball jackpot rises above a quarter of a BILLION bucks…does money really buy 

happiness?  One economist says so.  What do YOU think?  And if you DID win the Powerball, 

would it make the things that are making you UNhappy automatically disappear?

Controversy builds over the ―trade‖ of the top 5 men in the Taliban for an American Army 

Sergeant.  If it was YOUR relative, would you tell them to obey orders or follow their conscience?  

And if they were to walk away, would the military owe them ANYTHING?  

Will fear of losing our privacy bring about business innovations?  Actually, it already has.  We‘ll 

talk to a privacy expert, who can teach you how disappear from Big Brother.  He says he can show 

us how to control our digital footprints and break connections that make us all traceable?  

A married representative gets caught making out with his aide...by a SECURITY camera. Are 

cameras more helpful or harmful?  And, should we be worried that we‘re ALWAYS being 

watched?  *Do you worry you‘ll get caught doing something you shouldn‘t on camera? The latest threat to our privacy seems to be something called facial recognition.  The technology 

correctly matches identities almost 98% of the time?  Now authorities will track you with cameras 

that will have your face on file…….worldwide.  If you didn't do anything wrong…….you don't 

mind…….do you?  

Europe has delivered a major blow to Google. Their highest court ruled that Google must honor 

request from its customers to delete links to personal information.  That‘s a big threat to Google‘s 

primary money machine.  If it‘s good for Europe, should it be good for us? 



Fundraiser for a sick child

37th annual Julia Jump on Friday, April 4th benefitting the Preservation Resource Center

Julia Jump-Preservation Resource CenterWho cares when a young child loses their Dad to violence?  Who cares when a child‘s father is 

incarcerated for life for drug dealing or drug use?  Who cares when a child is left struggling on his 

own because of willful neglect?  Son of a Saint!  We‘ll talk to Sonny Lee, son of former Saints 

cornerback Bivian Lee Jr., about this amazing program recently honored by the head of the FBI 

(James Comey with the Director‘s Community Leadership Award.  Son of a Saint is designed to 

enhance the lives of father boys in New Orleans.  They  enter the program between 10 & 13 years 

old…and remain with the group until they receive their college acceptance letter. If you need 

inspiration…don‘t miss this hour.  It works. (Note:  85% of youths in prison grew up in fatherless 

homes.  71% of all high school drop outs come from fatherless homes.  75% of male patients in 

chemical abuse centers come from fatherless homes.)  And please, call in and tell us--other than 

your father, did you have someone in your life that was influential or a mentor?  How much of a Did you know that 85% of youths in prison grew up n fatherless homes?  Did you know that 71% 

of all high school drop outs come from fatherless homes?  Did you know that 75% of male patients 

in chemical abuse centers come from fatherless homes?  Now…what can you do to make a 

difference in fatherless children's lives?  Sonny Lee, son of former Saints Player, Bivian Lee, 

knows first-hand what it was like.  His father died of a heart attack at age 36.  He decided to pay it 

forward and founded Son of a Saint to target these fatherless youths and to guide and mentor them 

into college. Other than your father, did you have someone in your life that was influential or a 

mentor?  How much of a difference did it make in your life? 

Kid's Zoo-to-Do this weekend and the big Zoo-to-do next weekend

PSAGIVE NOLA DAY!  Do you have a favorite charity?   Tomorrow‘s Give NOLA Day…hosted by 

the Greater New Orleans Foundation.  They‘re following a practice that‘s very successful in others 

cities.  Basically it‘s a one-day online giving event hoping to inspire people to give generously to a 

nonprofit organization that helps to make our region stronger and thriving for all.  Every dollar 

donated from midnight to midnight on May 6th will be increased with additional ―lagniappe‖ 

dollars provided by the Greater New Orleans Foundation and generous GiveNOLA sponsors.   
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PSA

PSA

Vietnam Veteran's moving wall in  Kenner  ( 5 day visit- from May 15-May 19th).  It's a one-half 

replica of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington, DC.  It will be on display at Veterans 

Park behind the City Hall Complex on Williams Blvd. 

Plaquemines Parish Seafood Festival-May 16, 17 & 18 on F. Edward Hebert Blvd, off of Woodland 

Hwy in Belle Chasse.  Benefits local charities. 

Greek Fest this weekend

Wine & Food Experience

What's going on at the World War II Museum today? Adm. Jackson is n town promoting Returning Warriors Workshop which helps soldiers retuning 

and transitioning back to civilian life.  They help soldiers with sleep and appetitite disturbances, 

decreased intimacy, job loss, financial difficulties, increased anger and/or frustration, alcohol or 

drug use and other behaviors that were not present prior to deployment.  The services are also 

available for the soldier's guest

Operas & Ferraris

MASH Clinic

Edgar "Dooky" Jr. & Leah Chase Family Foundation's 2nd annual gala. Proceeds benefit non-

profits focusing on culinary arts, education, cultural arts and social justice activities. 



Linda Ronstadt cabaret in JulyThe reigning Heisman Trophy winner gets caught stealing CRAB LEGS from a supermarket.  

What does that say about him?  And, what‘s YOUR CIE score? How old are you chronologically, 

intellectually and emotionally? And when it comes to music, does your lifestyle match what you 

like to listen to? The reigning Heisman Trophy winner gets caught stealing CRAB LEGS from a supermarket.  

What does that say about him?  And, what‘s YOUR CIE score? How old are you chronologically, 

intellectually and emotionally? And when it comes to music, does your lifestyle match what you 

like to listen to? What is PTSD( Post Traumatic Stress Disorder) ?  It's initials that you've heard a lot in the news 

lately…mainly connected to shootings on military bases or about the increase in suicides among 

veterans.  So, what is PTSD?  According to the National Institute of Mental Health,' PTSD 

develops after a terrijying ordeal that involved physical harm or the threat of physical harm.'  

Most associate this with war veterans but 'it can result from a variety of traumatic incidents, such 

as mugging, rape, torture, being kidnapped or held captive, child abuse, car accidents, train 

wrecks, plane crashes, bombings or natural disasters such as floods or earthquakes." How do we help soldiers and veterans with PTSD and other mental and emotional 

struggles…when the military has 9,500 mental health workers in America….and last year 10.5 

MILLION visits from patents?   The recent deadly shooting at Fort Hood brought focus once again 

on the mental and emotional health of service members during and after service in the U.S. 

military.  In 13 years of war 150,000 military men & women have been diagnosed with post-

traumatic stress syndrome.  And, leading authorities say PTSD is the smallest category—the 

majority deal with adjustment disorder, depression, anxiety and substance abuse.  Military 

officials admit they didn‘t expect these wars to drag on so long and as a result they‘re playing catch-

up…racing to hire more health workers and develop programs that work for service members and How do we help soldiers and veterans with PTSD and other mental and emotional 

struggles…when the military has 9,500 mental health workers in America….and last year 10.5 

MILLION visits from patents?   The recent deadly shooting at Fort Hood brought focus once again 

on the mental and emotional health of service members during and after service in the U.S. 

military.  In 13 years of war 150,000 military men & women have been diagnosed with post-

traumatic stress syndrome.  And, leading authorities say PTSD is the smallest category—the 

majority deal with adjustment disorder, depression, anxiety and substance abuse.  Military 

officials admit they didn‘t expect these wars to drag on so long and as a result they‘re playing catch-

up…racing to hire more health workers and develop programs that work for service members and 

Safety tips If someone stole your smart phone and you tracked it through an app like 'Find My Phone', would 

you go after the thief?  That's what a 26 year old yoga instructor did. She found out through GPS 

where her phone was and drove there to confront the thief. She got the phone back but was this a 

smart move or a dangerous one? What would you do?  Another death at the Morrison curve on I-10, this time a 6 year old that‘s ejected from a flipped 

over vehicle. Is that stretch of roadway just TOO dangerous and should it be redesigned? Do you 

know somebody that‘s died there or have you ever come close to disaster while you were driving 

there?Can Mayor Landrieu bring the races together so the Crescent City heals quicker and grows faster?   

Mayor Landrieu has a plan to bring about racial reconciliation.  The "welcome table New 

Orleans" initiative will look at problems stemming from the divisions of race…as well as religion, 

gender and sexuality. There have been many attempts at minimizing racism in the past…will this 

one work?

Mayor Landrieu is starting a plan to bring about racial reconciliation.  The "welcome table New 

Orleans" initiative will look at problems of religion, gender and sexuality and the divisions of race. 

There have been many attempts at minimizing racism in the past…will this one work?  



Can you rape or sexually assault your wife? Does NO mean NO even in a marriage?   That's the 

question on everyone‘s minds since the arrest of St. Bernard Parish President, Dave Peralta, who 

was charged with one count of sexual battery of his wife.   It's called ―marital rape‖ and it's illegal 

in America.  ―Research shows it can be equally, if not more, emotionally and physically 

traumatizing than rape by a stranger.‖  It also remains one of the most unreported crimes. What 

should the punishment be for a husband who rapes his wife?   Does NO mean NO even in a 

marriage?  Can you 'rape' your wife?  That's the question that's come up since the arrest of St. Bernard 

Parish President, Dave Peralta, on a charge of sexual battery of his wife.  It's called 'Marital rape'  

and it's illegal in America.  'Research shows it can be equally, if not more, emotionally and 

physically traumatizing than rape by a stranger.' It also  remains one of the most unreported 

crimes.  What should the punishment be for a husband who rapes his wife?Are you kidding me?!?  One in five girls sent to college in America will be raped….and our 

universities have known about this and done little to assist in the arrest or prosecution of the 

rapists.  The victims leave school instead of the attackers?  That's the conclusion of a White House 

task force.  Who do you trust now? Are you kidding me?!?  One in five girls sent to college in America will be raped….and our 
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rapists.  The victims leave school instead of the attackers?  That's the conclusion of a White House 

task force.  Who do you trust now? Are you kidding me?!?  One in five girls sent to college in America will be raped….and our 

universities have known about this and done little to assist in the arrest or prosecution of the 

rapists.  The victims leave school instead of the attackers?  That's the conclusion of a White House 

task force.  Who do you trust now? 

First the reports of one in five women being raped on college campuses, now claims of 

underreporting of rapes by New Orleans police.  Our police chief says his officers are doing a 

better job than ever, but some civilian groups disagree. Is rape being minimized in our society? 

First the reports of one in five women being raped on college campuses, now claims of 

underreporting of rapes by New Orleans police.  Our police chief says his officers are doing a 

better job than ever, but some civilian groups disagree. Is rape being minimized in our society? July 9th former Mayor Ray Nagin will be sentenced.  What are the sentence guidelines?  He had 

his family and friends write letters on his behalf.  If you were the judge, would you, in light of the 

letters requesting leniency, grant it? As New Orleans experiences an economic boom, let's look at how our community is developing.  

We have booming real estate, and rent & occupancy rates are sky high....but what's the story on 

blight, slumlords, and quality of life?   What's the fix for potholes,  lights out throughout the 

metro; street signs missing, neighborhoods with no trees (where it used to be lush)...not to mention 

crime, and concerns about NOPD, NOFD & first responders.  (Could the Crescent City become a 

boutique city--too expensive for the average New Orleanian to afford?   Who's buying property--

developers capitalizing on a great opportunity; mostly newbees, or locals returning home ---not 

just since Katrina, but after decades of being gone?  Who's protecting neighborhoods...from slum 

lords...or an unspoken concern--gentrification?)  

Blight, slum lords, booming rentals, potholes, street lights gentrification

Redskins and Warriors and Rebels oh my!  Houston high schools can‘t use those names as mascots 

anymore…or INDIANS etiher.  Are we becoming a kinder, gentler America or so hung up on 

getting offended that it‘s hard to even talk to anybody anymore?  



Did you lose a job; get downsized; close a business; experience a trauma…that made you start all 

over?   Are at a point in your career where you‘ve reached a dead end with no growth potential?  

Maybe it‘s time for an encore?   Don‘t miss this show…we‘ll talk to people just like you…from all 

walks of life…who faced one of the toughest challenges ever…and reinvented themselves.  We 

promise you‘ll be inspired.  And, if you‘re reinvented yourself…call in and tell us how and why?Whether you lose your job/career due to layoffs, recession, catastrophic events or are at a point in 

your life that you reached a dead end with no place left for growth, people in their 'encore' years 

(end of midlife and retirement) are looking for ways to reinvent themselves in a productive way.  

This demo is having the hardest time finding work since the recession.  Out of necessity our guests 

have reinvented themselves into successful and rewarding businesses.  Have you reinvented 

yourself?  If so, how and why? Whether you lose your job/career due to layoffs, recession, catastrophic events or are at a point in 

your life that you reached a dead end with no place left for growth, people in their 'encore' years 

(end of midlife and retirement) are looking for ways to reinvent themselves in a productive way.  

This demo is having the hardest time finding work since the recession.  Out of necessity our guests 

have reinvented themselves into successful and rewarding businesses.  Have you reinvented 

yourself?  If so, how and why? 

"The number of Americans 55 and over will grow to 112 million in 2030 up from 76 million today. 

" Encore. Org

Would you ever get married again if the first one ended in divorce?   Did you?  And is it cheaper 

overall to stay single when it comes to death, taxes or God forbid, ANOTHER divorce?   

Would you ever get married again if the first one ended in divorce?   Did you?  And is it cheaper 

overall to stay single when it comes to death, taxes or God forbid, ANOTHER divorce?   A public school in Dearborn, Michigan handed out flyers to students promoting an 

Eggstravaganza event  at a Presbyterian Church.  Muslim parents are concerned saying it is in 

violation of the principle of separation of church and state.  The church says it isn't promoting a 

religious event. There are all sorts of activities: an egg hunt, relay race and egg toss.  They say this 

is a way to engage the community.  Muslims are concerned these events are trying to convert their 

youth.  Was the school wrong to pass out these flyers?  

Should the Bible be Louisiana‘s official state book?  A Legislative committee thinks so.  What 

about you?  And if not the Bible, what SHOULD be the official book of the Pelican state?   

A former Benedictine monk bought a full page ad in the New York Times pleading with Pope 

Francis to help young gay people, who are being made homeless by their own parents.  Parents 

acting on religious beliefs?  Do homeless children contradict a church's claim of love and kindness?  

A former Benedictine monk bought a full page ad in the New York Times pleading with Pope 

Francis to help young gay people, who are being made homeless by their own parents.  Parents 

acting on religious beliefs?  Do homeless children contradict a church's claim of love and kindness?  The Story of Christ—is there historical and scientific evidence to support the  crucifixion and 

resurrection of Christ?  Dr. Vern Palmisano lectures around the world…believer or not...don't 

miss this show!  Is there historical & scientific evidence to support the crucifiction & resurrection 

of Christ? What about the broken Roman seal?  Was there an empty tomb?  Where was the stone?  

Did the soldiers leave their watch?  What about the graveclothes?  Were there post resurrection 

appearances?  How did this event change peoples lives? 

On Good Friday…does either triumph or tragedy bring you closer to or farther away from 

religion?  Do you feel abandoned when things don‘t work out, or is that the time to ask for help?  

And if things are good, are you thankful or do you think ―I got dis?‖  



Pope Francis calls for governments to ―redistribute wealth‖ to the poor to curb the ―economy of 

exclusion?‘  Nice thought but will it really work?  Or will those who WANT more TAKE more?  

Would you be willing to redistribute YOUR wealth? Who connects better to their religious congregation —someone who‘s married with children, or 

someone who‘s removed from the day to day concerns of family? What‘s it like to be in charge of 

an entire flock of church goers with all of their needs and concerns…then go home and raise 

children of your own?   If you‘re a leader of the church do you have higher expectations of your 

kids to live a perfect life?  Do they expect YOU to be perfect too?  And, does your congregation?   

Is it better to know and personally experience the issues the people you preach the word 

to—infidelity, divorce, drug & alcohol abuse, job loss, crushing family dynamics.   Is being 

married…is parenting…helpful when reaching out to your congregation…does it make you more 

sensitive; more sympathetic and empathetic?  Or, is it too big a distraction?   Who connects better to their religious congregation —someone who‘s married with children, or 

someone who‘s removed from the day to day concerns of family? What‘s it like to be in charge of 

an entire flock of church goers with all of their needs and concerns…then go home and raise 
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someone who‘s removed from the day to day concerns of family? What‘s it like to be in charge of 

an entire flock of church goers with all of their needs and concerns…then go home and raise 

children of your own?   If you‘re a leader of the church do you have higher expectations of your 

kids to live a perfect life?  Do they expect YOU to be perfect too?  And, does your congregation?   

Is it better to know and personally experience the issues the people you preach the word 

to—infidelity, divorce, drug & alcohol abuse, job loss, crushing family dynamics.   Is being 

married…is parenting…helpful when reaching out to your congregation…does it make you more 

sensitive; more sympathetic and empathetic?  Or, is it too big a distraction?   Who connects better to their religious congregation —someone who‘s married with children, or 

someone who‘s removed from the day to day concerns of family? What‘s it like to be in charge of 

an entire flock of church goers with all of their needs and concerns…then go home and raise 

children of your own?   If you‘re a leader of the church do you have higher expectations of your 

kids to live a perfect life?  Do they expect YOU to be perfect too?  And, does your congregation?   

Is it better to know and personally experience the issues the people you preach the word 

to—infidelity, divorce, drug & alcohol abuse, job loss, crushing family dynamics.   Is being 

married…is parenting…helpful when reaching out to your congregation…does it make you more 

sensitive; more sympathetic and empathetic?  Or, is it too big a distraction?   

Pope Francis says the ―DOOR is always open‖ when it comes to priestly celibacy, but would YOU 

be open to it?   Would it make priests better able to do their jobs, or would it be too big a 

distraction?  (If priests could marry, would you be one?  Would you encourage someone you love 

to become one?   And, if you belong to a religion where the ministers or priest are able marry, do 

you think that makes them more sympathetic, empathetic, relatable…or is it too big a distraction?)  



A county clerk leaves a letter of resignation that not only burns the bridge…it erodes the land it 

was built on.  Is it better to let it out when you quit a job or leave on good terms?  Have you ever 

told everybody what you REALLY thought when you left a job?  Are you glad you did it or do you 

regret it?

America‘s retirement system is collapsing.  Only 18 percent of us have saved enough to retire.  

What do with a nation who has outlived their money?  

America‘s retirement system is collapsing.  Only 18 percent of us have saved enough to retire.  

What do with a nation who has outlived their money?  The legislature considers raising the retirement age for new state employees all the way up to 

SIXTY TWO from the current age of SIXTY.  Will you be able to retire anywhere close to age 

62…and would you WANT to?   Should early retirement be a reward for public service and less 

compensation?

The Outlet Collection at Riverwalk is finally opened.  What's there?  How was the first day:  sales?  

People? 

The Ukraine is not Russia's only problem.  Russia's economy is in big trouble.  Will Putin try to 

seize more of the former Soviet Union to emphasize patriotism, when he may be trying to provoke 

war to stimulate the economy?
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seize more of the former Soviet Union to emphasize patriotism, when he may be trying to provoke 

war to stimulate the economy?

Russia says there will be consequences for the killing of 5 pro-Russian rebels.  Experts say that if 

Putin invades or threatens other countries we are required by treaty to stop him.  Are you ready 

for another war?  Russia says there will be consequences for the killing of 5 pro-Russian rebels.  Experts say that if 

Putin invades or threatens other countries we are required by treaty to stop him.  Are you ready 

for another war?  

Would you want a crime camera on your home or business?  The effort to form a network of 

private cameras continues.  But are the benefits worth the privacy you‘re sacrificing?  What if 

your own camera catches you or a guest doing something you don‘t want everybody to see?

A field experiment shows workers are more productive when they know the salary of every other 

worker.  Would ―pay transparency‖…with everybody knowing what everybody else makes… be a 

good thing or a total disaster?

A field experiment shows workers are more productive when they know the salary of every other 

worker.  Would ―pay transparency‖…with everybody knowing what everybody else makes… be a 

good thing or a total disaster?



SANDRA BULLOCK!  She‘s an Academy Award winning actress for her role as Leigh Anne 

Tuohy (TWO-eee) in ―The Blind Side‖…she received the People‘s Choice Award for ―favorite 

Humanitarian‖ for her commitment to helping Warren Easton Charter High School after Katrina.  

She‘s an adopted daughter of New Orleans, who fell so deeply in love with our Crescent City that 

her son, Louie…is from here… and his name is inspired by musical legend Louie Armstrong.  

What‘s her take on the renaissance in the Crescent City…the movie & TV industry here?  And, 

what are Sandra Bullock‘s wishes for her son, our city, our nation and the business she loves? 

(Warren Easton was heavily damaged; Sandra Bullock donated money for scholarships, band 

uniforms, athletic equipment and helped fund the renovation of the auditorium and the 

construction of a school-based health clinic.)  She loves New Orleans and New Orleans loves her Tax season is vulture time for scammers!  We‘ll review the ―dirty dozen‖ scams the IRS warns 

about…everything from identity theft to telephone scams to phishing.  What can you do to protect 

yourself and any seniors in your life?  And, what do you do, if you‘re a victim?  We‘ll talk to the 

experts.  How to protect yourself and your loved ones from scams?    State Troopers are warning the public 

about a phone scam that shows up as a law enforcement agency on caller ID.  The caller says there 

is a warrant out for the person's arrest and to avoid going to jail payment needs to be arranged 

over the phone.  Other scams in this area from the BBB:  Out of the country calls saying the person 

has won the Publisher's Clearing House and to get their money they need to pay taxes on the 

winnings;  protecting your business against phony invoices, IRS telemarketers -this scam is 

phishing for your personal information; Grant scams; and scams to lower your interests rates or 

credit repair. Scams from the AGs office: Identity Theft & Elderly fraud scams-medical alert. *La. 
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A teenager armed with a knife goes on a rampage at his school near Pittsburgh injuring 20, some 

critically.  Could teachers armed with guns have made a difference?  Would you want your child to 

try to overpower the assailant or run for their lives?  And, what do you think our kid would do?     



A teen sneaks into an airport and stows away on a plane to Hawaii.  How secure are airport, or is it 

all an illusion?

A teenager armed with a knife goes on a rampage at his school near Pittsburgh injuring 20, some 

critically.  Could teachers armed with guns have made a difference?  Would you want your child to 

try to overpower the assailant or run for their lives?  And, what do you think our kid would do?     

Self-driving Google cars may be 10 years away…but today‘s cars now include self-driving 

capabilities.   Are you comfortable riding in a car that can park, has radar to avoid collisions, 

senses when you‘re drifting out of your lane and can talk to you when it senses danger?  

Sex at any age:  33 million men suffer from erectile dysfunction.  More men suffer from premature 

ejaculation than emen who have impotence.  Female sexual problems are more common than men 

with sexual problems.  Women tend to suffer in silence.  A new law allowing students to be anonymously surveyed about their sexual activity barely gets 

out of a house committee.  Will that help a state that‘s in the top five in STD‘s?  Should kids be 

sheltered as long as possible or told about the things that can hurt them as soon as they can 

understand?  

Shooting in Kansas

Do you own a small business?  Captial One Spark Business is going on a 10 week journey across 

America ' to explore the true fabric of America's economy-small business.'   I Am Small Business 

Proud campaign  will travel more than 7, 000 miles to 35 cities to shine the light on small 

businesses and business owners. What are their challenges, successes and passions?  
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Do you own a small business?  Captial One Spark Business is going on a 10 week journey across 

America ' to explore the true fabric of America's economy-small business.'   I Am Small Business 

Proud campaign  will travel more than 7, 000 miles to 35 cities to shine the light on small 

businesses and business owners. What are their challenges, successes and passions?  Have you ever thought—how can I do something I LOVE for a living…and do GOOD at the same 

time?  There‘s a new business phenomenon happening right here in New Orleans. It‘s called 

Propeller. As we experience an economic boom… this non-profit economic development engine is 

tackling tough challenges in New Orleans by launching socially-minded businesses.  We‘re talking 

businesses like: community farms, a mobile dental clinic, a healthy food hub, a kayaking tour 

company, and more.  They‘ve helped 36 ventures in 3 years with innovative solutions to:  blight, 

food access, public health, wetlands loss, criminal justice, workforce development and more."  Do 

you have an idea that could become a thriving business while making a difference in the 



It's a match made in economic development heaven…helping young businesses that can impact 

social issues in the city with creative solutions.  What types of ventures have they helped:  a mobile 

dental clinic, community farms, a food hub, a weblands kayaking tour company and a maternal 

health collective.  They have helped "36 ventures in 3 years with innovative solutions to:  blight 

food access, public health, wetlands loss, criminal justice, workforce development and more."    Do 

you have an idea that could make an difference in the community?  A Maryland gun store owner decides not to sell ―smart guns‖ after getting BOTH those that love 

guns and hate guns angry.  Would a radio controlled gun lead to more or less guns and is the 

technology reliable?  
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technology reliable?  

A bill gets through a Senate committee that would allow hospitals to NOT hire somebody just 

because they smoke.  Can your health be harmed just by BEING AROUND someone who smells 

like smoke?  And, what about somebody who drinks or eats too much or too little? 
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like smoke?  And, what about somebody who drinks or eats too much or too little? 

Researchers find people smoking on TV can reinforce smoking in grow ups and make it harder for 

them to quit.  What made you start smoking?  And, do shows like Mad Men make you want to 

smoke more…or even start again if you managed to quit?  

Researchers find people smoking on TV can reinforce smoking in grow ups and make it harder for 

them to quit.  What made you start smoking?  And, do shows like Mad Men make you want to 

smoke more…or even start again if you managed to quit?  

Talk about controversial opinions!  An award winning journalist & author says the anti-smoking 

crusade is an act of tyranny.  We‘ll try to answer this question--does the government‘s ban on 

smoking threaten the freedom for anyone who dares to trade longevity for pleasure?  

Social media erupts after a high school allows an 18 year old student to include her baby in a 

senior photo. *Is graduating with a child an accomplishment to be made known or a shame that 

should be hidden? Plus, after the furor over ―skateboard dad,‖ does social media shine light on 

things that are wrong or create an anonymous ―mob mentality?‖
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senior photo. *Is graduating with a child an accomplishment to be made known or a shame that 

should be hidden? Plus, after the furor over ―skateboard dad,‖ does social media shine light on 

things that are wrong or create an anonymous ―mob mentality?‖Should the governor sign a new law that would prohibit speed cameras on Interstates?  What if 

they were set at 90, 100 or higher?  Where would you like to see them?  Would it be better to have 

them there than on local streets?   



Should the governor sign a new law that would prohibit speed cameras on Interstates?  What if 

they were set at 90, 100 or higher?  Where would you like to see them?  Would it be better to have 

them there than on local streets?   

 Prom spending is down this year, but still averaging almost one thousand big ones for the big 

occasion?  How much do you spend on prom?  And, are we parents spending too much on our 

kids?  If the sky‘s the limit…how will they ever come down to earth and learn to earn?  How do 

you balance – giving your kids memories they‘ll never forget & spoiling them?The Pels wrap up a wounded season, failing to make a playoff appearance after a plethora of 

injuries.  Are hurt players a legitimate excuse in sports or is it something that everybody has to 

deal with…and OVERCOME?  

Saints OTAs are going on, and the competition for center is underway

The NFL draft is Thursday! Should the Saints go offense or defense? And what LSU Tigers are 

likely to get selected early?It‘s Draft Day for the Saints and the NFL.  Who do you want the Saints to pick in the first round?  

Offense, defense or the best player available?  Plus….who do you think is the BEST…or WORST 
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Offense, defense or the best player available?  Plus….who do you think is the BEST…or WORST 

player the Saints ever drafted?

Now that the draft is done… what overall grade would you give the Saints?  What player will make 

the most immediate contribution to the black and gold?  And what will be the biggest roadblock 

that will be on the Saints path to the Super Bowl?     

Now that the draft is done… what overall grade would you give the Saints?  What player will make 

the most immediate contribution to the black and gold?  And what will be the biggest roadblock 

that will be on the Saints path to the Super Bowl?     

The Saints have seen players come and go in free agency. How's the roster lookin' for 2014?

Let's get the rundown on LSU's Pro Day.  Who are the Tigers top prospects, and who needs to put 

on a good performance?

Let‘s talk about the Saints 2014 schedule. What do you think will be the biggest game of the 

season?  And, which team got kissed and who got kicked…particularly in the NFC South?   

Let‘s talk about the Saints 2014 schedule. What do you think will be the biggest game of the 

season?  And, which team got kissed and who got kicked…particularly in the NFC South?   

Let‘s talk about the Saints 2014 schedule. What do you think will be the biggest game of the 

season?  And, which team got kissed and who got kicked…particularly in the NFC South?    Sean Payton says he‘s not sure if they‘ll contractually lock up Mark Ingram like they did Cam 

Jordan. Should they?  Will #22 finally pay off or is it time for the Saints to cut their losses by 

cutting Mark Ingram? 

More and more NFL players are becoming ―vegans.‖  Is it healthy?  And could you EVER be 

satisfied if you couldn‘t eat ANYTHING that came from animals…or seafood?  



Do professional athletes really have a choice if they know the boss is a bigot or racist?  Do you?  

Have you ever worked for somebody who had opinions that were repugnant to you?  Would you 

―bounce‖ only if your paycheck started to? 

Let‘s talk about the 3 R‘s – Redskins, Reid and Racism.  Harry Reid says the name ―Redskins‖ for 

the Washington team is as offensive as Donald Sterling‘s behavior with the Clippers.  Does he have 

a point or the race card he‘s playing just a joker?  

Let‘s talk about the 3 R‘s – Redskins, Reid and Racism.  Harry Reid says the name ―Redskins‖ for 

the Washington team is as offensive as Donald Sterling‘s behavior with the Clippers.  Does he have 

a point or the race card he‘s playing just a joker?  Saints Executive Vice President & General Manager Mickey Loomis holds his pre-draft press 

conference at 10 today.  We‘ll carry it live for you with Saints sideline reporter, Kristian Garic at 

Saints headquarters.  This is Mickey Loomis‘ ―state of the team‖ address; looking at off-season 

accomplishments, team acquisitions, team need…as T-Bob & Kristian say—it‘s ―Draft-mas Eve.‖   

The Saints have 7 selections in the NFL Draft…their 1st pick is #27.  A big question—should they 

move up or stay pat?  And, who should the Black & Gold‘s 1st selection?  Do they go for a wide 

receiver or an offensive lineman—somebody to protect Drew?   Who are the top 3 players on the 

Saints wish list?  What‘s the greatest need for the Black & Gold?  Should a ―Drew understudy be 

part of this year‘s draft class?  And, Who Dat Nation we want to talk to you.  Who‘s your 1st pick 

for the Saints?  And, who do you consider the top player in the entire NFL Draft?  
At 3– it‘s a Who Dat Draft party with Angela & Todd Menesses…or was that Deke or Hokie?   

Alright Who Dat Nation – we want to get your black & gold juices flowing before the Draft begins.  

Who would you pick 1
st
 round?   What are the Saints top 3 needs?  Who‘s the best player in the 

Draft?   Is Jimmy Graham a tight end or receiver...AND would you trade Graham and a lower 

round pick, if it moves you up into the top 10?  Yesterday Saints Executive Vice President & 

General Manager Mickey Loomis gave his ―state of the Saints address‖…a preview of the Saints 

2014 draft.  As usual Mickey held his draft cards close to his vest, but he did site 2 examples where 

the Saints picked the BEST PLAYER rather than the need—Deuce McAlister (best running back 

ever) and Will Smith (a Pro Bowler).   Would you pick BEST PLAYER available 1
st
 round…or 

would you base your pick solely on need?   Let‘s have a Who Dat party with Angela and her Saints 
After day one of the NFL draft, are you happy with the Saints decision and will it move the black 

and gold closer…or farther away…from another Super Bowl?  

After day one of the NFL draft, are you happy with the Saints decision and will it move the black 

and gold closer…or farther away…from another Super Bowl?  ESPN televises Michael Sam, the first openly gay football player kissing his boyfriend after being 

drafted and the controversy kicks in.  Did it bother you?  Was it a ―teachable‖ moment and what 

did you teach?   Plus what does it does say about America and football that Sam‘s jersey is the 2nd 

highest seller?ESPN televises Michael Sam, the first openly gay football player kissing his boyfriend after being 

drafted and the controversy kicks in.  Did it bother you?  Was it a ―teachable‖ moment and what 

did you teach?   Plus what does it does say about America and football that Sam‘s jersey is the 2nd 

highest seller?LSU AD Joe Alleva says beer might one day be sold in Tiger Stadium.  Good golly….alcohol being 

consumed in Tiger Stadium?  Would you like to be able to buy a cold brew while LSU is playing?  

Would it change the experience?  And what is it about alcohol that makes football games more 

fun?



Join us for a sports roundtable about the Michael Sam controversy...with Bobby Hebert, T-Bob 

Hebert, Deke Bellavia and Kristian Garic.   The All-American, 2014 SEC Defensive player of the 

Year--is the first openly gay player in the NFL. Will he be judged by his ability or sexual 

orientation?  Will the focus be his play on the field or the kiss?  If Michael Sam is one of the best 

players at his position (known as fierce & ferocious—a 260-pound defensive end), why did it take 

249 picks?   Is he good enough to make it in the NFL?  
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Is cheerleading a sport?  It‘s a debate between athletics and cheerleaders.  Today's cheerleading is 

more than shaking pompoms.  It is a very competitive, athletic and strenuous sport. Were you a 

cheerleader?  Do your kids cheer?  Do you consider cheerleading a sport?  

Is cheerleading a sport?  It‘s a debate between athletics and cheerleaders.  Today's cheerleading is 

more than shaking pompoms.  It is a very competitive, athletic and strenuous sport. Were you a 

cheerleader?  Do your kids cheer?  Do you consider cheerleading a sport?  

She wrote an op/ed piece that appeared in The Advocate on cheerleading and whether it is a sport 

or not. 

Your reaction to the announcement of SuperBowl 52.  Did the owner‘s make the right decision and 

what would another SuperBowl in New Orleans mean to YOU?  

Your reaction to the announcement of SuperBowl 52.  Did the owner‘s make the right decision and 

what would another SuperBowl in New Orleans mean to YOU?  

Aaron Brooks and John Carney both get elected to the Saints Hall of Fame.  Right or wrong move?  

And where does Brooks rank in the history of Saints QBs?

Your reaction to the announcement of SuperBowl 52.  Did the owner‘s make the right decision and 

what would another SuperBowl in New Orleans mean to YOU?  

LSU baseball in the SEC tournament! Do the Tigers have what it takes to win the SEC?  And will 

they be going to Omaha?



OTA update

ULL baseball

LSU baseballLet‘s talk about the latest sports controversies with Bobby Hebert, Deke Bellavia & T-Bob 

Hebert—the Donald Sterling/L.A. Clippers scandal--who's suing, who's selling, who's buying the 

team? Donald Sterling filed a billion dollar lawsuit against the NBA.  How'd the NBA counter?  

And, what are the implications for the players and the Fall basketball season?  ALSO, Mark 

Cuban‘s candid statements—is it true that we‘re all prejudice; we‘re all bigots in some way?   AND 

the SEC power play--the Southeastern Conference sent a strong message to the NCAA Friday--

provide the Power Five some autonomy or they'll form their own division.   THEN, Jimmy 

Graham‘s grievance hearing is June 17th & 18th…how do you think this plays out? 

 Stirling, Cuban remarks, S.E.C. power play & Jimmy Graham grievance

The latest sports controversy: Stirling, Cuban remarks & Jimmy Graham grievance

LSU falls to Houston in the NCAA baseball tournament

Trial begins for a former collegiate athlete who argues he and others should receive compensation 

besides just education for what they‘re worth to the University.  With basketball players valued at 

$350 thousand a year and football players worth $150 thousand…are they right?The Saints have the FOURTH best NFL fan base in the NFL…REALLY?  Who dat ranked above 

da WHO DAT‘S?  And who‘s hot and who‘s not as the boys in Black and Gold begin mini-camp 

and their quest for another championship?Is Jimmy Graham a tight end or wide receiver?  Every sports analyst and Who Dat in the nation is 

having the 5 million dollar debate.  Does he deserve a $7 million or $12 million?   Join Angela with 

Kristian Garic, T-Bob Hebert and Doug Mouton.   The NFL Management Council, that represents 

the league‘s 32 teams, contends Jimmy is a tight end, which would earn him $7 million this season, 

if a long-term deal isn‘t worked out by July 15th.  Graham‘s camp argues coaches used him more 

like a wide receiver in the team‘s offensive strategy, therefore he should be paid as one…which 

would garner #80 $12.3 million dollars under the franchise tag rules.  So is he an All Pro Tight End 

who deserves top pay at that position?  Or is Jimmy Graham a wide receiver?  You be the judge!Is Jimmy Graham a tight end or wide receiver?  Every sports analyst and Who Dat in the nation is 

having the 5 million dollar debate.  Does he deserve a $7 million or $12 million?   Join Angela with 
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if a long-term deal isn‘t worked out by July 15th.  Graham‘s camp argues coaches used him more 

like a wide receiver in the team‘s offensive strategy, therefore he should be paid as one…which 

would garner #80 $12.3 million dollars under the franchise tag rules.  So is he an All Pro Tight End 

who deserves top pay at that position?  Or is Jimmy Graham a wide receiver?  You be the judge!



Could you make the case FOR or AGAINTS Jimmy Graham?  Graham wants wide receiver 

bucks; the Saints say he‘s a tight end.   Which is it…and why?

Could you make the case FOR or AGAINTS Jimmy Graham?  Graham wants wide receiver 

bucks; the Saints say he‘s a tight end.   Which is it…and why?

Patent office cancels Washington Redskins trademarks stating it is disparaging of Native 

Americans. Do you agree with this decision?

A new Jimmy John's is opening on the Northshore.  And let's talk about OTAs and how the team is 

looking

Are you a soccer fan?  It‘s becoming more popular, especially with kids and teens, but a lot of 

Americans can‘t get into it.  How about you?  And we‘ll talk about a few things you should know 

about before the US plays Germany in the World Cup.The Packers started a dating site to connect ―Packer Backers.‖   Should the Saints start a ―WHO 

DAT HOOKUP?‖   And…could you date somebody who loves the OTHER team...even if it‘s 

YOUR team‘s biggest rival?St. Tammany parish update: fracking, opening of Southeast Veterans Cemetery, hurricane 

preparations

Two 12 year old girls stab their friend 19 times…WHY?  A fictional internet 

character…REALLY?!?  Parents, does this make you worry about what your kids are viewing on 

line?  Which is more powerful and more influential in your home—the internet or YOU? 
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character…REALLY?!?  Parents, does this make you worry about what your kids are viewing on 

line?  Which is more powerful and more influential in your home—the internet or YOU? 

Wisconsin law says the two 12 year olds, who stabbed their friend over a fictional internet 
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questioning our state's decision NOT to sue oil companies for wetlands destruction.  Is using BP 

money BEFORE we have it another indication of we can't be trusted?  Governor Jindal is pulling out a billion dollars from the BP oil spill money to plug budget holes. 

 When we will get the money to replace the billion dollars in unclear.  Some in Washington are 

already questioning the state's decision not to sue oil companies for wetlands destruction.  Is using 

BP money before we have it another indication of we can't be trusted with coastal restoration 

money? 



Is Louisiana‘s budget a cracked foundation?  Governor Jindal and Louisiana lawmakers have 

settled on a 24.6 billion dollar budget for this fiscal year.  However, almost $1 billion of that comes 

from one-time financing sources—leaving a big hole for next year‘s budget.  How do we stop 

relying on funding that‘s not guaranteed and fill in the hole for future budgets?  And, do you 

consider Bobby Jindal a fiscally responsible governor?  Governor Jindal and Louisiana lawmakers 
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STATE OF THE CITY!   What's the state of the City of New Orleans?  What condition is our 

condition in--excellent, good, fair, poor?  In the next 4 years, where do you want New Orleans to 

make bigger strides—economically, politically or socially?   Today Mayor Mitch Landrieu is sworn 

in for his 2nd term…the New Orleans City Council gets 3 new leaders (Council-member-at-Large 

Jason Williams; District C Nadine Ramsey; District D Jared Brossett)…and a host of other city 

leaders officially take office (Sheriff Marlin Gusman, Clerk of Court Dale Atkins, Clerk of 

Criminal District Court Arthur A. Morrell and Orleans Cornor Jeffrey Rouse).   How‘s the city 

doing 4 years after Landrieu‘s 1st term?  What are the top political, economic and social 
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 The number of stay at home dads has risen by SEVEN HUNDRED FIFTY PERCENT since 1989.  

Would you be comfortable being a stay at home dad?   Or bringing home the bacon if you‘re a 

woman?  And is it a good, or bad, thing for the kids?   

 The number of stay at home dads has risen by SEVEN HUNDRED FIFTY PERCENT since 1989.  

Would you be comfortable being a stay at home dad?   Or bringing home the bacon if you‘re a 

woman?  And is it a good, or bad, thing for the kids?   



 A new study shows more women are becoming stay at home moms?  But MORE of them live in 

poverty.  Is it always their CHOICE?  And is a stay at home better for the kids than a working 

mom?  ALSO: the states with the biggest pay gaps for men & women—Wyoming and Louisiana.  

Ladies—do you know women in other states who do the same job as you, but earn a lot more? When‘s the last time you STAYED home for vacation?   New Orleans is one of top STAYCATION 

destinations.   If you‘re looking for something fun and interesting to do with or without your kids 

this summer, you don‘t have to go far or spend a lot of money.  We‘ll look at the best vacation spots 

right here in our own backyard.  Have you taken your kids on a riverboat cruise…on a plantation 

or swamp tour?  What about cooking classes or a kayak ride on the Bayou?   How about a 

streetcar ride or a trip to a museum, like NOMA, Ogden or World War II museum?  Or, just a 

picnic under the majestic oaks in City Park or Audubon?  Tourists flock to our Crescent City to 

experience charm, history, music, art & culture.  Why not us?  Why not be a tourist in your own 

What's happening at city park for kids and adults

Cruises and tours for the family

What's happening at the Ogden Museum

What should happen to L.A. Clippers owner Donald Sterling who caught on tape making racist 

remarks.  Legally, can he be forced to give up the team?   Also, instead of silently protesting, 

should players refuse to play until action is taken?  And, what should other NBA owners do?     

What should happen to L.A. Clippers owner Donald Sterling who caught on tape making racist 

remarks.  Legally, can he be forced to give up the team?   Also, instead of silently protesting, 

should players refuse to play until action is taken?  And, what should other NBA owners do?     

The NBA hands down its ruling on the Donald Sterling case.  Does the punishment fit the offense?    

Is the stock market rigged?  Investors are rattled by a 60 Minutes report about high speed traders, 

who reportedly work the stock market to their advantage.  It‘s based on a book by New Orleanian 

Michael Lewis.  If you believe the story Flash Boys…who do you trust?   And, if it‘s true, do you 

trust the market? Is the stock market rigged?  Investors are rattled by a 60 Minutes report about high speed traders, 

who reportedly work the stock market to their advantage.  It‘s based on a book by New Orleanian 

Michael Lewis.  If you believe the story Flash Boys…who do you trust?   And, if it‘s true, do you 

trust the market? 

The stock market keeps going up and retirement savings keep going down.  10,000 people are 

hitting 65 every day in America and many are lucky to have $12,000 in savings.  Is it too late for 

baby boomers to get in the market and really prepare to retire?  
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baby boomers to get in the market and really prepare to retire?  The stock market keeps going up and retirement saving keep going down.  10,000 people are 

hitting 65 every day in America and many are lucky to have $12,000 in savings.  Is it too late for 

them to get in the market? 



Have you ever been held up by roadwork?  New Orleans City officials warn drivers that street 

repairs will be around for years.  Do you avoid certain streets or highways because of 

construction?  And what areas have streets that NEED fixin‘ but ain‘t get them yet?  Should there be a streetcar line down North Rampart Street?  Critics are concerned about 

'reduced neutrl ground saying it would take away already limited green space and make it harder 

for pedestrians to cross the street.  It would also interrupt traffic flow since left turning cars are 

now able to get out of the traffic lane to make a turn.'   Others are concerned about ' bicycle lanes 

on the road, vibrations along the route and what will happen to existing bus line once the streetcars 

roll."  On the pro side,  'streetcars have been proven to drive economic development and would 

draw more people into the neighborhoods.'  Can you have progress without inconvenience?  Should there be a streetcar line down North Rampart Street?  Critics are concerned about 
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draw more people into the neighborhoods.'  Can you have progress without inconvenience?   Quarter residents are frustrated after broken pipes underground cause a pothole to keep re-

appearing.  Where are the WORST streets in the area?  Plus will streets keep sinking until we fix 

underneath?  And how much will that cost?  Would you buy a house where the streets are full of 

potholes?  Quarter residents are frustrated after broken pipes underground cause a pothole to keep re-

appearing.  Where are the WORST streets in the area?  Plus will streets keep sinking until we fix 

underneath?  And how much will that cost?  Would you buy a house where the streets are full of 

potholes? 

A new research project proves people are more stressed at home than they are at work.  What 

about you?  And what it is it about either that stresses you out? 

Students around the country are blaming Michelle Obama for their ―nasty lunches‖.  One says 

―starving kids at school‖ is no way to combat childhood obesity.  Is it?   And when  you were in 

school…was the cafeteria food tasty or terrible?  

Friday the 13th and FULL MOON together which won‘t happen again 2049. Are you 

superstitious? Have any rituals?  How about a surefire ―lucky charm‖? And do full moons 

REALLY bring out the strange in people?

Friday the 13th and FULL MOON together which won‘t happen again 2049. Are you 

superstitious? Have any rituals?  How about a surefire ―lucky charm‖? And do full moons 

REALLY bring out the strange in people?

Scientists say swearing is actually GOOD for you. Is it good for you?  Do you cuss it up all the time, 

only when you‘re upset or NEVER? At what age did your parents accept you using foul language? 

Scientists say swearing is actually GOOD for you. Is it good for you?  Do you cuss it up all the time, 

only when you‘re upset or NEVER? At what age did your parents accept you using foul language? 



The White House has weakened rules that would regulate tobacco.  Let me get this straight, 

tobacco kills, maims and sickens million of people but not only is it still legal, but now we're 

regulating it less? Anybody see hypocrisy?  Anybody see a political dollar bill? Tanning bed controversy to tan or not to tan? AND, should minors be banned from tanning beds?  

What's the truth about UV tanning beds?  We'll give you tips on : summer skin care, skin cancer 

prevention, anti aging prevention  and taking care of skin when you're over 30.  Are you a sun 

worshipper?  Do you sun tan or tanning bed tan?  

HB 746 will ban minors from using tanning beds. She'll give us the status of the bill. As the deadline looms…are you happy with the income tax system in the United States?  Would 

you prefer a fair tax or a flat tax?  Or does it even matter since our government will spend as 

much…or more money than it takes in?   

If you live in New Orleans you are going to be asked to pay more taxes.  We‘ve been ordered by the 

courts to pay for improvements to the police force and jail keepers, plus fund the firefighter‘s 

pensions.  We don‘t have the money.  Are you ready to pay more to live here?  
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Most of us have heard the reports about how states and cities have little money for roads and 

infrastructure.  We rely a lot on the feds.  Now comes word that federal funding is going broke.  

How do states, cities and towns manage if no new monies are found…more taxes?   
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How do states, cities and towns manage if no new monies are found…more taxes?   If you own or operate a small business in Louisiana, are tax free internet sales hurting you?  Some 

business leaders say internet sales are putting local retailers out of business.  That‘s why they‘re 

backing the Marketplace Fairness Act.  They say online and catalog retailers…no matter where 

they are located…should be required to collect sales taxes at the time of the transaction…exactly 
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If you own or operate a small business in Louisiana, are tax free internet sales hurting you?  Some 

business leaders say internet sales are putting local retailers out of business.  That‘s why they‘re 

backing the Marketplace Fairness Act.  They say online and catalog retailers…no matter where 

they are located…should be required to collect sales taxes at the time of the transaction…exactly 

like local retailers. Do you agree or disagree? Should phone companies market to 5-year-olds?  Sprint is doing just that!  The ―We Go‖ is a 

simple cellphone targeted to the 5-12 year old group.  There are features that make it easy for a 

child to use, but it also has a safety feature that allows the child to pull a ring on a string if he or 

she is in danger.  An alarm goes off and sends the parent a text.  When the parent calls the child 

back, it activates the microphone and camera.  You want your child to be safe, but you're also 

putting expensive computer technology in the hands of a child.  Where do you stand on this issue?  

Should 5 year olds have cell phones?

Stephen Hawkings, one of the world‘s top physicists, says, ―I strongly warn that computers are an 

imminent threat to humanity!‖  He, a MIT physicist, a Nobel laureate and a computer scientist at 

Berkeley have formed a group to warn the world.  Do you see a threat?

Stephen Hawkings, one of the world‘s top physicists, says, ―I strongly warn that computers are an 

imminent threat to humanity!‖  He, a MIT physicist, a Nobel laureate and a computer scientist at 

Berkeley have formed a group to warn the world.  Do you see a threat?Most of us heard of self-driving cars, but did you know many cars are talking to each other?  Now, 

the most important question…just how much control are you willing to give a car?  (The federal 

gov‘t declared this week—no more dumb cars…or at least, no mute cars.  The National Highway 

Safety Administration will soon require all new cars talk to one another…analyzing traffic flow; 

flagging roadwork or accidents ahead, etc…)

President Obama was recently quoted as saying ―I‘m most concerned about a nuke being 

detonated in Manhattan.  He made that statement in response to how concerned was he about 

Russian and Crimea.  Was it just an off-the-cuff response or the revealing of a real threat?  

President Obama was recently quoted as saying ―I‘m most concerned about a nuke being 

detonated in Manhattan.  He made that statement in response to how concerned was he about 

Russian and Crimea.  Was it just an off-the-cuff response or the revealing of a real threat?  



The Humane Society of the United States has settled a racketeering lawsuit against them for their 

part of  $15.75 million dollars in legal fees paid by Ringling Bros Circus .  HSUS sued for alleged 

mistreatment of Asian Elephants which they said was totally baseless.   HSUS has claimed they are 

all about protecting animals from abuse and caring for them but their tax records show the 

different story of less than 1 per cent of donations going to support local hands-on pet shelters.   Do 

you contribute to The Humane Society or other so called animal protection organizations who are 

more about collecting money for political agendas?The Humane Society of the United States has settled a racketeering lawsuit against them for their 

part of  $15.75 million dollars in legal fees paid by Ringling Bros Circus .  HSUS sued for alleged 

mistreatment of Asian Elephants which they said was totally baseless.   HSUS has claimed they are 

all about protecting animals from abuse and caring for them but their tax records show the 

different story of less than 1 per cent of donations going to support local hands-on pet shelters.   Do 

you contribute to The Humane Society or other so called animal protection organizations who are 

more about collecting money for political agendas?

Should states have the right…if they want to charge tolls on Interstate Highways?  The Obama 

Administration says ―YES.‖  What do you say?  Would it depend on what the money was used for?  

 WRESTLEMANIA takes hold of the area for the weekend.  Was it good BUSINESS as well as a 

good SHOW?   Did ya go and how much did you spend?  And if you own a business...was it "no 

holds barred" when it comes to fan spending? 

If cameras are used at lights…should time the lights are YELLOW all be the same?  That‘s what 

the legislature will consider.  While they‘re at it…should EVERY light be yellow for the same 

amount of time.  And…when you come to a yellow light…do you speed up...or apply the brakes?  What‘s trending this week with WWL News Director Dave Cohen, T-Bob Hebert & T-Pot from B-

97‘s afternoon swirl.   We‘ll talk what‘s hot in news, sports, entertainment & social media.  

Everything from World Cup fever…to Governor Jindal & Superintendent White‘s feud over 

Common Core…to Steve Scalise becoming House Majority Whip…to Boehner suing President 

Obama in executive order suit…to the NFL removing the cap discussion on concussion 

damages…to a dad facing murder charges after leaving his toddler in a hot SUV all day...to the 

Pelicans trade for Rockets Center...and the latest Kardashian controversies.   What‘s trending this week with WWL News Director Dave Cohen, T-Bob Hebert & T-Pot from B-
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Everything from World Cup fever…to Governor Jindal & Superintendent White‘s feud over 

Common Core…to Steve Scalise becoming House Majority Whip…to Boehner suing President 

Obama in executive order suit…to the NFL removing the cap discussion on concussion 

damages…to a dad facing murder charges after leaving his toddler in a hot SUV all day...to the 

Pelicans trade for Rockets Center...and the latest Kardashian controversies.   

Does it worry you when people ride around with dogs moving around freely in the back of their 

trucks?  A new law would force them to put their pets in cages.  Agree or not?  And, what about 

people?  Ever let your kids ride unrestrained in the back of a truck? 



Do you often question who you should I trust?   We‘ll give you two more reasons why--2 reputable 

organizations produce studies that claim student debt is NOT a big problem and there is NO 

heroin epidemic.  Is this why we cling to dogma and have no desire to hear the other side?  
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heroin epidemic.  Is this why we cling to dogma and have no desire to hear the other side?  Viewx Carre Property Owners, Residents & Associates  wants 40+ of 60 t-shirt shops in the French 

Quarter to shut down.  They claim the shops don't have the proper permits.  Shop owners, some in 

business for 30 years, say that's not so.  They feel they should be grandfathered in because when 

they originally applied for licenses there wasn't a category for  T-shirt shops.  Who's side are you 

on?  French Quarter residents or shop owners?  Do you think there are too many T-shirt shops in 
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 It‘s official…Stephen Colbert will replace David Letterman.  But would Tina Fey have been the 

better pick?  IF Colbert, the two Jimmy‘s and Tina Fey were your choices…who would you watch?  

And could a woman win the late night war?  Taxis, Limos and Uber….Bloomberg  Businessweek calls it, " Invasion of the Taxi Snatchers." 

They operate in 70 cities around the world and booked more than $1 billion in 2013. Who are 

they?  Uber is a digital ride sharing company that allows customers to order a ride, track the 

location of their car, pay  and rate their driver through the Uber app.  Taxi & limo drivers object 

because Uber isn't regulated like they are.  They charge whatever they want. They don't follow city 

regulations and rules. They don't want the risk or liability for any accidents.  In 2012, New Orleans 

reformed the taxi cab industry.  The new requirements: newer cars, GPS, safety cameras & credit 

card machines.  You for or against Uber in New Orleans?Taxis, Limos and Uber….Bloomberg  Businessweek calls it, " Invasion of the Taxi Snatchers." 
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Uber vs. taxi cabs!   Uber is a phone app that connects you with the nearest independent drivers 

who will get you to your destination.   It‘s popular worldwide…valued at 18 billion dollars. Why 

are New Orleans cab companies battling Uber?  Why have cities like Austin & Chicago refused 

their business?   Stifled competition or unfair competition …that‘s the question.

Uber vs. taxi cabs!   Uber is a phone app that connects you with the nearest independent drivers 

who will get you to your destination.   It‘s popular worldwide…valued at 18 billion dollars. Why 

are New Orleans cab companies battling Uber?  Why have cities like Austin & Chicago refused 

their business?   Stifled competition or unfair competition …that‘s the question.

Let's get the latest on what's happening with Russia and Ukraine

Does the V.A. have its own death panel?  You tell me.  There are allegations now that 40 war vets 

died at a Colorado clinic…waiting for appointments…while workers covered up delays.  This 

makes me angry…you?  When will we understand we owe veterans?   

The Secretary of the Veterans Administration resigns.  Symbolic or substantial change?  And, how 

long are wait times here in New Orleans…and how good or poor is the care?

The President addresses the ongoing problems with the VA. Have you or your family member tried 

to get help from the VA? How‘d that turn out for you? Is that really our mentality in this 

country—fight for us now and you‘re on your own later?

More and more parents are saying NO to vaccinations for their kids.  Are vaccines that dangerous 

or are parents overreacting to release forms they‘re forced to sign before the shots?  And are you 

PRO or ANTI vaccination?  

What are the best and worst states for veterans to retire?Are consumers growing weary of Walmart?  Sales and stock prices are down while protests over 

wages are rising.  Do you still shop at WalMart?  Did you ever?  What do you LOVE…or HATE 

about it
Walmarts – do you love 'em or hate 'em?  NO East welcomed a new Walmart with open arms for 

bringing badly needed shopping and job opportunities to the community.  Conversely, residents in 

an area south of Covington have a completely different attitude by opposing a new Walmart they 

consider a "monstrosity" that will blight a quiet, residential area with increased traffic congestion, 

drainage and social problems.   
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Hurricane season is just around the corner, and local officials are working on a Hurricane Phil test 

scenarioColorado State University is predicting a ―mild‖ hurricane season with 9 named storms, 3 

hurricanes and one major hurricane. They say we are heading for an El Nino effect in the Pacific 

which means cooler waters in the Atlantic.  Do you pay attention to the predictions?  Have you 

started hurricane preparations for you and your family?  And, if our area gets a hurricane, at 

what point would you evacuate?  And, which hurricane in the past decade impacted you most – 

Katrina, Rita, Gustav, Ike, Isaac, other?     
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WEBB HUBBELL—the man who many say took the fall for Bill & Hillary Clinton for the White 

Water scandal.  He‘ll give us a peek inside the Clinton inner circle…an intimate look at the making 

of a president…and a presidential hopeful.Research says the scales are ironically tipped in favor of the thinner candidate when it comes to 

elections. Would you be more inclined to vote for, hire or hang out with people that are thin rather 

than those that are more "well rounded"?  Would you be embarrassed to be seen in public with a 

significant other that was obese? 

A new report by a medical journal says ONE THIRD of the world is fat?  Why?  And if you‘ve 

ever lost weight, how‘d you do it?  Plus…if you are overweight…do you care?

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration officials say…whoops!  The Gulf is rising 

faster than we thought.  So now on top of subsidence and dying wetlands we can add the threat of 

the Gulf moving north!  Anybody for some crawfish and beer?   

The fight over an attempt to sue oil companies for damage done to our wetlands is entering its final 

round.  After all you‘ve heard, do you want the oil companies to pay…or the taxpayers?
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Insurance companies reportedly believe climate change is real and to emphasize their conviction 
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"God's will" fit into all fo this?   Tom Benson and Drew Brees disagree about a proposed Workman‘s Comp law that would 

address workman‘s comp for pro athletes in Louisiana.  Can rules for the regular workplace really 

be applied to professional athletes?   

A new report (by Wallet hub) says Louisiana ranks at the bottom for working moms.  Why?  Why 

are we missing what other states have like companies with in-house daycare; flex time, job sharing, 

etc…?  What can businesses do to help working moms & dads better support their families?  If you 

work for a parent-friendly company, call in and tell us about it. 
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4-24/50:00:00

5-1/50:00:00

5-1/50:00:00

5-1/50:00:00

5-1/50:00:00

5-1/50:00:00

5-1/50:00:00

5-7/50:00:00



5-12/50:00:00

6-16/50:00:00

6-9/10:00:00

4-4/50:00:00

4-4/50:00:00

4-4/50:00:00

4-18/50:00:00

4-18/50:00:00

4-18/50:00:00

4-18/50:00:00

4-18/50:00:00

4-25/50:00:00

4-25/50:00:00

4-25/50:00:00

5-9/50:00:00

5-9/50:00:00

5-16/50:00:00



5-16/50:00:00

5-16/50:00:00

5-16/50:00:00

5-23/50:00:00

5-23/50:00:00

5-23/50:00:00

5-30/20:00:00

5-30/20:00:00

5-30/20:00:00

5-30/20:00:00

6-6/50:00:00

6-6/50:00:00

6-6/50:00:00

6-6/50:00:00



6-3/10:00:00

6-3/10:00:00

4-24/50:00:00

4-24/50:00:00

4-24/50:00:00

4-24/50:00:00

4-24/50:00:00

5-1/50:00:00

5-1/50:00:00

5-1/50:00:00



5-1/50:00:00

5-5/5:00:00

4-11/10:00:00

4-22/10:00:00

4-24/50:00:00

4-24/50:00:00

4-24/50:00:00

4-28/10:00:00

5-13/50:00:00



5-13/50:00:00

5-13/50:00:00

5-13/50:00:00

5-22/10:00:00

5-29/10:00:00

5-29/50:00:00

5-29/50:00:00

5-29/50:00:00



6-4/50:00:00

6-4/50:00:00

6-4/50:00:00

5-16/10:00:00

5-9/10:00:00

4-4/50:00:00

4-23/10:00:00

4-29/50:00:00



5-29/10:00:00

6-10/5:00:00

6-12/50:00:00

6-24/50:00:00

6-24/50:00:00

6-24/50:00:00

6-27/50:00:00

6-20/50:00:00



4-7/5:00:00

4-9/20:00:00

4-29/20:00:00

4-7/10:00:00

6-5/10:00:00

6-16/10:00:00

4-7/20:00:00

4-7/20:00:00

4-8/10:00:00

4-11/10:00:00

4-11/5:00:00

4-21/5:00:00

4-23/20:00:00

4-23/20:00:00

4-24/20:00:00



4-24/20:00:00

4-24/20:00:00

4-24/20:00:00

4-24/20:00:00

4-24/20:00:00

4-28/10:00:00

4-28/50:00:00

5-1/10:00:00

5-1/10:00:00

5-1/10:00:00

5-1/10:00:00

5-2/50:00:00

5-5/5:00:00



5-5/10:00:00

5-13/20:00:00

5-13/20:00:00

5-29/20:00:00

5-29/20:00:00

6-6/10:00:00

6-11/10:00:00

6-11/10:00:00

6-19/50:00:00

6-11/10:00:00

6-4/10:00:00

4-8/50:00:00

4-9/10:00:00

5-8/20:00:00

5-15/50:00:00



4-25/5:00:00

4-4/5:00:00

4-4/5:00:00

4-10/50:00:00

4-10/50:00:00

4-25/5:00:00

5-2/5:00:00

5-5/50:00:00

5-5/10:00:00

5-5/10:00:00



5-5/10:00:00

5-5/10:00:00

5-5/10:00:00

5-9/5:00:00

5-9/10:00:00

5-16/5:00:00

5-16/10:00:00

5-23/5:00:00

5-23/50:00:00

5-26/15:00:00

5-30/20:00:00

6-6/5:00:00

6-6/10:00:00

6-6/50:00:00



6-27/5:00:00

5-1/10:00:00

5-1/10:00:00

4-7/50:00:00

4-7/50:00:00

4-7/50:00:00

4-14/20:00:00

5-9/50:00:00

5-22/10:00:00

4-24/30:00:00

4-24/30:00:00



4-28/50:00:00

4-28/50:00:00

5-1/20:00:00

5-1/20:00:00

5-1/20:00:00

5-1/20:00:00

5-15/20:00:00

5-15/20:00:00

6-27/50:00:00

6-2/50:00:00

6-2/50:00:00

4-17/5:00:00



5-15/50:00:00

5-15/50:00:00

5-15/50:00:00

5-15/50:00:00

4-15/10:00:00

4-15/10:00:00

4-11/50:00:00

4-14/10:00:00

4-15/20:00:00

4-15/20:00:00

4-15/50:00:00

4-18/10:00:00



5-12/10:00:00

5-21/50:00:00

5-21/50:00:00

5-21/50:00:00

5-21/30:00:00

5-28/10:00:00



5-23/50:00:00

4-1/20:00:00

4-1/20:00:00

5-8/5:00:00

5-23/10:00:00

4-21/20:00:00

4-21/20:00:00

4-28/10:00:00

4-28/20:00:00

4-15/5:00:00

4-14/10:00:00

4-14/10:00:00



5-19/10:00:00

4-2/50:00:00

5-27/50:00:00

5-27/50:00:00

5-27/50:00:00

4-10/10:00:00



4-22/10:00:00

4-10/5:00:00

5-27/50:00:00

4-9/50:00:00

5-15/5:00:00

4-14/5:00:00

5-1/50:00:00

5-1/50:00:00

5-1/50:00:00

5-1/50:00:00

5-15/50:00:00



5-15/50:00:00

5-8/5:00:00

5-8/5:00:00

4-10/10:00:00

4-10/5:00:00

4-18/10:00:00

4-18/10:00:00

5-29/50:00:00

5-22/10:00:00

5-22/10:00:00

5-2/5:00:00



5-2/5:00:00

4-11/5:00:00

4-17/5:00:00

6-6/5:00:00

5-6/5:00:00

5-8/10:00:00

5-8/5:00:00

5-8/5:00:00

5-12/10:00:00

5-12/5:00:00

4-7/10:00:00

4-9/5:00:00

4-24/10:00:00

4-24/5:00:00

4-24/10:00:00

4-25/5:00:00

4-28/20:00:00



4-30/20:00:00

5-7/20:00:00

5-8/50:00:00

5-9/5:00:00

5-9/10:00:00

5-13/10:00:00

5-13/5:00:00

5-14/10:00:00



5-14/50:00:00

5-14/50:00:00

5-14/50:00:00

5-14/50:00:00

5-16/20:00:00

5-16/20:00:00

5-16/20:00:00

5-21/10:00:00

5-21/10:00:00

5-21/10:00:00

5-21/10:00:00

5-21/10:00:00



5-30/10:00:00

5-30/10:00:00

5-30/10:00:00

6-2/50:00:00

6-2/50:00:00

6-2/50:00:00

6-3/10:00:00

6-10/10:00:00

6-11/10:00:00

6-17/50:00:00

6-17/50:00:00

6-17/50:00:00



6-18/20:00:00

6-18/20:00:00

6-18/50:00:00

6-19/20:00:00

6-26/20:00:00

4-25/10:00:00

6-27/50:00:00

6-4/5:00:00

6-4/10:00:00

6-4/10:00:00

6-5/5:00:00

6-5/5:00:00

6-17/20:00:00

6-17/20:00:00



6-24/50:00:00

6-24/50:00:00

5-5/50:00:00

5-5/50:00:00

5-5/50:00:00

6-5/20:00:00

6-9/10:00:00

6-9/10:00:00



4-9/15:00:00

6-26/20:00:00

6-26/10:00:00

6-26/10:00:00

6-26/10:00:00

4-29/20:00:00

4-29/20:00:00

4-30/20:00:00

4-2/20:00:00

4-2/20:00:00

5-14/20:00:00

5-14/20:00:00

5-14/20:00:00



6-18/10:00:00

4-30/50:00:00

4-30/50:00:00

4-16/5:00:00

4-16/5:00:00

5-28/20:00:00

5-7/10:00:00

6-13/10:00:00

6-13/10:00:00

5-16/10:00:00

5-16/10:00:00



6-26/50:00:00

4-29/50:00:00

4-29/50:00:00

4-15/10:00:00

4-16/20:00:00

4-16/20:00:00

5-1/20:00:00

5-1/20:00:00

5-1/20:00:00

5-1/20:00:00

5-2/50:00:00

5-2/50:00:00

5-2/50:00:00



5-2/50:00:00

4-18/50:00:00

6-16/20:00:00

6-16/20:00:00

6-19/50:00:00

4-3/20:00:00

4-3/20:00:00



6-13/20:00:00

6-13/20:00:00

5-6/5:00:00

4-7/5:00:00

4-8/5:00:00

6-27/50:00:00

6-27/50:00:00

6-27/50:00:00

4-14/10:00:00



6-25/20:00:00

6-25/20:00:00

4-29/50:00:00

4-29/50:00:00

4-29/50:00:00

4-29/50:00:00

4-11/20:00:00

6-11/5:00:00

6-11/50:00:00



6-11/50:00:00

6-11/50:00:00

6-18/20:00:00

6-18/20:00:00

5-5/5:00:00

5-13/20:00:00

6-2/10:00:00

5-22/20:00:00

4-8/5:00:00

5-26/15:00:00

6-9/10:00:00

6-20/50:00:00



6-20/50:00:00

5-21/10:00:00

5-29/50:00:00

5-29/50:00:00

5-29/50:00:00

6-26/50:00:00

5-23/20:00:00

5-30/10:00:00

4-16/20:00:00

5-28/50:00:00

5-28/50:00:00



6-18/20:00:00

6-18/20:00:00

5-23/10:00:00

5-23/10:00:00

5-15/5:00:00

6-9/50:00:00

6-9/50:00:00

6-9/30:00:00

6-9/50:00:00


